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GOOD MORNING, I AM VERY GLAD TO BE HERE TO SPEAK TO YOU ON ONE OF THE

MOST CRUCIAL CHALLENGES FACING THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT TODAY - THAT OF

FINDING WAYS TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY, AND LOWER LIFE CYCLE COSTS WHILE

MAINTAINING PERFORMANCE.

INCREASED EMPHASIS IS BEING PLACED ON IMPROVED RELIABILITY AND MAINTAIN-

ABILITY, LOWER LIFE CYCLE COST AND INCREASED READINESS. TO MEE.'THESE

OBJECTIVES WE MUST CHANGE OUR PREVIOUS METHODS OF DOING BUSAESS IN THE.

DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITTON OF NEW ENGINES.

BEFORE THE CENTER LINE OF A NEW AIRCRAFT ENGINE IS DRAWN THERE MUST BE

A CLOSE WORKING RELATIONSHIP AMONG THE REQUIREMENTS ACTIVITY (UNO), THE

ACQUISITION ACTIVITY (AIR-05), THE LOGISTICIAN tAIR-04) AND THE USERS

(THE FLEET).

THE FIRST THING TO BE DETERMINED IS THE MISSION. THE REQUIREMENTS ACTIVITY

MUST SET FORTH THE WEAPONS SYSTEM MISSION OR THE THREAT TO BE MET. THE

USERS WILL ADVISE THE DEVELOPING ACTIVITY AS TO HOW THE AIRCRAFT WILL BE

FLOWN IN ORDER TO MEET THE STATED MISSION. THE LOGISTICIAN WILL ADVISE

THE ACQUISIITON ACTIVITY AS TO THE MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY. THE RELIA-

BILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENGINE WILL BE SET SO THAT THE TOTAL WEAPONS

SYSTEM RELIABILITY CAN BE MET. THIS INFORMATION WILL BE USED BY THE

ACQUISITION ACTIVITY TO ESTABLISH THE PROPER DESIGN AND TEST REQUIREMENTS

TO INSURE THAT THE ENGINE WILL MEET ALL THE PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY AND

MAINTAINABILITY REQUIREMENTS AT THE LOWEST LIFE CYCLE COST.

INDUSTRY MUST BE AWARE OF THE TOTAL REQUIREMENTS PACKAGE SO THAT ALL



ELEMEINTS OF DESIGN, I.E., PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, LIFE

CYCLE COST, ETC., CAN BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION FROM INCEPTION. THE

WHOLE PROCESS MUST BE AN ITERATIVE ONE, NOT ONLY WITHIN THE NAVY BUT

ALSO WITH INDUSTRY.

THE NAVY IS MOVING TOWARD THIS NEW APPROACH, MORE CLOSELY DUPLICATING

OPERATIONAL STRESSES IN ENGINE TESTING TO OVERCOME THE HISTORICAL SPATE

OF ENGINE PROBLEMS OCCURRING WITHIN THE FIRST FEW YEARS OF ENGINE DEVEL-

OPMENT. NAVAIR HAS INITIATED THIS EFFORT AND ON-GOING STUDY RESULTS HAVE'

CONFIRMED PREVIOUS SUSPICIONS THAT PAST DEVELOPMENT TESTING HASNOT KEPT

PACE WITH ADVANCEMENTS IN TECHNICAL DISCIPLINES NOR MATCHED THE DUTY CYCLE

EXPERIENCED BY THE ENGINE IN ACTUAL SERVICE.

THE NAVY HAS USED THIS TECHNIQUE TO DEVELOP A 750 HOUR SIMULATED MISSION

ENDURANCE TEST (SMET) FOR THE F404 ENGINE IN THE F-1B AN.A 1000 HOUR

SMET FOR THE T700 ENGINE IN THE LAMPS MK I1. IN ADDITION, TF30 ENGINE

IMPROVEMENT CHANGES ARE BEING TESTED TO A 1000 HOUR SMET. THE NEXT NEW

ENGINE DEVELOPED WILL BE DESIGNED AND TESTED TO A 1000 HOUR SMET. -TWIS

WILL BE THE FIRST DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WITH THE ALL "NEW LOOK", I.E., SMET,

LOW CYCLE FATIGUE TEST, ACCELERATED SERVICE TEST, WITH AN OVERALL REQUIRE-

MENT OF LIFE CYCLE COST.

AN ADDITIONAL BENEFIT TO THE NAVY WILL BE THE ACCURATE CONCEPTUAL, PRE-

LIMINARY AND DETAILED DESIGN GUIDANCE TO THE ENGINE INDUSTRY WHICH CLAIMS

THAT LESS THAN SATISFACTORY LEVELS OF ENGINE RELIABILITY ARE ATTRIBUTABLE

TO ERRONEOUS INITIAL DESIGN GUIDANCE.
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AFTER THE MISSION, PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS, MAINTENANCE PHILOSOPHY AND

RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS ARE SET FORTH, THE LIFE CYCLE COSTS CAN BE

PROJECTED. ALTHOUGH AIRCRAFT ENGINES ARE A WEAPONS SUBSYSTEM THEY

ACCOUNT ANNUALLY FOR OVER $4 BILLION DOLLARS IN THE DEVELOPMENT, ACQUI-

SITION AND OPERATING AND SUPPORT PHASES OF THEIR LIFE CYCLE. HISTORICALLY,

DECISIONS AFFECTING NAVAL AIRCRAFT ENGINES HAVE BEEN MADE EMPHASIZING

PERFORMANCE WITH LITTLE CONSIDERATION OF COST. TODAY'S ENVIRONMENT,

BEING QUITE DIFFERENT, EXACTS A CONSCIOUS UNDERSTANDING OF THE COST

IMPLICATIONS OF SPECIFIED PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS. THESE IMPLICATIONS

NECESSITATE AN IN-DEPTH UNDERSTANDING OF COSTS DURING THE PHASES OF AN

ENGINES LIFE CYCLE. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT FUTURE REQUIREMENTS WILL

DEMAND ENGINE COMPONENT (I.E., COMPRESSOR, BURNER, TURBINE, ETC.) LIFE K

CYCLE COST VERSUS PERFORMANCE TRADE-OFFS DURING THE CONCEPTUAL PHASE

PRIOR TO FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT.

THE HISTORICAL DATA REQUIRED TO LAY THE FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE ENGINE

COST ANALYSIS IS NOT PRESENTLY AVAILABLE IN A SINGLE DATA SYSTEM AND

JUSTIFIABLE CONCERN HAS BEEN EXPRESSED BY BOTH INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT

AS TO WHETHER THE NECESSARY DATA IS PRESENTLY BEING COLLECTED, AND IF

COLLECTED, RETAINED. FURTHER CONCERN HAS BEEN MANIFESTED AS TO THE

ACCURACY OF AVAILABLE ENGINE OPERATING AND SUPPORT COST DATA, SINCE

THE DATA COLLECTION OBJECTIVES FOCUS ON THE WEAPONS SYSTEM AT THE EXPENSE

OF THE SUBSYSTEM. FUTURE JUSTIFICATION OF MILITARY WEAPONS SYSTEMS,

AND THEIR MAJOR SUBSYSTEMS WILL NOT WITHSTAND SCRUTINY OF POORLY DEFINED
SUBSYSTEM COSTS THAT RESULT IN UNCERTAIN SYSTE LIFE CYCLE COSTS.
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AIRCRAFT ENGINE DEVELOPMENT AND ACQUISITION COST PROJECTION METHODS ARE

WELL IN HAND PRIMARILY DUE TO THE EFFORT AND RESOURCES EXPENDED BY THE

AIRCRAFT ENGINE COMMUNITY DURING RECENT YEARS. ON THE OTHER HAND, THE

OPERATING AND SUPPORT COSTS AND THE PROJECTION OF THESE COSTS ARE THE

LEAST UNDERSTOOD SEGMENT OF AN ENGINES LIFE CYCLE COST. IN ORDER TO

PROJECT HOW CERTAIN PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND ENGINE GEOMETRY EFFECT

LIFE CYCLE COST WE MUST KNOW WHAT THE CURRENT ENGINE DESIGNS ARE COSTING

US IN THE OPERATING AND SUPPORT PHASE. WE MUST KNOW WHAT IS FAILING

AND WHY, SO THAT WE CAN PROPERLY DESIGN AND DEVELOP THE NEXT GENERATION

OF NAVY ENGINES. TO THIS END WE MUST HAVE A MORE ACCURATE REPORTING

SYSTEM FOR PROPULSION DOWN TO THE COMPONENT LEVEL. WE MUST HAVE A

CENTRAL POINT FOR COLLECTING AND MANAGING ALL OPERATING AND SUPPORT

PROPULSION COSTS. WE MUST HAVE BETTER DATA WITH WHICH TO DEFINE PROBLEM

AREAS AND THEREBY WE CAN BETTER DEFINE TEST REQUIREMENTS.

THIS SEMINAR IS AN ATTEMPT TO TAKE A SPECIFIC HARDWARE ITEM, AIRCRAFT

PROPULSION, AND BRING TO BEAR THE EXPERTISE OF BOTH TECHNICAL AND COST

ESTIMATING EXPERTS FROM BOTH INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT TO CONCENTRATE

ON THE OVERRIDING PROBLEMS OF REDUCING OUR LIFE CYCLE COSTS IN THE FUTURE.

IT IS ONLY BY OUR OWN INDIVIDUAL EFFORTS THAT PROGRESS CAN BE MADE.

TWO DECADES AGO THERE WERE FEW COST ANALYSTS. AND ALTHOUGH I BELIEVE

THE COST ANALYSTS HAVE DONE A CREDITABLE JOB CONSIDERING WHAT THEY HAD

TO WORK WITH, I THINK WE HAVE DRIFTED TOWARDS A POLICY OF SEPARATING

OUR TECHNICAL AND COST ESTIMATING FUNCTIONS WITHIN THE DEFENSE DEPARTMENT.

IT HAS ALLOWED THE ENGINEERS TO FORGET THE COST IMPACTS TOO EASILY.

RECTIFYING THIS SITUATION IN THE ENGINE COMMUNITY IS A CHALLENGE THAT

MUST BE MET.
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YOU AND YOUR PREDECESSORS HAVE PRODUCED THE PACING ITEM, THE PROPULSION I
SYSTEM, IN WHAT ARE ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE FINEST, MOST TECHNICALLY ADVANCED

AIRCRAFT IN THE WORLD. OUR DOMINATION OF THE WORK MARKET IN BOTH MILITARY

AND CIVILIAN AIRCRAFT IS PROOF OF THIS GREAT EFFORT.

I WOULD CHALLENGE YOU TODAY TO ALSO LEAD THE WAY IN OVERCOMING WHAT

IS JUST AS CRUCIAL A FRONTIER, THAT OF HOW TO PROPERLY IMPLIMENT A .I

PHILOSOPHY OF DESIGNING A MORE RELIABLE ENGINE AT AN OVERALL LOWER

LIFE CYCLE COST.

IN CLOSING I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR ASKING ME TO ADDRESS THIS

SEMINAR. I BELIEVE IT WILL BE FRUITFUL TO ALL PARTICIPANTS AND COULD

9 ALSO BE A MODEL FOR SIMILAR MEETINGS ON OTHER HARDWARE ITEMS IN THE

FUTURE.
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9 AVY ENGINE COST METHODOLOGY

L. T. FINIZIE

I. NTRODUCTION

aWDC (Naval Air Development Canter) has done engine cost estimating
work on development, production, and operating and support costs.
.Al:hough production costs dere first studied by XADC, in this presentation
development costs will be considered first since they occur first.
Production costs will be discussed next and, O&S (Operation and Support)
costs will be discussed last

1I. DEVELOPMENT COSTS

.lchough it has been only two and a half years since the last DCD
(Department of Defense) sponsored engine cost seminar held at XADC, it
is considered appropriate to zeview the assumptions upon which the
development costs were based. Figure I shows the change in TIT (turbine
i.let temperature) with time. The line in the region of 1980 can be
seen to be straight. For this reason it is assumed that the relationship
bet-ween the development cost at the HQT (model qualification test) and
calendar time can still be represented by a straight line as shown in
figure 2. Since the number of new engines developed for the military
has been drastically reduced, it will be many years before sufficient
engines are developed significantly to modify the development cost
estimating relacionship in use at the present. The plot shown in figure 3
indicates that four different engines each with a 7IT of 2060* Ranklne
-dere needed to make the analysis. It is unlikely that such a large
selection of engines will be available for analysis in the immediate
future. XQT, TIT and the existence of an afterburner are shown in
figure 4 to be the principal engine parameters determining engine development
cost. Additionally an accuracy within ten percent is shown to be typical
of almost all of the engines used in the data base. A one sigma value
of Z million dollars as shown on figure 4 appears high but compared to
an average development cost for a fighter engine of 500 million dollars
it is less than five percent.

III. PRODUCTION COSTS

The first engine cost study assigned to 1ADC by NAVAIR (Naval Air
Systems Conmand) was for production engines. -The changing composition
of engine materials caused the rapid increase in nickel alloys and the
consequent increase in cost as shown in figure 5. These changes began
about 1955 and rapidly increased through the sixties. Rapid changes
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maant rapidly increasing costs and a method to predict cost was needed.
Mr. R. J. Maurer who first tasked INADC with the production cost study
was aware of the large amount of material used during the manufacturing
process. The relatively small amount of the raw material that becomes
the finished engine is shown in figure 6. Since approximately sixty

.percent of an engine is made of forgings, considerable machining is
required to produce a finished part. On some forgings the ratio of the
input material to the output material can be as high as ten to one. In
order to allow for the effect on cost of large :amounts of expensive
nickel alloys, that are needed to produce a gas turbine engine, a material
factor criterion was developed by NADC with the assistance of the P&W
(Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Corporation).

This criterion, called the Maurer factor in posthumous honor of its
originator, is computed from the weighting factors shown in figure 7.
These weighting factors are the product of the ratio of the cost of the
material to the cost of low carbon steel, and the ratio of the cost of
machining the material to the cost of maching low carbon steel. From
the samples shown it can be seen that the classification "A" consists of
those materials containing some chromium and a small percentage of
nickel, the other materials increase in nickel content up to the "D"
classification which contains as much as 80% nickel. Titanium is in a
separate classification. The computation for the Maurer factor consists
then of simply making a weighted summation of all the raw materials used
in the manufacture of an engine. This su-ation is shown in figure S.
Forty-two engines were used in the correlation between Maurer factor and
cost as shown in figure 9. These engines were produced by the General
Electric Company, the P&WA Company, Detroit Diesel Allison Division and
the Rolls-Royce Company. The one sigma measure of variation is seen to
be $31,00 which is a relatively small percentage of the one million
dollar manufacturing cost typical for a Navy fighter engine. For smaller
engines another correlation has been developed with a proportionally
smaller sigma. Weighting factors for the materials comprising the
Maurer factor have been continuously updated to reflect the changing
relative cost of materials and the relative cost of machining. Figure 10
shows the correlation resulting from the use of weighting factors updated
to 1977. It is immediatel. apparent that the correlation as measured by
both the coefficient of correlation and sigma has not improved. Offsetting
this slight deterioration in accuracy is the fact that the weighting
factors now can be determined by formula resulting in more consistent
material classifications. In the absence of accurate historical material
costs, dating to the beginning of the cost study, extrapolations were
made from relatively recent cost data. It is expected that as more
accurate correction factors are applied to the early historical cost of
materials the cost correlation will improve.

Generally a detailed bill of material is not available during the
early development stage of an engine. It is then necessary to use the
parameters such as those shown in figure 12 of wa (airflow), TIT, and
the existence of an afterburner 6A/B. It can be seen that estimated and
actual Maurer factors agree within ten percent for engines the size of
those powering Navy fighters. The Maurer material factor has been
successfully applied to turbofans, turbojets, turboprops and turboshafts
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t when evaluating different power plants for proposed applications in
aval aircraft. These applications as well as the parameters found

significant to the cost are shown in figure 12. The NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space .dministration)-Navy lift fan program is probably
the best example to date of the value of the application of the Maurer
factor cost methodology in making an evaluation between two competing
power systems. The aircraft shown in figure 13 illustrates the arrangemenc
of one fvd nose fan and two gas turbine engines aft of the wing. The
gas system drives the nose tip fan with hot gases while the shaft system
drives the nose fan through shafts and gears. On first thought hot
combustion gases appear a logical way to provide power to the nose fan.
However, even a very preliminary analysis of the bill of material for
the gas system discloses the use of a considerable amount of high nickel
alloys.

Review of the competing shaft driven system revealed little special
alloys required since the necessary power was being transmitted by
shafts at ambient temperature. However, several hundred pounds of
titanium used in the motor mounts were changed in the shaft driven
design since the weight advantage over aluminum was shown not to be cost
effective. Examination of the material lists for both of the competing
designs disclosed areas in which significant savings were made early in
the design phase by using less expensive materials.

17. OPERATING AND SUPPORT COSTS

O&S costs of weapons systems recently have become of concern to the
miliary services. Since engine cost respresents a significant component
of the cost of an aircraft weapon system, it is necessary to compute the
complete life cycle costs of engines. Because development and production
costs can be computed w-th an accuracy of ten percent, it is the operating
and support costs that are presently receiving the principal concern of
the Navy so that greater confidence can be placed on total life cycle
costs.

rn an attempt to simulate the maintenance path of gas turbine
engines several programs have been developed as shown in figure 14. The
vane and blade model can be seen to be fairly large since it comprises
ZOOO cards and uses 100,000 octal core units. These programs rere
developed to do more than compute operation and support costs since
these costs can be approximated by computing the total flight hours and
fuel costs. Multiplying the total number of operational engines by the
number of scheduled flight hours for each aircraft and then by an average
cost per flight hour obtains the total maintenance cost. To this cost
is added fuel, oil, and lubricants. The program developed for studying
operation and support costs, however, provides numerous data that charac-
terizes the maintenance process. All of the significant events that
occur during an engine's maintenance cycle are recorded and sumaries
printed by specified schedule. Fnny time periods, generally in days,
are specified in the program inputs such as those shown in figure L5.
Most of these inputs remain constant during the simulation although they
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can be changed if desired. Simulation period is generally set at twenty
years; the reporting period once a year. Time to perform maintenance
actions are characteristic of the particular engine examined. Examples
are the times required to perform an overhaul at the intermediate maintenance
activity and at the depot. Other time periods are determined from the
operating schedule such as the maximu- engine flight hours per month.
All these time periods control the rate at which the engines flow through
the maintenance path. Other quantities and ratios are input to reflect
the known maintenance history of specific aircraft and engines. These
quantities are shown in figure 16 and give the rate at which flying time
is accumulated, the rate at which engines can be repaired, the fraction
of the to-al number of engines sent to the depot in addition to the
intermediate repair activity, and the fraction of engines that are
atrited.

Time before failure ranging from zero to an input maximum for a
variety of events requiring maintenance is computed from a random input
number. Five different failure curves may be used to make this computation
for time before failure. Additionally, failure time may also be computed
from cumulative flight hours. A daily computation of each engine's
operating time is made and this time is compared with failure times
previously computed and assigned to a particular engine. If the operating
time is less than that at which a failure has been computed, the increment
in flying hours caused by an additional day is recorded and another
comparison made with the predicted failure times. This daily accumulation
continues until it causes the time on an engine to exceed the minimum
predicted failure time assigned to that engine. A record is then made
of the time flown before failure and a computation is made using a
random number input to determine the time until the next failure. The
failure curves shown in figure 17 can be used in this simulation.

Periodically the O&S program prints results of many of the maintenance
events. Figure 18 shows aircraft maintenance history. Aircraft flying,
attrited or in the process of maintenance at the end of the report
period are shown. Similiar statistics are provided in figure 19 and 20
for the engine. Total numbers and daily rates of repairs are provided
for both intermediate and depot maintenance. Removals, inspections and
delays can be assessed when comparing engines. A breakdown of the total
number of failures by cause is given in figure 21. These reasons for
failure provide insight when analyzing differences in engine maintenance
cost. Additional data relative to engines in maintenance is provided in
figure 22. Cumulative engine flight hours is the program output that
provides a quick evaluation of engine reliability. After the total
flying hours have been determined it is possible to compute a cost per
flight hour. This cost at the present time varies from S150/hr as shown
in figure 23 to a possible $556-699/hr as shown in figure 24. Preliminary
investigations by P&WA at intermediate and depot repair installations
such as those at Oceana and the Naval Air Rework Facility at Norfolk,
Virginia indicate the costs may be more closely approximated by the
higher figure. A contract has been issued to P&WA by NADC and sponsored
by NAVAIR to obtain the data available as outlined in figure 25. It can
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be seen that module cost data is mot retained from more than 3-4 years.
Figure 26 shows maintenance costs for the TF30-P-412 engine for repairs
and overhauls. Quantities are given for each maintenance action and
weighted averages computed as a function of time. These costs are
representative of those obtained from the 3M and URF data. Time between
overhaul which is an indicator of engine reliability is shown in figure 27
to be around 200 hours. This time is considerably less than that used
in many simulations comparing engine 0&S costs. When the purpose of the
simulation is to compare engines such inaccuracies do not invalidate
comparisons, however, when 0&S costs are needed for cost effective
trade-offs absolute costs are required. For this reason maintenance
cost data and time between repair actions is presently being sought.

V. CONCLUS IONS

In order to compute more accurate O&S costs more accurate repair
costs of components as well as complete engines are required. The
purpose of the current contract with P&WA is to obtain these costs. An
outline of the casks comprising the content of the contract is shown in
figure 28. In addition to repair costs the Nav7 seeks a method to
compute these costs as well as recommendations to reduce existing costs.
Hopefully the performance of the contract by ?&WA will provide the
necessary information to make possible the prediction of O&S costs to
the same degree of accuracy that has been achieved with development and
production costs.
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ESTIMATING THE MANUFACTURING COST OF
t SMALL TURBOSHAFT ENGINES

By

Mr. Richard L. Scharpf
Aerospace Engineer

US Army Aviation Research and Development Command
US Army Research and Technology Laboratories

Applied Technology Laboratory, Fort Eustis, Virginia

Introduction

Several methods have become available for estimating the cost of
turbojet and turboshaft aircraft engines. In most instances, the cost
expression is related to a performance parameter, such as shaft horse-
power (SHP) or thrust (T). The dollar value of the historical data is
normally based on the price paid for by the Government for each engine,
and finally, the price quoted per unit is not relatable to the produc-
tion quantity or production rate which may have varied with each fiscal
year, or even quarter.

With the increased emphasis being placed on the application of the
design-to-cost (DTC) philosophy and on the implementation of design-to-
unit-production cost (DTUPC) in DOD contracts, this Laboratory initiated
a study effort of the many cost estimating methods available to determine
which method would prove best for estimating the manufacturing cost of
turboshaft engines designed for current and future US Army helicopters.

The US Navy developed Maurer Factor (1F) (Reference 1) and the
Detroit Diesel Allison (DDA) developed Materials Index Factor (MIF)
(Reference 2) were analyzed in regard to their applicability for making
an independent Government cost estimate of advanced technology turbo-
shaft engines. The Maurer Factor method was chosen because of US Navy
support in evaluating engine designs. As a result of this evaluation,
this Laboratory established a Material Index Factor (MIF) methodology
utilizing the best features of these methods. This methodology has been
verified with new US Army data.

Discussion

Several methods have been developed for estimating the manufacturing
cost of turbine engines. The most widely used method within the US Army
is the Cost Estimating Relationship (CER) which was derived from histori-
cal data and which is based on the intermediate rated shaft horsepower of
similar gas turbine engines. This method is considered adequate as a
first estimate of the price of a turbine engine of a certain power output.
Even though the CER implies cost, the historical data available to the US
Army are based on the average price paid by the Army for each engine lot;

7 7.. . . . C.. . .
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therefore, the manufactur±ng cost estimate of a new design is only a rough
estimate since G&A and Profit rates are assumed. The CER method is ade-
quate for estimating the engine cost of a new helicopter under considera-
tion where total Flyaway Cost and Life Cycle Cost (LCC) must be determined.
The analyst must remember though, as well as explain in his report, that
the cost (price) determined for the engine in the LCC analysis was derived
from data of past and only a very few current technology engines;
therefore, cost savings or cost increases due to technological advances in
materials and internal aerodynamics are not included.

The CER equation for the average price cf the first 100 production
engines of less than .900 SHP is expressed as:

$74 - 2.697079 (Sh?) 1.571261 .0011 ()

A parametric method developed at the Institute for Defense Analysis
(IDA) defines manufacturing cost as a function of shaft horsepower. This
method is also explained in Reference 4. The equation developed calcu-
lates the cumulative average recurring price at 1,000 units and is ex-
pressed as:

1/31000 (2)
$4- [3(SEP) + 0.03 (SEP] x10 2

The most accurate engine cost estimate available today still is the
Industrial Engineering estimate. This estimating procedure is normally
beyond the capabilities of the Government cost analyst since a detailed
knowledge of the work processes and materials is required for each design
as well as the manufacturing efficiency of each contractor.

The method of cost estimation which will be discussed in greater de-
tail is the Material Index Factor (MIF) or Maurer Factor (MF). Both of
these methods are explained in detail in Reference 1 and Reference 2 and,
therefore, will not be discussed except for some pertinent points. The
aurer Factor (17) method was used by this Laboratory to evaluate the
proposed manufacturing cost of the 100th production engine designs
of an advanced technology demonstrator engine of approximately 800 SHP
each. In addition to furnishing all the required details necessary for a
thorough evaluation of the technical merits, each offeror was requested
to supply the Material Monitoring List (MI) which delineates the materials
that will be used by the offeror in the design of the engine. This list
was alsc developed by the US Navy to support the Maurer Factor analysis of
engine cost. Finally, each offeror was requested to provide a rationale
and a substantiation of the learning curve used as well as any other infor-
mation necessary so that the price or the cost of each engine could be com-
puted and verified.

The engine cost computation was conducted using the US Navy developed
equation for small ( < 1000 SHP) turboshaft engines. The manufacturing
cost is expressed in 1965 dollars and represents the average manufacturing
cost of 150n engines.
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$65 4.452 (MIF) + 3,582 (3)

The Material Index Factor (MIF) is computed as follows:

MIF w ' W where (4)
n n

L..= relative weighing factor

W - material input weight

In order to establish a frame of reference, a third equation was used
to arrive at an approximate manufacturing cost prior to having knowledge
of the material usage by the manufacturer on any of the proposed designs.
The US Navy developed relationship which was originally derived based on
knowledge of turbine inlet temperature and air flow rates was expressed as
an approximation of the MIF weight.

MIF - 10.51 (SHP) - 6155

As can be seen from Figure 1, this equation underestimates the actual
MIF values by a considerable amount, in fact by over 50%.

At the beginning of the evaluation, the following cost figures were
available for consideration and which could be compared with the offeror's
proposed manufacturing costs of the 100th production unit:

Method 1976 Dollars

CER 78,366.00

IDA 58,629.00

MIF (SH) 36,617.00

Of the three cost estimates shown, it was believed that the CER esti-
mate would be the most realistic value and that the offeror's design-to-
unit production cost (DTUPC) quote should be within a reasonable percentage
of that estimate.

The Government evaluation was conducted in accordance with the US Navy
established equations (3) and (4). Each offeror proposed a learning
curve of 90% or nearly that value. Some of them provided an extensive
list of vendor purchased items and the MIF or cost was computed as follows:

1. The MIF weight was calculated based on the input weight and classi-
fication of the materials used.

2. Using this MIF weight, the 100th production unit cost was calcu-
lated, inflated to 1976 dollars.

3. The price was calculated by applying the rates of G&A, IR&D and
Profit.
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4. To this price, the vendor price of the accessories and controls
were added, and this total price was compared to the proposer's 100th
production unit price.

5. In order to arrive at an adjusted MIF value, the 100th production
unit cost was calculated in 1965 dollars and, by using the appropriate
learning curve to compute the average cost of 1500 engines, equation (3)
yielded the adjusted MIF value.

The results of the first cut evaluation are shown in Figure 1, and as
can be seen from this figure, discrepancies were evident between the
proposers' quotes versus the Government estimate. It was learned from
some of the offeror's that they had included consideration for experience
and learning from a similar engine which would have been in quantity
production for several years by the time of production of this new design
engine. After removing the "pre-load," the offeror's quote was closer to
the Government's estimate. (Pre-load is discussed below.) Similarly,
another offeror whose quote was much below the Government estimate, was
asked to review the Monitoring Material List (MML) supplied. It appears
that a mistake was made in the material specification cost part. The
corrected specification reduced the MIF. As a result, the Government
cost estimate was also reduced. In general, removing the "pre-load"
resulted in a proposed (adjusted) cost which was within 8% of the
Government's estimate.

The method used to account for learning (pre-load) was to compute the
actual cost of similar items. For example, it is assumed that the proposed
100th production unit cost of a new design engine is $45,000, in 1976
dollars. Forty of 56 parts of the new design are similar to parts of an
older, known design and the proposed cost of these 40 parts is $30,000, in
1976 dollars. The $15,000 remaining constitutes the cost of the new items
of the proposed design. Three-thousand units of the older engine would
have been produced by the time of production of the 100th unit of the new
design. The older engine was documented to have an 89% learning curve.

The data point of $30,000 at unit 3,000 on the 89% learning curve can
be used to determine the cost of the 40 parts at the 100th unit, which is
$54,000. (Figure 2) The $54,000 would be the cost of the 40 parts of the
new design engine if the offeror had not taken credit for experience with
the older engine. Therefore, the adjusted proposed cost would be $54,000 +
$15,000 - $69,000. This adjusted cost should be close of the Government estimate.

Following the evaluation, the MIF methodology was reevaluated and
some adjustment to the basic equation was found to be necessary since the
regression line computed from the 13 data points shown in Figure 1 did
not give the values used in equation (1). In addition, it was decided to
drop the second highest cost engine data point because of the excessive
deviation from the line. As a result, a new equation was generated for a
MIF analysis of small turboshaft engine manufacturing cost and the re-
gression line, which is based on historical data, and the equation is
shown in Figure 3. For the purpose of comparing the evaluation results
with the new equation, the appropriate inflation factor was applied and
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the manufacturing cost of the 100th production unit of the MIF equation
is shown together with the data points from :he evaluation. The cost
values and the corresponding MIF wetRhZs were adjusted to oreclude re-
lease of nroprietary information. It is evident that excellent agreement
exists for four of the five designs evaluated.

Because of that disagreement, a detailed study of the various metals
used by each proposer was made. Examples of material usage for this size
engine, expressed in percent input weight, are shown in Figure 4. As can
be seen, one offercr used the highest percentage of conventional materials,
such as steel and aluminum. A detailed analysis of the Material Monitoring
List indicated tha: this offeror also had the highest input to output
ratio, that is, the highest input welgh to finished weight ratio. This
tends to imply that he has a high mater:1a 3crap rate.

Conclusions

As a result of this study, it is believed that this MIF method
appears to be the most effective if not the most accurate method avail-
able to date to the Government cost analyst for estimating the production
cost of a turboshaft engine. in addition to being able to accurately
estimate the production cost of these engines, the MIF method can be used
by the Government to track the DTUPC ,f the engine as early as during the
advanced development phase. There is strong evidence that the method is
useful in determining the efficiency of a design and that it appears to
be a useful tool for identifying cost reduction candidates of components
and items on turbine engines. Also, the MIF method compensates for
advancements in engine technology, that is, increased use of high
temperature (high cost) alloys is automatically considered in the compu-
tation of the MIF weight. And finally, engines of the same shaft horse-
power but designed by different companies will have different MIF's.

Other Uses

It is believed possible that the 1KF method could prove useful in
estimating the manufacturing cost of nonengine related items. Following
the work on engine cost, a need arose to quickly estimate the manufactur-
ing cost of a rotor hub of a large helic:pter. Cost data from US Army
sources could not be used because the data available was from the replace-
ment cost of the assembled, ready to install rotor hub which includes
bearings, links, etc. It was lea.r-ed that the hub housing consists of a
4340 steel forging with an input weight of 790 pounds. Machining of this
hub requires 77 operations and results in a waste rate in excess of 80%.

The relative weighing factor of 4340 steel forging was assumed to be
1.0, to be in consonance with the US Navy classification. Use of the new
small turbine equations resulted in an estimate of the 500th production
unit price of $8,985.00. This estimate compares with the quoted price of
$10,100.00 for the hub housing.

Potential Further Application

On the basis of che good correlaticn obtained between the manufactur-
ing costs predicted by the Matertal ndex 7actor and those proposed by each
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of the offerors during the 800 SHP ATDE competition, it is concluded that
the Material Index Factor is a good tool for use in predicting the manu-
facturing cost of small, advanced technology turboshaft engines. It is
anticipated, therefore, that the Material Index Factor will be updated
periodically during the course of the 800 SHP ATDE program and used as a
tool in tracking the design-to-unit production cost effort in addition to
being used as a tool to evaluate candidate cost reduction efforts. It is
also anticipated that this tool will be used by the Army in the evaluation
of proposals for any future engine demonstration or development efforts.

It should be noted once again that the good correlation obtained
during the evaluation was for small (less than 1000 SHP) turboshaft
engines. It is felt that further studies should be undertaken to verify
the capability of the Material Index Factor in the 1000-5000 SHP class
and to determine the appropriate slope and intercept for the regression
equation in this area. This effort would consist primarily of collecting
the required engine cost data and the material input weights for engines
in this horsepower class.

The success obtained with the Material Index Factor in predicting
the cost of a helicopter rotor head is of considerable interest. If the
method works well for engines and rotor heads, there is reason to believe
that it can also be applied to helicopter drive systems. In order to
accomplish this, there are two major tasks to be performed. First, rela-
tive weighting factors must be established for the materials and machining
processes which are used in helicopter drive trains, gears, bearings,
shafting, casing, etc. These materials and processes are, for the most
part, different from those used in the manufacturing of engines. Second,
a base of historical data must be collected to determine the slope and
intercept of the cost versus Material Index Factor regression line. Of
the two tasks, the second is expected to be the more difficult. Drive
trains are not procured by the Army in the same manner as engines.
Engines are normally procured as an end item by the Government and sub-
sequently furnished to the airframe manufacturer. Drive train components
on the other hand, are obtained as part of a total aircraft system and,
as a result, little or no historical data exists within the Army relative
to drive train production costs.
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SMALL ENGINES, SHP<1000
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ENGINE SUPPORT COST

John H. Isiminger

Design Project Engineer
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group
Government Products Division

West Palm Beach, Florida

Background

Life cycle cost (LCC) analysis has been a part of the engine design process for several years
now. This analysis has been vital in optimizing engine designs to minimize overall aircraft system
LCC. Since total engine-related cost is largely unknown, it is fortunate that such optimizing can
be done with reasonable confidence by calculation of cost differences only, without an intimate
knowledge of total LCC. Although this analysis by differences works well in design optimization,
it is not satisfactory for use by the military in engine source selection. And in dealing with
possible airline-type support cost warranties, it is totally inadequate. For these considerations,
good visibility into all the elements of LCC is required.

Cost Magnitude

Engine-related LCC is substantial and, in large part, unknown. In the typical fighter
aircraft case shown in figure 1, 35% of the total aircraft system LCC is engine related. Engine
design features heavily influence the 12% fuel portion also, and have a substantial effect on the
airframe cost through their influence on airframe weight.

~Engine

35%
Airframe

and Avionics
53%

Fuel
12%

Figure 1. Engine Life Cycle Cost Is a Major Element of Aircraft System Life

Cycle Cost
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A breakdown of the 35% engine portion of total aircraft LCC is shown in fi.ure 2. In the
engine selection process the Navy or Air Force can project the 204c development cost portion with
reasonable accuracy and can even get a firm commitment on at least that amount to be expended
prior to qualification. The 30% acquisition cost portion also can be predicted within reasonable
bounds. But that large support cost segment, making up one half of engine cost-of-ownership and
almost 201% of total weapon system cost-of-ownership, is largely unknown.

~30%

Support
50%

FO 134732

Figure 2. Support Cost Is a Major Element of Engine Life Cycle Cost

Cost Uncertainty

As illustrated in figure 3, just the tolerance on support cost is larger than the total of
development or acquisition cost. This support cost uncertainty that exists at the time of engine
source selection is not alleviated after the engine reaches operational status. Current military
data systems are not producing engine data that is relatable to engine faults. Indeed, the lack of
knowledge about current engine support cost is the reason that advanced engine support costs are
not predictable.

I
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Figure 3. Cost of Ownership Uncertainty

Cost Prediction Problem

This is not to say that engine LCC models do not include formulas for predicting support
cost. They do. but the support cost sections of existing LCC models help very little. In fact the
simplicity and obvious mathematical correctness of the "accounting"-type model can cause us to
be deluded. An actual equation set from such a model is:

C, Off-Equipment Maintenance

.5"(TFFH)(QPA,)(UF,)(1.RIP,) t(BCMH,)(BLR)()

MTBF,

+RTSI((BMHt)(BLR + BMR) + (BMC)(UC,)

+ NRTS,[(DMH,)(DLR - DMR) - (DMC,)(UC,)]

+ (2(NRTS,) + COND,][(PSC)(I-OS) + (PSO)(OS)](1.35 W)

(TFFH)(EPA)(Q.ERTS) (ECH)(EUC)
CMRI

A simplified version for illustrative purposes follows:

I MMH S Labor Cost
MTBF Repair x MMH 0 EFH

4 1. 1 x Parts Cost Material Cost
MTBF Repair EFH
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Certainly these equations are correct. However, they can be misleading for several inter-
related reasons, not the least of which is a high sensitivity to inaccuracy of inputs which are very
difficult to accurately predict. Using the hypothetical case shown in figure 4 as an example. note
that the mean time between failure (MTBF) of the 6 part component is 100 hr. The component
parts, A through F, vary from 250 to 20,000 hr MTBF. Their man-hours-to-repair vary from I to
1000 hr. Such a variation in MTBF's and repair times is not unusual among parts in a component.
or components in an engine.

2000 10,000 20.000

2.000

740

500 250 250 I
r-i r-- - - System 100 hr

1,000

100

Average 339 hr

- 20 20
1, 2 11

A B C 0 E F
FO t34.'34

Figure 4, Auerage of Large Variation Means Little

Entering these values into equation 2 at the part level would produce a cost per flight hour

(FH) of $3.74. However, such equations are usually entered at the component level. Then the
component MNTBF of 100 hr and the arithmetic average of repair times of 339 hr would produce
a cost per FH of $6.77, high by 81%. The proper weighted average of part repair times cannot be
figured without the individual part MTBF's. The significance is that such an equation cannot be

effective unless entered at the basic part level and such insight is not available during source
selection. In fact, it is scarcely available for currently operational engines.

Sensitivity of these equations can be further illustrated by considering possible MTBF

inaccuracy. Assume that a weighted average of repair times is accurately known but MTBF of the
component is missed by 1%. This would appear to distort the result by only I%. However, the 1r
error could have a greater impact on the answer. For example, if the MTBF of item E of the
component described in figure 4 were missed by 50% on the low side then the overall MTBF would
have been missed by 1 hr, or 1%. Instead of 100, the overall MTBF would have come out 99 and
that is not far off. However. this item happens to account for over half of the maintenance man-
hours (MMH). Our 1% MTBF error amounts to $2 per hour or 53% of the total cost. What we have
seen is that this approach is highly sensitive to MTBF estimates. At the same time, MTBF

estimates are highly subject to error, due to the same lack of data that causes support cost to be
unknown.
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This is an inherent problem with this approach to support cost prediction. Another
weakness relating directly to this ba - approach is that the critical estimates (MTBF) must be
made outside the model and provided as inputs. The model is an adding format.

Prediction Possibiilds

A more useful tool for predicting engine support costs would be a Cost Estimating

Relationship (CER)-type model. This approach would relate operational engine design
characteristics and duty cycles to actual support costs. The observed empirical relationships
would then allow prediction of advanced engine support costs as a function of information
available at the time of source selection. It would depend totally on clearly observable
characteristics of each competing design plus a duty cyc!e common to all'designs. Nothing would
depend on the estimates or assumptions of the contractors.

Data Problem

Unfortunately, this approach too, has a major obstacle. To be made sufficiently sensitive
this model must be based on support cost data which relates directly to engine faults. Such data
is not readily available. This is not to say that support cost data is not available. It is available
in abundance, and some of it is accurate. However, current data systems were not intended to
provide such engine fault-related visibility as is needed. Extensive investigations have been made
into presently available data and inaccuracies found. It is easy to dwell on these inaccuracies as
constituting the basic problem although even accurate data as presently gathered and reported
is not adequate without extensive analysis.

It can be proven with Navy data, for example, that a typical fighter engine is being
41 maintained for $150 per engine FH. Table I shows a breakdown of this cost and indicates sources

of the data.

Table 1. Engine Maintenance Cost Normally
Reported - Typical Fighter Engine

Cost Basij of Ejamate
Depot

Labor S 49/FH Production performance
Material 37/FH report. Section B
Total $106/FH ("B" Report)

Base

Labor $ 29/FH 3M 23XXX Work unit codes
Material 14/FbH only: 1.43.5 MMHIEFH
Total S 43/FH assumed S30AIMH

$20/IMMH labor
S10MIMH material

Total Cost -S I50/FH

These numbers were actually believed, before Navair and NADC initiated support cost research
activity during the past 2 years. Those "B" reports were taken to be the total depot expenditure.
The base labor cost of S29 per FH is the product of 1.435 MMEI-1FH from the 3M system and a
labor rate of $20 per MMIH. The material cost assumes $10 per MMH. Not unreasonable at all.
however, table 2 indicates that some costs had been overlooked.

6
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Table 2. Engine Maintenance Cost Estimate -

I ~ ~~~~Typical Fighter Engine Bi iEnnt

Cost Bssa izit

Engine -Overhaul 3200/TM "B" Report plus Burdens
and Repair

Component SISO/FH From Equivalent Air Force
Repair MFE) Data (MISTR accounri

Modifications S 30/FM From equivalent Air Force data

Subtotal SW/0F H

Base

Test Fuel S 20/FM From equivalent Air Force data
Base Labor 250/FM manpower Loading
Base Material 25/FM

TOWa CostW 57/FH

Repair of components removed from engines (F/E account), at S150/'FH in this estimate, cost
almost as much as engine repair. Engine modifications had been overlooked, also. 'Material and
test fuel have been added and manpower loading was used to derive labor cost. This is still not
a precise calculation but is much closer to the truth.

Recent Air Force studies have also provided new insight into engine support cost. (See figure
5.) Organizational and Intermediate level costs can be obtained from the Maintenance Cost
System (MCS) which is fed by the 'Maintenance Data Collection System (MDCS) plus a parts

- usage record system usually referred to as U 1050 - Hl. This data is useful after car~fuflv
excluding exchangeables and initial provisioning. These exchangeables later show up in depot
costs as IMISTR (Management Items Subject to Repair) items. Initial provisioning, of course, has
no place in a consumption-oriented calculation.

Depot

SAL 036 Coactor

Count S/Event

S

A. Figure 5. Support Cost Derivation



Depot costs can be obtained in a usable form hy tapping various systems which input to the
HO 36 system, although not directly from HO 36. These costs can be checked by using Air Force
depot "counts" of repairs by type of repair perforrted multiplied by costs per event for similar
work performed at contractor facilities.

This Air Force study, plus three earlier small studies of support data at Navy facilities, plus
continuous efforts connected with current engine programs have shown a pattern of problems
which are now being dealt with. Problems generally relate to inaccuracy, inconsistency, omissions
and overlap. Below are examples:

0 Count of items not repairable this station (NRTS) or beyond capability of
maintenance (BCM) from the base to te depot are often not in agreement
with count of items received at depot.

* Air Force 66-1 and Navy 3M systems omit up to 40% of maintenance actions.

0 Air Force has directed maintenance bases to cease collecting data on "shop
work" i.e. labor expended on engine build-up and tear-down not charged to

23000 series work unit codes. There is even a possibility that even more of the
66-1 data may be eliminated.

* Maintenance records are not related to cause (How Mal Codes) in depot data
although internal engine failures are discovered only at depot.

* Reluctance to release data at some locations.

0 Cost data is often not relatable to quantities of engine or items repaired.

e Translation among Item Ident. Codes, National Stock Number, Part Number
and Job Number is often difficult.

• Many records do not distinguish between engine models - list aircraft only.

As discussed earlier the necessity of distinguishing provisioning data from consumption
data. This is because engine support cost assessments, and subsequently engine support cost
predictions, must be based on engine faults or consumption of parts and labor. Data based on
allocation or provisioning, -Ithough more readily available, is a function of management
philosophy as well as of engine characteristics. Such allocation costs are often reported, and have
even been divided by engine flight hours and reported as a rate. The resulting curve looks like
that in figure 6. Note that early in a program when provisioning is heavy and FH are few, the cost
per flight hour is quite high as contrasted with the consumption curve for the same time period
based on consumption. These curves should, in theory., cross over as early provisioned parts are
consumed. The slope of the consumption curve in early years is not obvious to this observer. The
compensating effects of maturing the engine by solving early problems (downward slope) and the
aging of the engine population with more modules reaching durability limits (upward slope) could
slope the cost per F-I curve either way.
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Consumption

Cumulative Engine Flight Hours
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Figure 6. Support Cost Per Flight Hour Should Be Based on Consumption

Solutions

An increasing awareness of support cost as a major portion of the defense budget is now
prompting a more effective use of current operating experience. For example, Navair/NADC have
now launched a program that will retrieve and analyze fighter engine support cost data, then
derive a support cost prediction model as a function of engine Design characteristics. Data is
being gathered at seven different maintenance facilities plus two records centers and from all
maintenance levels. Data will be compiled at the most detailed level, opening the way for
accurate treatment of that most important and most difficult element of any LCC model, engine
support cost. The study tasks can then be summarized as:

" Determine actual engine maintenance costs and relate to engine faults using
TF30 and J52 as a study base

" Relate these costs to engine design and duty cycle - thus deriving a
maintenance cost prediction system

* Recommend improvements in existing cost data systems and maintenance
practices.

This model will be of the CER type mentioned above and provide an assessment tool to be used
with engine data which would be available prior to and during source selection.

This and similar studies by other agencies will allow accurate LCC analysis by the military
of alternative engine offerings. Contractors will be better able to set cost.oriented goals and
address the feasibility of Reliability Incentive Warranties. As engines enter service, provisioning
can be accomplished with a more thorough knowledge of quantities required. .And perhaps most
significant of all, engine designs can be better optimized to produce more cost effective aircrait
systems.

L ______ ____ ____ _____"9



THE ROLE OF TURBINE ENGINE

t TECHNOLOGY ON LCC

ROBERT F. PANEILLA RICHARD G. McNALLY
APSI Project Manager APSI Project Engineer
Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The turbine engine is a major contributing subsystem in the life cycle
cost (LCC) of an aircraft weapon system. The impact of turbine engine tech-
aology on LCC is addressed in this paper. To adequately assess this tech-
nology, LCC techniques are being developed which are sensitive to performance,
structural design, manufacturing processes, reliability and maintainability.
These techniques will then be used to determine the performance/life/cost
trade-offs of advanced technology. An overview of current efforts in this
area is given.

I'TrO0DUCTI0N

The overall objectives of our efforts in the area of life cycle cost (LCC)
are two: first, to determine the cost impact of our advanced technology, and
second, to identify and pursue those technologies which offer the greatest
potential in cost reduction. This briefing will include a perspective of
turbine engine LCC, and then an overview of current efforts on the methodology
and application of design-to-life-cycle-cost.

Chart 1 shows the life cycle cost of the top five subsystems of an advanced
fighter weapon system. The cost of each subsystem is shown as a percentage of
total system production cost and logistics support cost. As can be seen from
chis chart, the engine subsystem is a major component of weapon system cost.

LIFE CYCLE PHASES

In the development phase, the major cost drivers are hardware and test.
A study of previous engine development programs suggests that a relationship
exists between these two parameters. Current efforts are being conducted,
using these parameters, to develop estimating relationships for the develop-
ment phase.

In the acquisition phase, previous cost estimating efforts for this phase
determined that the single most significant parameter in estimating the acquisi-
tion (or production) cost of an engine is its thrust. It follows Chen that the
cost per pound of thrust is a relative measure of the acquisition cost of an
engine. Chart 2 is a graph of cost per pound of thrust, for engines in the
inventory, plotted against their "ilitary Qualification Test (MQT) date. The
cost of engines was normalized to constant year dollars and equivalent pro-
duction rate and production quantity. The slope of the curve shown is a
measure of the increase in cost of engines over the last 30 years. This
increase is a moderate one.
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In estimating the cost impact of advanced technology, it is possible
to be too narrow in scope, and therefore the analysis can lead to erroneous
conclusions. For example, consider the bore entry design of a turbine disk
compared to the more conventional rim entry design. Chart 3 is a cross-
section schematic of the rotating assembly of the gas generator. Shown
are the compressor assembly (minus blades), shaft, and turbine wheel.
The primary difference between the design in the upper half of the schematic,
and the design in the lower half is in the turbine area. The upper half
shows bore entry turbine cooling, the lower half shows rim entry turbine
cooling. The relative production cost of :he :wo-disk designs is shown on
the chart. The relative cost of the bore entry disk is more than two times
that of the rim entry disk. However, 1f :he rotor cost is estimated for
those parts shown on the chart, :he relative cost of the two rotors are
approximately cqual, as shown on the right of the chart. This is so because
the secondary flow system, in the case of the bore entry design, is simpler.
It is important that the scope of the analysis be broad enough to identify
the impact of the advanced technology.

Let us now consider the operations phase. One of the difficulties in
this phase is sumarized in a Government Accounting Office (GAO) report,
dated Dec 74, which states, "It is almost universally held that the greatest
obstacle to preparing reliable life cycle cost estimates is the absence of
a data base segregating total ownership cost by weapon." However, we are
making gains in this area. Hardware failures in the operational phase are
a cost driver. Chart 4 shows the basic causes of engine failure, and the
approximate percentage of failures attributed to each cause. Some of the
causes are well understood, others are not. A difficulty encountered in
understanding failures, is the combination of two or more basic causes
contributing to a failure. The mechanism of failure of these combined
causes is difficult to analyze, and the failure difficult to predict.

The operational use of the engine is a major factor in determining
its operational and support (O&S) cost. Efforts are going on to understand
and quantify this usage affect. Chart 5 is a set of graphs comparing the
engine related operational characteristics of two airplanes flying formation.
As can be seen from the graphs in Chart 5, the power setting, engine speed,
and tailpipe temperature for the wrngman are considerably different than
that of the flight leader, even though both airplanes are flying at the
same speed and altitude. The resultant temperatures, pressures, and
stresses throughout the engines are quite different, and, hence, the useful
life of the engines can be significantly different. Chart 6 is a pictorial
suaary of major efforts to predict life of engine components. The tasks
to be accomplished to make these predictions and validate them, are shown
on the chart.

Fuel is becoming a very important factor in the O&S phase. Chart 7
shows the Air Force cost and consumption of fuel for the last five years.
The vertical bars represent the amount of fuel used, and the curve repre-
sents the cost of fuel, in cents per gallon, over the time period shown.
Both cost and availability of fuel will continue to be an important factor.
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DESIGN TO LIFE CYCLE COST

There are major efforts underway to define a methodology for life cycle
cost analysis, and to apply that methodology to advanced technology programs.
in June 1977, the Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts program was initiated.
The objec:ves of this effort are to: (1) assess reduced cost turbine engine
concepts prior to engineering development in terms of their impact on engine
research, development, test and evaluation (RDT&E) cost, engine acquisition
cost, engine O&s cost, and system LCC; (2) select an engine component concept
which offers significant cost reduction based on this assessment; (3) design,
fabricate, and test the selected component concept; and (4) reassess the
component concept LCC impact based upon the design, fabrication and test
results. This effort will demonstrate the use of LCC as a major design
parameter.

Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts Approach

The Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts Program will first develop an
LCC model to determine engine RDT&E cost, engine acquisition cost, engine
O&S cost and system LCC as a function of turbine engine component design
parameters. These component design parameters will include performance,
waight, life, maintainability and acquisition cost. The LCC model will then
be used to determine the LCC of some advanced technology aircraft system for
use as a baseline. Trade studies will then be conducted relative to this
baseline. The results of the trade studies will be used to select a com-
ponent concept for design, fabrication and test. As data is obtained during
the design, fabrication, and test phases, the LCC model will be updated and
the impact on LCC determined.

Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts LCC Model

The cost elements used in the LCC model to define turbine engine LCC
were obtained from the Air Forte Indus:ry Turbine Engine Life Cycle Cost
model dated Feb 1977. This model is the result of work conducted in the
1975 to 1976 time period by a group composed of Air Force and Industry
personnel. A paper entitled, "Calculating Turbine Engine LCC", by Mr. Michael
A. Barga, to be given in this seminar, describes the work done by this group.
Chart 8 lists the cost elements defined by this model. Not all cost elements
given on Chart 8 will be used in the developed model. The equations marked
with an "X" will be used in the appropriate LCC phase. For example, cost
element 3 will be used during RDT&E and O&S. Equations were selected for
use on the basis of their percent contribution to engine LCC. For example,
results to date indicate that Scheduled Maintenance accounts for 350 of
engine LCC, Petroleu, Oil, and Lubrication accounts for 28% of engine
LCC, and Engine Manufacturing accounts for 23Z of engine LCC. The ocher
cost elements given on Chart 8 account for the remaining 14 of engine
LCC.

The LCC model to be developed by this effort uses both accounting and
parametric cost estimating relationships. Chart 9 gives examples of para-
metric cost estimating relationships and accounting cost estimating re-
lationships. A parametric cost estimating relationship is an empirical

3
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equation for some element of cost in terms of design parameters. Anf accounting cost estimating relationship is a summation of labor costs,
material costs and overhead costs.

Chart 10 is a simplified schematic of the LCC model to be developed
by this program. The model will calculate engine RDT&E cost, engine
acquisition cost, engine O&S cost and system LCC as a function of engine
component life, weight, performance, maintainability and acquisition cost.
Engine RDT&E costs will be calculated using parametric cost estimating
relationships. Engine acquisition costs will be calculated using account-
ing cost estimating relationships. Costs will be accumulated at the
component level. Learning curves will be used to account for changes in
cost with production quantity. Scaling laws will be provided to account
for changes in baseline engine size. Engine O&S costs will be calculated
using either a simulation or a discrete model. A complete explanation of
a simulation versus a discrete model is beyond the scope of this paper.
It will simply be stated that the simulation model provides a more
realistic representation of the 0&S phase of the engine life cycle. The
discrete model has the advantage of using less computer time and storage.
Both models account for scheduled maintenance as a function of engine
operating hours, flights or periods and employ learning curves for required
maintenance actions. Both models account for unscheduled maintenance by
employing failure distributions for Individual engine components and
learning curves for resultant maintenance actions. Fuel is determined
as a function of usage and engine fuel flow. All phases of airframe
LCC will be determined using parametric cost estimating relationships.
These cost estimating relationships will define airframe RDT&E, Acquisition,
and 0&S costs in terms of engine and airframe interface parameters. These
cost estimating relationships will be developed for the baseline aircraft
by an airframe subcontractor. In the future, it is planned to use the
system life cycle cost model currently being developed by the Air Force
Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Chart 11. The developed model will use infla-
tion, discounting or constant year dollars.

Reduced Cost Turbine Engine Concepts Methodology

All LCC trade studies will be conducted relative to the baseline
system LCC. During these studies, the following parameters will be
constant: mission, lifetime, fleet buildup and peacetime usage rates.
The baseline engine and airframe will be scaled in size to meet fixed
mission requirements, and the cost impact then determined. The trade
studies will be conducted applying inflation and discounting, and constant
year dollars.

Chart 12 shows that a change in baseline engine component performance
will require the use of an engine performance model, an aircraft sizing/
mission analysis model and the LCC cost model. A change in baseline engine
component weight will require a reassessment of baseline engine weight,
resizing of the baseline aircraft, and the use of the cost model to
determine the cost impact. Changes in baseline engine component life,
maintainability, and acquisition cost require only the use of the LCC model.
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CONCLUSIONSt
An assessment of the payoff of advanced technology must include the

effect of three fundamental characteristics of that technology. These
characteristics are performance, structural life, and cost. Chart 13
shows what this assessment process involves when applied to turbine
engine technology. As the chart shows the assessment is involved, and
the performance, structural li!e, cost characteristics are very much
interactive.
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Military Aircraft Engine Life Cycle Cost From
A Commercial View

A review of commercial maintenance practices used to minimize the opera-
tion cost of helicopter turbine engines is compared with current military
practices. The impact on Life Cycle Costs are discussed for each mainte-
nance philosophy. Suggestions for reducing military aircraft engine cost of
ownership are made together with a brief summary of concerns associated
with the suggestions.
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INTRODUCTION

Back in 1975, those of you who attended the OSD, LCC Seminar were
given an introduction to the General Electric F404 Engine. Much of that
information was qualitative, or based on early calculated numbers, because
after all, there was no F404 engine in existence at that time.

Since then we have come a long way. In late 1975, General Electric and the
U.S. Navy inked the contract to begin Full Scale Development of the F404 for
the F-18 Naval Strike Fighter, now known as the "Hornet". In January 1977,
the first F404 engine went to test, and today we are nearing completion of the
PFRT with initial flight testing starting later this year.

This, then, is a good point to review the F404 LCC requirements, their
implementations during design and development, the results to date, and some
lessons learned for the future.

BA CKGROUND

To start, I would like to review the history behind the F404 engine, as its
background forms an important base upon which the current engine has been
built.

In the early seventies it became apparent to General Electric that a new
engine stressing simplicity through technology would be needed to fill the
requirements of a low cost fighter design. This fighter would eventually replace
aircraft such as the F4's and F104's, and compliment the higher cost F-14's
and F-I 's. Working with Northrop's concept for light-weight advanced fighters,
General Electric began to define, design and build cornpontnts for such an
engine. In 1972 a contract was signed with the Air Force to continue the
development program through a "prototype PFRT" and to supply engines "or
the YF- 17 light-weight fighter program. The engine ras then designated the
YJII01 and it is from this engine that the F404 is derived (Fig. 1). Therefore,
the F404 that is under development today is not a brand new engine concept,
but it is derived from the very successful Y1101 whose design wvas driven by a
major emphasis on des:gn simplicity and low cost.

F404 DEV' 7LCP:E._.I - CCNJTRACTUAL LCC REZ.7IZ.,: 7S

In the 1975 time period when the F404 dcvelopnenr contract was beiag
prepared, the stte of the art was not su'ficently advaniced to s9eciiV, ncasu. e,
incentivise, etc. , Life Cycle Cost. What was done inst.ead, was to devise a

.........................



program with major emphasis on those factors which were known to be the
most significant contributors to Life Cycle Cost. In particular:

1. R elia bility

2. Maintainability

3. Unit Acquisition Cost (which directly eifects spare parts costs)

The Contract also requires use of LCC analysis as a reporting requirement
and a decision making tool.

RELIABILITY

Reliability is obtained during the development phase as a result of an
extension of the program in duration, engine hour accumulation, and use of
representative test cycles. The development program (Fig. 2) is long enough
to allow sufficient time for TAAF (Test, Analyze and Fix) programs. This
assures that possible problems are evaluated and fixed before the engine goes
into production. Development testing cycles are also designed to match expected
operational environments. In particular, extensive Simulated Mission Endurance
Testing (SMET) and Accelerated Service Testing (AST) are included in the
development program to increase the maturity of the engine as it goes into
Production. Figure 2 is a comparison of some of the F404 development testing
require.ne r ts versus typical earlier programs.

Specific reliability requirements ex.,st at several points in th.e dev'eloprnent
program. Reliability tracking occurs continuously, and the first key requirement
occurs during the 750 hour SMET test. Substantial incentives exist in varying
amounts , depending upon the degree to which Reliability is achieved during SMZT.

Subsequently, the impact of Reliability is included in the maintenance -neasure-
ments during theAST portion of the test program (see below). Lastly, Reliability
is measured at the 5000 aircraft flight hour point.

MAINTAINABILITY

Maintainability requirements are included in the contract via maintenance
demor.stration requirements during development, as well as measurements m.a I
dunn-4 AST. These measurements are not a factory demonstracion; but are the
result of experience during the Navy portion of the 1000 hour AST, using Navy
personnel. The requirements include maintainability spec*i.'c--ly, (mear. :i:ne

-c .A ai:, -mintenance man hours per engine operatin, , r, -naximuni realr
tine'e, and cost (spare parts cost per engine !ligct .:-r, -. iuo-)rOt 7o-t ;.r

f!i~ht hour). All oi these requir..: s - :.:e .. ecls.

r
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9 ACQUISITION COST
a,

Reliability and Maintainability can be measured during the Development phase,
particularly during extended testing such as SMET and AST. Cost, however, cannot
be accurately proven until the production engines are built and delivered.

Accordingly, the Cost requirements on the F404 extend well beyond the
Development phase. In fact, the sell prices to the Navy for the first 520
Design-to-Cost (DTC) production engines to be delivered in the 1980 to 1984 time
period, are specified in the Full Scale Development contract. Cost underruns
(or overruns) as determined by comparing the out year prices with those specified
in the contract, are subject to development program incentives (or penalties).

LIFE CYCLE COST

In addition to these specific measurable items affecting LCC, we were required
to develop, in conjunction with the Navy, an O&S cost model. Utilizing the model,
periodic LCC reports are required. Further, LCC analysis is used throughout
the program as a decision making tool in design tradeoffs.

So in summary, the key parameters affecting LCC are requirements placed on
the F404 and these requirements have teeth, in the form of financial incentives and
penalties.

DESIGN E-VOLUTION

In this section, I will discuss someaof the typical engine design actions/trade-
offs, etc. that have occurred as a direct result of the emphasis on the above
parameters affecting LCC.

General Electric management methods were discussed in some depth at the last
seminar, so I will not reiterate except to outline briefly the four key features.

1). Individual goals were established at the detailed hardware level. Goals were
established for reliability, weight, cost, maintainability, in addition to the :nore
usual performance and durability requirements.
2). Establishment of individual goals was accomplished in conjunction with
design engineering. With the aggregate goals in mind, Engineering :-anagers
could apportion goats a,.on; individual hardware items in such a way as to .na.--
them realistic and atanajae.
3). Top managernnVL 1as been Lntirnately involved throukh frequen: and
detailed revews of hardwarc satus. These reviews have exposed potential
problern areas early , an: the too mnanagernent intereit and corn--.-..n: has
provided the key decision m.-akng power and :he necessry priori:" :y see that

problems were adcres*.?d eari" tnd solved. T,p rnara-ement artnr.on nas
also supplied an irnportant overall progranm perspective particularly to those

*. . . .,. ,,.. .
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t items involving tradeoffs.
4). R&M, weight, and cost, in addition to performance requirements,
were imposed on all major suppliers, particularly for supplier designed items.
Ceiling price agreements have also signed with major component suppliers,
to protect prices for the 520 DTC engines.

TYPICAL TRADEOFFS

" Combustor - Machined Ring vs. Sheet Metal

This trade results in a higher acquisition cost, but reduced LCC due to
greatly improved service life. In addition, this trade resulted in lower weight.

* Front Frame - Material Change

The YJlOl Front Frame was a coated 410 stainless steel material. This
material however, is susceptible to corrosion in a salt environment.
Material was changed to Inco 718, at an increased acquisition cost, but
lower LCC due to significantly improved service life.

* Outer Duct - Chem Mill vs. Honevcomb

This part was changed from a steel honeycomb structure to chern milled
titanium, with a substantial reduction in acquisition and spare parts cost
and LCC, but in this case, an increase in weight.

" Alternate Source Proirars

In an effort to control costs of supplier hardware, "should cost" estimates
are made by GE value engineers to compare against supplier quoted prices.
In the case of several purchased parts where costs substantially exceeded
"should cost" estimates, alternate source programs were established to
create competition to qualify lower cost/technically superior alternatives.
This effort increased development cost, but substantially reduced LCC via
reduced production acquisition cost, and technically improved parts.

* Combustor Frame Locking Inserts

The 7404 specification allows no locikwire, except on parts that are serviced
only at organization level. In general, however, lockwire has been avoided
as much as tcssiblc to improve niaintainabili:y. At one location, however,
this was makin; it necessary to use a high temperature, high cost sef-
locking insert. LCC analysis showed that :hm additional i.ntial a
and downst.rear. rantear.anc .times were more t han of:se: t,' he re:iz-
in cost by reverting to lockivire at :his location.

I _ _-- ,_ _n_ __ln_ _IIIIN_ _II_...



These examples are typical trades which have been made in an effort to
reduce LCC. There have obviously been innumerable smaller order trades,
as well as hundreds of changes which improved LCC by improving one or more
of the contributing parameters without trading anything.

RESULTS

At this point, we are beginning the PYRT phase of the development program.
Substantial engine test hours have been accumulated, allowing a good assessment
of the results of the design emphases that have been discussed here.

Figures 3 through 5 are summary of the engine status to date. ,Aost of the

figures are self-explanatory. The DTC curve requires a bit of explanation.
As can be seen, there has been an upward development cost adjustment'since
engine testing began in Ian., 1977. This was anticipated, as a result of hard-
ware fixes dictated by engine test experience. Because of this planned adjust-
ment, the aggregate hardware cost goal was to be at 5%7 below the DTC
requirement as of the time of the first engine to test (FETT). The 5'7 margin
was achieved, and planned adjustment has occurred since, with cost tracking
very well at this time.

As the figures show, the overall results so far are very encouraging; we are
confident that many goals will be substantially bettered.

LESSONS LEARNED

The following items are my observation of the particularly successful results
to daze in the F404 program, along with some suggestions for possible improve-
ments for future development programs.

I Incentives Work

As we have seen, the incentivised F404 requirements are tracking very well,
without exception. It is probably true that sone requirements would be as good,
or nearly so, in the absence of incentives. In my experience, however, the
incentives provide at least an important stimulus. In sonme cases (eg: alternate
source program), the financial return via future incentive provides a Justification K

for additional eiiort and/or expenditure during development.

* ! ex:il; _-er sus Goals

Nobo..: tio.s miss any goals. If all requir:e.anants ar.z better than :heir
.::,"..- effective :radeoffs can be a..Yi a -.n : severai recuiremen:s

LC .;: T s However, ii one or more .-.-. ';aoz'-.es Cr exceeds
: a - i.:;. is a e.endencv to trad&- " " iro' .. e.""
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requirement so as not to miss its particular goal. It is probable that such
tradeoffs are not always the most effective from an overall LCC basis. For
the future, it might be beneficial to establish individual goals which were not
fixed, but rather subject to incentives/penalties based around a nominal value.
A classic example of this phenomenon could be made with ;.ist/,veight tradeoffs.
There are usually a large number of relatively simple tradeoffs that can be made at
any time during a program. On an LCC basis, the impact of a dollar in acquisition
cost can be easily determined. Likewise, with a pound of weight. Thus, the
equivalence of cost and weight on a S/Lb. LCC basis can be determined. This
figure could theoretically be used throughout the program as the tradeoff threshold.
However, if weight is a problem (i.e, may miss goal) and cost is below goal, the
tendency will be to change the tradeoff value in favor of weight reduction. If
this happens, cost and weight could both meet goal, but LCC would be higher since
it would have been better in this example to "overrun" weight and "underrun" cost.

Requirements Incentives Based on LCC Benefit

A All parameters, Reliability, Maintainability, Weight, etc., do not have the
same impact on LCC. For example, a 10 improvement in reliability might
be worth more or less than a 10 improvement in cost on an LCC basis. Contractual
requirements for tradeoffs (or incentive schedules if incentives are being used)
should be based on LCC payoffs. Thus, it might be okay if cost were overrun
by 101, provided that Reliability were bettered by, say, 1. 5% or more (the
numbers being determidned by relative LCC payoff). Also: determinatica of the
relative influence factors should consider the complete aircraft system.

Risk Protection in the Event of Lonc Ran~e Pavback

* In the alternate source programs I have mentioned, substantial development
cost has been absorbed, based on anticipated payback via the DTC incentive in
production. However, chere is never any guarantee that long range production
plans will happen, and if they don't (eg: if production were cancelled), there
would be no payback. Some protection against loss in the event that the payback
opportunity does not occur would make some of these choices easier.

Summary

0 The Y 101, forerunner of the F404, was conceived in an achievement which
was eared to simplicity and cost well beioru "LCC" becamt. a key subject.
This approach continued and in "act was greati: increased .ith the F40-4,
including contractual requirements directed :o,..rd =n.roiing LCC, Results tc

arc e:ncouraging and we believe that tle wilJ4 rnil 't: or beter .ts
.- tneFts. For the future, some suggeti.- h... . cffe:rd which 1n::

" : :o btLr.tr control of LCC leading to, eh'.= " : ' .i r cec::s :or
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Introduction

The inflight monitoring of an aircraft engine condition status

is a technique used since the first aircraft bec me airborne and the

first pilots noted engine vibration levels through their "seat-of-

the-pants" sensor package. Standard cockpit instrumentation which

every pilot considers necessary to fly the aircraft is monitored to

determine engine condition and often provides information which is

trended to give indications of engine health and required maintenance

actions. Inflight engine condition monitoring has indeed been around

as long as aviation, but what is changing is the relative degree of

sophistication of these monitoring techniques. As aircraft gas turbine

engines become more complex and costly and as their maintenance and

support costs increase; the need for more effective monitoring tech-

niques becomes a necessity.

This paper will discuss the use of relatively sophisticated in-

flight engine condition monitoring techniques and devices and will

attempt to relate their use to areas of benefits and life cycle cost

savings associated with the ownership of an aircraft gas turbine engine.

These inflight engine condition monitoring systems (IECMS) require data

from a set of engine sensors; provide some degree of airborne signal

conditioning; data processing and data analysis; activate cockpit warn-

ings and/or health status indications and store data for post-flight

detail analysis, fault isolation and trending. In recent years, several

IE04S of varying degrees of sophistication have been developed, pro-

totyped, evaluated and is some cases, implemented on military aircraft.
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Some of these systems are listed in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1
AF/NAVY ENGINE CONDITION MONITORING PROGRAMS

o AV-8A/F402 (KOLLSMAN ELR)

2 PARAMETERS - TURB CREEP

AV-8A/F402 (PLESSEY EUMS)

13 PARAMETERS - TURB CREEP, LCF, HIST. DATA

o TA-7C/TF30 (HOWELL JEM)

PARAMETERS - PERF AND MAINT DATA

o T-38/J8S (NORTRONICS EHMS)

23 PARAMETERS - COMPREHENSIVE SAFETY, PERF AND MAINT DATA

o F-18/F404 (MCAIR/BENDIX IECMS)

23 PARAMETER - COMPREHENSIVE SAFETY, PERF AND MAINT DATA

o F-lS/F-16/F100 (MCAIR/CONRAC EDS)

47 PARAMETERS - COMPREHENSIVE SAFETY, PERF AND MAINT DATA

WITH FAULT ISOLATION

o A-7/TF41 (TELEDYNE IECMS)

S1 PARAMETERS - COMPREHENSIVE SAFETY PERF AND MAINT DATA

WITH FAULT ISOLATION

Older techniques of engine condition monitoring were almost never

questioned as to their cost-effectiveness and were not considered as to

their life cycle cost (LCC) impacts. As the newer engine condition mon-

itoring devices bring together an increased number of systems elements,

particularly avionics and software, their complexity and costs increases.
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These increased acquisition and support costs coupled with added in-

stalled weight and the question of system reliability causes mandatory

cost-effectiveness considerations to be reviewed for any new IECMS.

This close review and scrutiny of developing IECMS will certainly be

the rule until enough satisfactory experience is gained with a variety

of these systems to establish a universally accepted policy for their

application and benefits.

To date, there has been a wealth of experience with the use of

engine condition monitoring systems on military aircraft. The obstacle

to conclusive acceptance of the benefit of these systems has been that

deocumentation of actual LCC savings associated with their operational

use has been poor to mediocre. Several factors contribute to this lack

of well documented LCC savings benefits, but the major cause seems to

be inadequate definition of what the actual ownership costs are for any

current military engine. Secondary causes for the inconclusive demon-

stration and documentation of specific LCC benefits seem to involve

inherently poor military data retrieval programs, inadequately defined

evaluation criteria, abbreviated tests involving too small a sample

base and inability to quantify certain key benefits. Nevertheless, the

sum total of experience to date has tended to support the conclusion

that relatively sophisticated IE04S can offer significant LCC savings

benefits to both current and new military aircraft engines. These

benefits and areas of LCC savings associated with the use of IECMS on

military aircraft will be identified in the subsequent discussion.
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Operational Systems Expdrience

The U.S. Navy has had a great deal of experience with a sophisti-

cated engine condition monitoring system called the A-7 IECS on the

TF41-A-2 powered A-7E aircraft. The development of the A-7E IEC4S

has followed a comprehensive and well scrutinized T&E (Test and Eval-

uation) program dating back to 1971 and culminating in a VA-27/97 ten

aircraft preproduction fleet technical evaluation followed by a pro-

duction configuration operational evaluation during two subsequent

U.S.S. Enterprise deployments, Sept 1974 to April 1975 and Aug 1976

to Mar 77.

The A-7E IECMS is a system for engine condition monitoring to

detect impending engine and component malfunctions that could result

in the loss of aircraft or mission abort. The IECMS was designed to

define current engine health status and to automatically indicate the

necessary corrective maintenance actions. In addition to being a

safety-of-flight indicator, the IECMS has the potential to improve

aircraft availability by reducing engine related maintenance downtime,

simplify engine troubleshooting by maintenance personnel and reduce

engine logistic support costs by support of an "on-condition" main-

tenance concept.

The A-7E IECMS consists of three major elements that perform the

following functions:

a. An AIRBORNE UNIT - which continuously monitors Sl engine

and airframe parameters and automatically records a minimum amount of

flight data on a removable tape cassette. This unit also activates

cockpit lites as a warning of potential safety-of-flight problems and

-4-
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trips exceedance status flags for post-flight inspection.

b. A SENSOR PACKAGE - which consists of an engine harness

and 31 added engine transducers, picks up and discretes switches.

c. A GROUND STATION - which analyzes recorded flight data

to perform engine health status diagnosis and to automatically report

maintenance action requirements. Data output from this unit is also

used for engine trending.

The IECMS performs its functions as an indicator of safety-of-

flight and engine health status through a number of diagnostic logic

computer saftware routines. These routines include the following:

a. Limit Exceedance - which continuously compares critical

engine parameters against established operating limits.

b. Gas Path Analysis - which continuously compares current

internal engine health against an established individual engine per-

formance baseline signature.

c. Vibration - which continuously compares current engine

vibration frequency levels against an established individual engine

vibration signature.

d. Oil Quality - which continuously monitors the amount of

foreign particles in the engine oil to give the pilot a real-time warn-

ing of deterioration in the engine lubrication system.

e. Accessories - which continuously monitor engine component

subsystems such as the main and manual fuel controls, temperature and

overspeed limiters, fuel pumps, ignition and generator, inlet guide

vane control, and automatic relite actuators.



To date, the A-7E IECMS has demonstrated operational capability

both ashore and in carrier based environments with over 18,000 flight hours

achieved. The IECMS has shown good reliability and has demonstrated its

usefulness as a maintenance tool which can automatically indicate actual

and impending engine discrepancies. Figure 2 presents some of the

typical valid diagnostic "finds" indicated by IECMS during operational

Use.

FIGURE 2

TYPICAL A-7E IECM1S DIAGNOSTIC "FINDS"

HP Turbine Blade Failures Overspeeds Limitations

HP Compressor Seal Rub Overtemperature Limitations

HP Compressor FOD Fuel Control Adjustments

LP Cooling Air Tube Failure Governor Adjustments

Distressed HP Turb Blades/Vanes Limiter adjustments

CSD Mounting Bracket Loose Failed Fuel Controls

LP Compressor Balance Bolt Failure Failed TLA

Non-Integral Vibration Indicated Failed Airflow Regulators

NARP Assembly Rotor Unbalance Failed Fuel Pumps

Ignition System Problems Wrong TS Ballast Resistor

Pressure Leaks Sensor Transmitter Failed

Cockpit Indicator Problems Bad Start Carts

Oil Filter Blockage Operational Procedures

The A-7E IECMS preproduction and early production configuration

operational experience has indicated that the system can perform its

design functions and does offer significant safety and maintenance benefits.

I -6-
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The IEC4S will detect and diagnose safety-of-flight engine malfunc-

tions resulting in potential aircraft saves. Numerous IEO4S indicated

maintenance "finds" before normal maintenance procedures indicated

a problem, have been documented as valid, Several unnecessary engine

removals were prevented. Various squadron reports state that the A-7E

IEC4S has been a valuable diagnostic tool aiding them in their routine

maintenance troubleshooting. A Naval Aviation Integrated Logistic

Support Center (NAILSC) assessment of IEDS cost-benefits, Report No.

NAILSC 200-76-01 of 1S February 1976, made the following conclusions

about the IEC4S equipped engines operational experience:

a. Lower engine removal rate - 18% reduction.

b. Shift of repair action to lower maintenance levels.

c. Lower average cost per repair at AIMD or above maintenance

level - 14% reduction.

d. Reduction in secondary engine damage.

Presently, production configuration IECMS hardware is being flown

in conjunction with the TF41 LTF (Lead-The-Fleet) evaluation being con-

ducted in VA-46/VA-72. Beside being used as a daily maintenance tool,

the IECMS is generating data on mission profiles flown, documenting

engine operating procedures and hot section usage, and providing trend

data on engine performance degredation with time. This engineering

data has been extremely valuable in verifying particular failure modes

and documenting engine operation history in respect to the status of

the LTF hardware under evaluation. To date, the sum total of the opera-

tional reports indicate that the IECMS has successfully demonstrated
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its potential as a safety-of-flight indicator and as an effective

maintenance tool, and has provided continuous and valuable engineering

data.

Data and experience generated from the continued evaluation and

operational use of the A-7E IE04S has led to a series of conclusions

supporting the identification of potential areas of LCC savings asso-

ciated with the use of engine condition monitoring systems on military

aircraft. This operational experience coupled with other general

analytical cost-effectiveness studies (e.g. Air Force Turbine Engine

Monitoring Systems Report, TTCP Technical Report HAG-2-77 on Military

Gas Turbine Engine Health Monitoring, SAE E-32 Committee on Aircraft

Gas Turbine Engine Monitoring) and IEMS design trade study results on

the F-18A/F404 and AV-8B/F402 aircraft development programs, have led to

conclusions as to the areas of benefits of an IECMS on military aircraft gas

tuxbine engines. The predicted areas of LCC savings benefits impacted

by the use of IEOMS are defendable and justifiable from both actual

operational experience and from carefully conducted analytic cost-

effectiveness studies. Though the predicted areas of LCC saving benefits

can and have been identified, accurate levels of savings have not yet

been quantified either from actual experience or with analytic studies.

The following discussion will deal with defining these areas of

benefit but will not attempt to predict actual quantitative levels of

LCC savings.

-8-
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Benefit

There appears to be three broad categories of LCC cost savings

associated with the use of IECMS on military aircraft engines. These

categories are in the areas of operational, maintenance, and logistics

benefits. Cost-effectiveness considerations aside, there seems to be

general agreement that significant benefits can be achieved within these

categories. The relative degree of these benefits will, of course,

depend on the scope and complexity of the engine, aircraft and IECIS

involved. Whether the sum total of these benefits warrant the acquisi-

tion and support costs for having an rECMS, is the subject of LCC

trade studies for each individual engine/aircraft application. Never-

theless, the usage of an IECLS on military aircraft, particularly high

performance tactical aircraft, can generally be expected to achieve the

following areas of benefits:

a. Reduced aircraft attrition rate through real time cockpit

warning and post-flight diagnostics of potentially catastrophic engine

events.

b. Increased mission reliability and operational readiness

through the reduction of mission aborts and improved turn around times.

c. Increased maintenance effectiveness and procedures re-

sulting in reduced troubleshooting times and maintenance costs.

d. Reduced maintenance and material usage through early

fault identification, a decrease in false removals and reduction

of secondary damage.

e. Improved data feedback to the engine designers and managers

-9-
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resulting in early engine maturity and more effective use of pro-

duct improvement resources.

f. Reduced logistics support costs.

g. Reduced fuel usage through decreasing ground trouble-

shooting runs and early detection of engine deterioration.

Any IE0MS will attempt to impact benefits in the above-mentioned

areas of potential LCC savings. How well a particular system might

achieve these predicted benefits depends on system's design and the

specific "needs" a certain aircraft/engine combination has in its

mission application. It is felt that in developing a particular

IECS design, certain functional capabilities must be thoroughly con-

sidered if the above-mentioned areas of benefits are to be achieved

for any specific application. It should be noted that desired func-

tional capabilities may provide benefits in several over-lapping

areas. There may be additional functional capabilities desired for

some specific application, but the following should be considered as

a minimum for any application

a. Safety-of-Flight Monitor - Incipient failure indications

should be provided with real-time cockpit warning and/or ground analysis

between flights. For those problems that the system can be effectively

designed to address, timely pilot warning will be provided to permit

inflight response to discrepancies seriously affecting flight integrity

or leading to catastrophic engine failure. This function could also be

considered an indicator for incipient mission abort situations.
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b. Pre-Flight/Inflight/Post-Flight Status Monitor -

Indications could be provided to the cockpit to support pre-take-off

check list type items (e.g. Thrust check at take-off) and GO for

flight status. Similarly, post-flight GO/NO GO status indications

should be provided to determine whether the aircraft is "up" for the

next flight.

c. Maintenance Diagnostic Features - Indications shall be

provided for post-flight determination of engine health status to aid

in ground maintenance decisions. A general indication of limit exceedances

and gross problem areas will be required for immediate post-flight in-

spection. A flag or bit status panel could be used for general limit

exceedance and problem area indications while particular diagnostic

indications to fault isolate to a LRU (Line Replaceable Unit) or component

level could be accomplished with some type of data processing ground

station CDPGS). Problem detection to a particular problem definition

should be provided as a minimum, with fault isolation to the LRU,

component, or lower (more detailed) as justifiable by failure modes

and effects analysis (FMEA), MSG-2 type analysis, and cost-effective

analysis trade-offs.

d. Performance/Trend Monitoring - Indications shall be provided

to identify degradations of engine gas path performance and to support

both short-range and long-range trending techniques. Individual engine

performance signature identification should be supportable and could be

used as a base of trending techniques. SimilarlY, the capability to

support installed trim check techniques is desirable. Performance
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trending, sometimes known as gas path analysis, will be used at the

operational level as a step or signature change indicator to identify

engine discrepancies associated with POD, component efficiency deteriora-

tion, low thrust, and control system scheduling. At higher maintenance

levels, performance trending will be used to track gradual changes in

engine performance signatures to indicate when an overhaul is required.

e. Life Usage and Mission Profile Analysis - Indicatios shall

be provided to track how the engine is operated or handled on any

particular flight. Similarly, the capability shall be provided to record

and bookkeep the accumulation of significant life usage events over the

complete service life of the engine. This could be accomplished by the

measurement and accumulative recording of significant events, parameters,

speedj stress, and thermal cycles. Life usage data would be used to support

LCP analysis, thermal fatigue and creep analysis, and critical parts life

used determination. Life usage data would enable individual engine com-

ponents to be "lifed" based on actual use rather than some arbitrary

time limit. Mission profile data would enable informed management

decisions to be made on changes in operational usage of complete engine

fleet, This data would enable more effective engine testing to be

accomplished and would aid logistic support in planning for spare and

replacement components.

f. Data Retrieval Features - The capability shall be provided

to record and store significant parametric data to support engineering

analysis, long-range trending and provide inputs into the engine product

support program (PSP). At the operational level, this data retrieval

most likely will be limited to exceedance time history and event

-12-
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documentation. At higher maintenance and managerial levels, these

data retrieval features will be used to more effectively allocate

logistics support resources and PSP funding.

g. Configuration Control and Histroical Record Keeping -

As appropriate, capabilities shall be provided to record and track

engine log book type information and actuarial data. These capabilities

would be used to define and identify individual engines, accessories,

modules, and ECP configurations. In order to provide effective engine

condition monitoring capabilities, accurate engine configuration records

must be maintained. The automation of engine configuration and acturial

records not only supports other engine condition monitoring functions

but also can provide accurate and timely feedback to a service wide

engine accounting or management information system.

The previous listed desired functional capabilities should not

be considered limiting. Additonal functional capabilities could be

considered desirable when addressing unique problem areas associated

with - specific engine types and applications. These mentioned functional

capabilities are in the general case, desirable for consideration in

any engine application to achieve significant LCC saving benefits.

Associated with and supporting these functional capabilities is a group

of required diagnostic techniques and software routines. The general

classification of some of these major diagnostic techniques and software

routines can be considered as follows:

a. Limit ExceedanceDocumentation - To provide automatic

monitoring and record keeping of all limit exceedances of critical operating

-13-



parameters (e.g. overtemperature, overspeed). Those parameters which

would constitute a safety-of-flight circumstance if exceeded should be

included in a cockpit warning presentation. Significant exceedance

events would require time history documentation for improved main-

tenance troubleshooting.

b. Vibration Analysis - To provide automatic monitoring and

analysis of vibration levels of pertinent engine rotating components

for exceedance limits and vibratory fault signatures. In some cases,

the analysis required would involve tracking changes in vibration

frequency signatures. The vibaration analysis techniques would be

used to detect rotor unbalance and bearing discrepancies.

c. Gas Path Analysis - To provide adequate gas path parametric

data to support analysis of the engine and/or component performance

condition. Gas path analysis techniques would be used in performance

trends monitoring and to permit detection and isolation of engine

discrepancies to the component or LRU level.

d. Oil Quality Analysis - Where appropriate, to provide

indications for the analysis of both the quantity and quality of the

engine lubrication system. This analysis could range from relatively

simple oil levels and pressures, to ground based SOAP or ferrographic

investigations to real-time airborne oil quality indications,

e. Accessory Diagnostics - To provide adequate data and

fault tree logic for analysis of the condition status of significant

engine moumted accessories. Those engine accessories to be monitored

will be indicated by FMEA and MSG-2 type analysis as being high maintenance

-14-
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9
drivers and/or flight safety critical. The use of additional parameters

strictly for accessory diagnostics will, in most cases, be difficult

to justify. Effective accessory diagnostic routines would greatly

improve operational level troubleshooting efficiency.

f. Data Validity,/Self-Check - To provide continuous self-

check features which would ensure the integrity of sensor signals, hard-

ware and software. Adequate software logic should be provided to

establish the validity of input data. Effective data validity and

self-check features will maintain a high degree of valid diagnostic

outputs and user confidence.

It has been the declared goal of most military maintenance

organizations to work towards the on-condition maintenance (0CM) concept

and away from arbitrary fixed overhaul lives which are wasteful and

ineffective. To implement effectively a full OCM capability, ground

maintenance personnel must be provided with reliable data on engine

condition and health status, life usage, performance trend information.

Though not the only means of providing this data, IECMS are geared to

most conveniently provide this capability.

Regardless of the 3Eorementioned functional capabilities and sup-

porting diagnostic techniques designed into a engine condition monitoring

system, to achieve full LCC savings benefit; the system must be compatible I

with the maintenance concept established for the particular application.

The design of the IECMS must be comnensuate with the intent of the

tparticular maintenance concept and the associated maintenance plan must

consider integrating within it the function capabilities provided by

4b an IECMS. Diagnostics and engine monitoring can be an attractive tool
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to assure maximum aircraft mission availability at minimal life cycle

costs through the practice of 0C4. To be fully effective, the IEC'S

must supplement the other assessment techniques established by the

maintenance plan to confine maintenance to that required for established

cause only.

There seems to be two problem areas associated with the interface

of IECMS with maintenance concepts. The first is the interface of

an IECMS with an existing maintenance concepts have evolved over the

life of an aircraft/engine by necessity rather than by planned intent.

A maintenance plan thus evolving is not necessarily the most cost-

effective technique of maintenance. If an IEC4S is to be applied on

a retrofit basis, then it must show improved cost-effective advantages.

It must first successfully demonstrate its operational effectiveness

and reliability before indicated changes in maintenance procedures can

be implemented.

The second case involves the interface of an IECMS with a developing

maintenance concept on a new aircraft/engine program. In most new

aircraft/engine development situations, the IECMS system will be defined

and in development before the maintenance concept and resultant

maintenance plan are finalized. If an IECIS is to be fully operational

on the first production aircraft, then the IECMS development cannot

wait for the maintenance plan to be fully defined. To successfully

develop the most cost-effective IECMS for any new aircraft/engine

application, a continuous exchange of potential system capabilities

with maintenance concept requirements must be accomplished throughout

the development and initial implementation phases of the program.
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Concluding Remarks

It is generally accepted that effective and reliable engine

condition monitoring systems are within the realm of technical

feasibility and indeed serve a valuable role in flight safety, main-

tenance, and logistics support aspects of military aircraft gas tur-

bine engines. It can be stated that there are predictable and

identifiable areas of LCC savings associated with the use of an IEC4S

in the operational environment. Though the benefits associated with

the use of IEHMS are real, these systems should not consider a

panacea for all engine maintenance, logistics and other cost ownership

problems. In the contemporary economic environment, the addition of

an IE04S to a military aircraft must provide a significant positive

cost benefit. The exact magnitudes of the predicted LCC savings

benefits are not generally known for any specific application and must

be subject to individual cost-effective and system design trade studies.

Using the approach of considering all the predicted areas of potential

LCC savings benefits and designing a system to take maximum advantage

of those benefits needed for an individual application, cost-effective

IECMS can be implimented to significantly reduce the ownership costs

of military gas turbine engines.
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MILITARY AIRCRAFT ENGINE LIFE CYCLE COST I
FROM A COMMERCIAL VIEW

Carlton E. Curry
Staff Systems Analyst
Detroit Diesel Allison
Indianapolis, Indiana

I. INTRODUCTION

The commercial marketplace has shown that it thrives on things certain.
Things uncertain introduce doubt, anxiety, loss of profit, danger, and a
general negative feeling. A positive approach is far easier to follow where
the business conditions are understood and have well defined dimensions.
The military operational situation closely parallels the commercial one in
that uncertainty remains a major management challenge. There is a need to
manage assets to reduce uncertainty and to reduce Life Cycle Costs. This
paper will discuss the means used to achieve this purpose in the commercial
world and suggests similar operating methods aimed at reducing military
operations costs. The example used is a helicopter turbine engine.

II. BACKGROUND

The Model 250 series engine is known as the T63 in its military application.
This engine began as a 317-shaft horsepower engine and grew through 400
horsepower to 420 horsepower. The 420-horsepower unit is designated as
the T63-A-720 and is used in the Army OH 58C. The early T63 engines re-
main at 750 hours time-between-overhaul (TBO), while their civilian counter-
part grew to 1500 hour TBO.

The commercial 250-C18, 250-C20, and 250-C20B have modular maintenance
features. Operators owning 15 or more aircraft nearly always take advantage
of lower direct operating costs usually associated with modular maintenance.
The U.S. Navyl* takes advantage of turbine helicopter modular maintenance.
The U.S. Army has shown little inclination to do so for T63 engines in peace-
time.

*Superscript numbers refer to the references listed at the end of this paper.
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III. COMMERCIAL PRACTICE

It is generally conceded that the turbine engine is 20 to 25%76 of a helicopter's
flyaway cost. Therefore. the engine acquisition cost elements and operating
costs should be understood.

The Model 250 (or T63 military designation) engine cost can be divided as
shown in Figure 1. In the commercial sense, the importance of this cost dis-
tribution is usually seen only in the form of spare parts value. The helicopter
manufacturer seldom shows the selling price of the basic airframe in its com-
ponent form. The buyer sees the airframe price with engine(s) installed.

The operating costs become the next problem facing the helicopter operator.
Figure 2 shows typical operating cost categories in percentages exclusive of
crew costs. Many methods have been used for calculating operating costs,
although some appear not to apply to rotary wing aircraftA In any event.
costs are usually divided between fixed and variable ones. The example
shows 40% fixed costs. It also shows the engine maintenance being 23% of
total costs or over one-third of variable costs. In addition, engine perfor-
mance characteristics are a principal driver for fuel and oil costs.

Commercial operators must have revenue to offset costs to survive. Table I
lists three interrelated functions necessary to provide for revenue (aside from
paying customers). A well developed maintenance capability with adequate
spare parts support is a must to achieve a high degree of aircraft availability.
Today's customer usually has several choices available to do his travel. If
your aircraft is not ready, then brand X" down the street may be.

A simple example of a modified break-even chart is shown in Figure 3. The
line identified "Savings" is usually shown labeled "Revenue." The divergence
of "Savings" over "Variable" plus "Fixed" costs represents the profit (or
loss) that can be impacted by more efficient, lower cost maintenance. The
common factor is achieving sale operation at lowest cost and highest aircraft
availability.

The next step is to trade off maintenance concepts from a cost standpoint
(Table II). Maintenance plans impact both fixed and variable costs. Com-
plete engine, on nonmodular, maintenance usually requires a smaller storage
area than modular maintenance concepts. Modular maintenance usually en-
joys superiority in every other respect.
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More specific considerations for trading off between maintenance plans are
given in Table III. The term Unit Exchange describes trading a unit needing
repair or overhaul and money for a new or reconditioned unit. The term
Custom Repair describes the act of having one's own unit repaired or over-
hauled and returned for service. Complete engines usually cost more to
stock as spares than selected modules for the fleet sizes addressed earlier.
Less investment, therefore, is required to support aircraft availability when
modular maintenance is used.

An added saving because of the maintenance concept is probable. It is usually
less expensive to repair an owned engine module than to buy a unit exchange
module. The penalty that must be recognized is repair time. A spare
module pool becomes necessary which means that pool costs must be recog-
nized.

CAUSES OF ENGINE MAINTENANCE

Engine maintenance generally falls into two categories-scheduled and un-
scheduled. Engine maintenance allocations are further expanded in Figure 4.
The overwhelming cost element is overhaul reserve. Only about 4016 of the
engine maintenance direct operating cost is chargeable to unscheduled re-
movals. The most potential cost reduction area happens to be affected by
modular engine maintenance. Whole engine concepts are tied to the lowest
module TBO. Modular engine concepts can take advantage of varying module
TBO values. For example, a recent module TBO extension reduced projected
Model 250-C20 operating costs over 10076.

Engineering effort has been directed toward other life limiting parts/assem-
blies to allow FAA approval for more life extension of Model 250 series en-
gine modules.

IV. MILITARY RELATIONSHIPS

The military generally has a three-level maintenance concept. Aircraft en-
gines sometimes enjoy a fourth level of maintenance. This fourth level,
called Complete Engine Repair or Jet Engine Intermediate Maintenance, will
be excluded from this review.

The U. S. Army three-level maintenance concept and capabilities are listed in
Table IV. Examination of this table shows that the emphasis for repair is
toward higher level (Depot) maintenance. Minimum fault isolation and work
beyond line replaceable unit (LRU) exchange is contemplated. There are few
ship replaceable units (SRU) planned at AVIM. Extensive engine repair and
overhaul is accomplished at the Depot level.
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The commercial maintenance approach is essentially a three-level one. De-
pending on the size of the business, unit maintenance and intermediate main-
tenance may be accomplished at one physical location. However, there are
generally three functional levels: operator, fixed base operator (FBO), and
distributor. The corresponding commercial and military maintenance levels
are given in Table V.

The commercial maintenance emphasis is toward the operator. An operator
will usually have some special tools and, perhaps, diagnostic equipment to
work on a larger range of LRUs. The FBO usually does repair of LRU and
many SRUs. Some major operators have complete engine repair capability
except for doing zero-time overhauls. The extent of capability varies with
the number of engines to be supported. The more engines owned, the more
repair capability is usually afforded.

V. CONCERNS

Accounting practices vary from military to commercial users. However.
this paper will not address this subject. Observations are confined to main-
tenance, operation, and support differences.

There are three principal concerns:

1. Military TBO
2. Modular maintenance
3. Level of repair

Experience with the T63 and its civilian counterpart, the Model 250-C18, in-
dicates more economical life built into the engine than is extracted by the
military.

The T63-A-720 appears to be going along a similar trend. The Model 250-
C20 and Model 250-C20B both have more TBO capability than appears to be
targeted in the military application. From a commercial standpoint, TBO ex-
tension helps reduce the reserve for overhaul which is the largest single main-
tenance cost contributor for current engines. (See Figure 4.) Of course, TBO
must be traded with premature removal rate to achieve a balance between
operational readiness and cost.3 Generally speaking, the highest TBO with-
out sacrificing safety is the most economical maintenance plan.

12
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Modular maintenance is another way to extend engine life and lessen overall
cost. The Model 250-C 18 used by the USN I is supported under a modular
maintenance plan. Costs were lowered at no loss in operational readiness
when modular support was adopted in mid-1976. Typical TBO values for a
current mature engine. the Model 250-C20. are shown in Table VI. A sub-
stantial reduction on overhaul reserve is available to both commercial and
military users. The commercial community is taking advantage of the
operational savings.

When enough engines are owned by an operator, the opportunity to assemble
near remaining time modules together in one engine arises. This technique
has allowed some large operators to safely extract over 96% of module TBO
life.

Level of repair emphasis at user or FBO saves money if there is sufficient
investment in tools and facility available. One corporate fleet which operates
two twin-engine turboprop aircraft has found it cost effective to buy special
tools which allow certain power turbine repairs on-wing. A commuter air-
line operating two twin-engine turboprops has found it profitable to invest in
capability to do even more work in his shop. Both of these examples are
probably able to enjoy this economic advantage because of low turnover of
capable, trained mechanics. A cursory review of refurbishment price lists
shows a cost advantage for forward as opposed to depot maintenance.

VI. SUMMARY

The commercial world, under pressure from the marketplace, has led the
way toward economic operations. The military has the challenge of review-
ing its needs and assets which may allow an improvement in operating and
maintenance costs.

There is probably no revolutionary change coming in maintenance concepts
for helicopter turbine engines. Engine health monitoring devices may assist
in detecting incipient failure and in diagnostics. However, the promise of
these techniques supplements the maintenance concepts discussed.

Recent Senate hearings 4 projected over 1. 7 million U. S. Army aircraft flying
hours in FY 78. Therefore, any significant savings in cost per flight hour has
a sizeable annual savings impact in the operating and maintenance portion of
U. S. Army aircraft engine Life Cycle Costs. The same concept also applies
to the U.S. Navy and Air Force who fly many more hours. One concludes,
therefore, that the military Life Cycle Cost savings potential is tremendous.
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LIFE-CYCLE ANALYSIS OF AIRCRAFT TURBINE ENGINES

J. R. Nelson

INTRODUCTION

This study concerns the life-cycle analysis of aircraft turbine

engines. The term life-cycle analysis is used because benefits as well as

costs are addressed for this very important aircraft subsystem. The overall

study of aircraft turbine engines was initiated under the R&D and Acquisition

Program at Rand, and early work included development of a technique for

assessing the state-of-the-art of aircraft turbine engines in terms of per-

formance characteristics sought at a key milestone date and then relating

that state-of-the-art trend to acquisition costs (development and procurement).

The present work was performed under the Logistics Program in FY 1977

where aspects of both acquisition and ownership were addressed. Ownership

considerations were added to the acquisition work to provide a total life-

cycle perspective.

Previous aircraft turbine engine work has been published in a number

of Rand reports going back over a decade. The latest engine work is summarized

in R-2103/I-AF, Life-C'icle Ana ysis of ,iraraft Tu'rbine Engines: Executive

Swrnaz, 1.
This presentation explands on that effort to include aircraft weapon

system level considerations.

Watts, F. A., Aircraft Turbine Engines: DeveLopment and Procuz'em.ent
Cost, The Rand Corporation, RM-4670-PR (Abridged), November 1965; Large, J. P.,
Etim-ling Aircraft Turbine Engine Costa, The Rand Corporation, R.-6384/1-?R,
September 1970; Pinkel, B. and J. R. Nelson, A Critiaue of Turbine Engine
DeveLop rn.t Policd,, The Rand Corporation, RM-6100/l-PR, April 1970;
Alexander, A. J., and J. R. Nelson, Measaring TechnologicaZ Change: Aircraft
Turbine Engines, The Rand Corporation, R-1017-ARPA/PR, April 1972; Shishko, R.,
TachnologicaL Cange T"rough Product Improvement in.Aircraft Turbine Engines,
The Rand Corporation, R-1061-PR, May 1973; Nelson, J. R. and F. S. Timson,
ReLating Technology. to Acquisition Costs: Aircraft Turbine Engines, The Rand
Corporation, R-1288-PR, March 1974; and Nelson, J. R., Perfor=nce/Schedule/
Cost Tradeoffs and Pisk Analysis for the Acquisition of Aircraft Turbine
Engines: AD lications of R-1288-PR MethodoLogyd, The Rand Corporation, R-1781-
PR, June 1975.
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Approach to the Study

The study focuses on the needs of the planner (and the engine designer

as well) early in the consideration of a new weapon system and the diffi-

culty the planner has in at:empting to reconcile, from a life-cycle perspec:ive,

the conflicting demands of high performance, constrained schedule, and low

costs while attempting to give appropriate weight to program risk in terms

of exposure of the program to performance degradation, schedule slippage,

and cost growth.

The problem is one of visibility for an early planner. Visibility refers

to understanding the magnitude of the total life-cycle cost, the proportions

of costs (how they are apportioned between various phases and cost elements

of the program), and what the trends cf performance and costs have been over

time for previous engines of a similar application. Such information can

then be utilized to project what the new engine might cost for the performance

desired. An understanding of what the drivers or key variables are concerning
cost changes is required so that the planner can do tradeoffs during the

initial design within acqusition, within ownership, and between acquisition

-and ownership phases of the program.

The objective of the study is to develop a methodology for the life-

cycle analysis of engines which can relate performance, schedule, and cost

tradeoffs, with schedule or time being treated explicitly as well as per-

formance and cost. For instance, a planner is confronted with a threat

scenario. There is a requirement for an aircraft to exceed the capability

of that threat. An engine with certain performance characteristics is required

by a certain date in order to obtain that aircraft requirement. Is the

planner asking for an engine within the evolutionary state-of-the-art trend of

engine technology or is he asking for a product that is significantly "pushing"

the state-of-the-art? If the engine is "pushing" the state-of-the-art, what

are the risks not only to the engine, but also to the entire program since

the engine is frequently the pacing development item? If the engine is

"pushing" the state-of-the-art, then not only must the evolutionary tech-

nology inherent in the state-of-the-art trend be transferred successfully
to the development program, but some additional increment of technology must

also be accomplished within that same development program. There is an
exposure to risk regarding engine performance shortfall, schedule slip-

page, and cost growth, and those in turn pose risks for the entire weapon

system.

..., , .. ,: ,.. •...



Engines are an important subsystem and were selected for this study

for several reasons: 1) in a new weapons system, a new engine is considered

to be the pacing development item; 2) the engine subsystem viewpoint would

be valuable to parallel the viewpoint obtained in life-cycle analysis

studies concerning the weapon system as a whole; 3) engines have shown

important evolutionary improvements in the state-of-che-art over the years

and thus effects of life-cycle costs due to technological advances might

be captured in an analysis of engines; and 4) it would appear that suffi-

cient data would be available in order to analyze acquisition and ownership

phases for engines. Engine data in the acquisition area are available from

the engine contractors for the past 25-30 years. The data available in

ownership must come from the military services and here the data is avail-

able only for the very recent past, in some cases, as little as one year.

The procedure in this study has been to: 1) collect and analyze detailed

data for the various phases of the life cycle; 2) investigate cost estimating

relationships (CERs) not only to obtain high statistical quality, but, of

primary importance, to insure that the theoretical relationships are

correct and in line with experience obtained in the field (thus increasing

confidence in the validity of the models derived); and 3) apply the CERs to

examples of interest (an application will be presented in this briefing

showing the trend of life-cycle cost for fighter engines over the past

several decades). Commercial experience has also been considered to

determine if such experience might be relevant to the military environment.

The problem that has faced analysts in attempting to bring together

all the elements of life-cycle cost has been the lack of detailed, well-

defined data covering a significant period of time. This is true in

particular in the ownership area with regard to engine costs at the depot

and at the base. This study has benefited from extensive data collection

efforts in support of past engine studies over the years as well as addi-

tional data collectioi efforts conducted as part of this study. The ,IDT&E

and procurement data have been obtained from the engine contractors and, for

the most part, are well defined and disaggregated to the particular cost

elements of concern for significant periods of time, in some cases covering

25-30 years. This provides a relatively good data base for use in developing

models of the R&D phase. The problem that has confronted analysts (and stil!

does today) in the ownership area is that the military ser:ices maintain data

........



for only a limited period of time at the base and depot. One to two years of

data have been obtained for some cost elements and thus the data are highly

cross-sactional in nature. Thus, the ownership models should be viewed With

caution. Improvements in the ownership models should be possible through

continued collection of data.

The approach in this study has been to utilize a measure of the state-

of-the-art to represent changes in technology that have affected engine

life-cycle cost. Thus, this technique provides a significant change (and

it is honed a considerable improvement) from past studies which have not

utilized such an approach. A further intent is to quantify effects on cost

due to selection and change of development and production schedule, as well

as performance requirements. This measure aids in providing an integrated

approach to the engine life-cycle analysis in terms of relating the benefits

to be accrued from the state-of-the-art improvements to the schedules and

costs for obtaining such improvements. The methodology can then bring

together magnitudes, distributions, and trends of costs to provide the

helpful insights required by the planner.

Data Analvsis Results from this Study

Previous studies have indicated that the ounership cost of engines is

the smaller part of the total life-cycle cost; that the major cost is in

development and procurement. (?uel and attri:ion are not considered in this

analysis.) These previous studies have suffered from significan: data prob-

lems. Not only are there problems of missing data, but also misin:erpreted

and isused data. There is today an Increasing awareness on the part of

the military services that ownership costs are larger than previously indicated.

Indeed, this study yields results just opposite to those of previous studies:

ownership cost is the larger par: of the total life-cycle cost of an engine.

Some problems include: cos: elements not clearly defined, elements that
change de... ion over time, labor rates that are not fully burdened, use of

steady-state cost of a current system to project average cost to a new system
(instead of averaging over time), and major cost elements omi:ted.



t If the component improvement'program (the continuing improvement of

the engine beyond its development) and the spare engines necessary to

support the installed inventory are included in the definition of owner-

ship cost, then the findings indicate that, for a 15-year operational span,

ownership is about two-thirds of the total cost for the engine; ownership

is twice acquisition cost. This is true for current supersonic fighter

engines as well as subsonic transport and bomber engines. After achieving

operational status, the continuing development costs (Component Improvement

Program--CIP) during the;course of 15 years of operation are at least as

large as development cost to Model Qualification Test. A problem with the CIP

money has been the inability to separate out the costs attributable directly

to specific functional areas for which the money was spent, namely perfor-

mance, additional applications of the engine, improvement in reliability,

correction of service-revealed deficiences, reduction of cost, and develop-

ment of base and depot repair procedures. The CIP costs must be disaggre-

gated if cost is to be linked to obtaining a specific improvement, for

instance, reliability.

A major finding of this study differing from previous published results

is chat the cost of repair of engines in the depot (including overhaul,

modifications, minor repairs that the base does not have the capability

to perform, backshop support of the base as well as the overhaul line,

the replacement of condened reparable parts and the full cost of expendable

parts) can be as large over a 15-year life cycle as the procurement price

of the engine. A single overhaul at a depot costs on the order of 10 to

20 percent of an engine's current price. Repair and replacement of repa-

rable parts not only for the overhaul line, but also for those components

that come in from a base, are repaired and go back to the base, and the

replacement of those parts that are condemned can add anywhere from 10 to

100 percent additional cost to the overhaul cost, depending on what might be

hapenning to a particular engine in a given year and also what might be

happening within the budgetary cycle for a particular year. These costs

can fluctuate widely from year to year due to these factors. This is why

the availability of a longitudinal data base is so important.

All costs are expressed in constant dollars--discounting may change
some findings, depending on the distribution of costs over the time horizon
of interest and the discount rate assumed.

t4
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When it is also considered that an engine is overhauled three to six

times in its lifetime depending upon the application (subsonic engines a:

the lower end and supersonic engines at the upper end of the range), we

find that depot repair cost alone can be as large as procurement cost.

The base cost is significant; it is smaller than :he depot cost, but

still of a considerable magnitude, depending again upon the par:icular

application. A: the base, it is necessary to count the people active in

the engine shop rather than to look at any particular data system that

reports the work actually accomplished, because costs reflect the people

ava'lable in the shop, not only the work load actually accomplished. in

addition, the cost respons±bility center data (from the Resource Management

System) are necessary to obtain costs for supply support.

Commercial experience has been investigated to find lessons that might

be applicable to the military. Results indicate that comercial ownership

costs are apparently lower than military costs due to the airlines having

a different operating environment (peacetime steady-state--although their

economic enviroment may not be characterized as steady state) and different

policies concerning operations (higher utilization, power management) and
*

maintenance (modular design, on-condition maintenance) of their engines.

AIRCP. ?T TURBINE ENGINE LIFr-CCLE ANALYSIS ./THODOLOCY

The technique employed for assessing the state-of-the-art of aircraft

turbine engines relates the time of arrival of the 150-hour Model Qualifi-

cation Test to a bundle of engine performance characteristics desired in

the engine. The data are for 26 engine programs, covering 30 years of

history from 1942 to 1972. The 150-hour Model Qualification Test date is

the key military milestone date at which time the engine is considered

suitable for operational use. Thus, a relationship is obtained for the

performance characteristics sought by the user over time, Lhereby obtaining

a proxy for the measurement of the state-of-the-art with time. In this

study, not only the time of arrival, but also a delta time of arrival (the

More detailed information is contained in Nelson, :. R., L'-fe-_Cuc:e
Anr lyzsie of ATi. urf 2rne Znaines: ZXecutive Sum72, The Rand Corporation,
R-2103/1-AF, March 1977.



characteristics sought at a certain date compared to when those character-

istics were expected to arrive) are both employed in the cost models in

order to ascertain the cost effect of not only the trend of the state-of-

the art, but also whether a particular engine is "pushing" the state-of-

the art within the trend of time and how that might affect cost.
*

Chart 1 presents the models obtained to dare. The stare-oi-mae-

art trend (time of arrival) is shown with important characteristics sought

in an engine; temperature, weight, pressure, specific fuel consumption, and

thrust. Below each of the variables is the sign of the coefficient as it

enters the model. In addition to all of the models having statistical

significance, the variables entering the models are perceived to be behaving

correctly with regard to theoretical relationships; they corroborate the

experience of the designers and users in that the direction of the variables

are correct, giving confidence to the validity of the model. This is true

for all the models presented. For instance, in the state-of-the-art trend,

where it is expected that technology will be improving with time, turbine

inlet temperature is a highly desirable characteristic in an engine; it is

constantly increased, it does indeed improve with time, and we do bave a

positive coefficient for how it enters the TOA relationship. The same with

the pressure term; it is expected to increase with time. Variables that

would be expected to be reduced with time, such as weight and specific fuel

consumption, are entering with negative coefficients. Thrust is positive;

the average thrust size of engines have been growing with time.

We make use of TOA and ATOA in the cost models. For instance, we've

obtained a model for development cost. Here, the cost of the engine to be

developed to the 150-hour test is a function of development rime period (how

long the engine was under development), the physical size of the engine, the

A time of arrival (how the engine was pushing the state-of-the-art), and the

complexity of the engine (Mach number measuring the flight environment). All

of these variables enter positively, all having the effect of increasing the

development cost of the engine. We see similar results in looking at produc-

tion costs and we show several ways of achieving development and production

costs, thus obtaining a method for trading off the acquisition performance/

schedule/cost for an engine.

Additional details, together with the coefficients, are shown in Nelson,
.1. R., Life-Cw cle AnaLysis of Aizrraft TNzbine Engines: Exe=-.ive Sunrn~y, The
Rand Corporation, R-2103/1-PR, March 1977.
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The new work is shown at the bottom of the chart: models for depot

and base costs. These two areas are principal cost elements with regard

to the ownership of engines (in additional, whole spare engines and Cl? are

also considered par: of ownership). Note chat these two models each utilize

a different definition of the engine flying hour, the utilization measure

that was used for engine life-cycle costs. Costs incurred at the air base

depend on "consumed" flying hours, the flying hours that the operator con-

sumes in the field. There is also the flying hour "restored" by the depot;

that is, the depot repairs engines and restores flying time to the engines

and returns them to the user. In a steady-state situation of supply equal

tc demand, what the user is demanding by his consumption in the field, the

depot is supplying by restoring these engines to flying status. Thus, in a

steady-state situation, consumed and restored flying hours would be approxi-

mately the same. A problem arises in the analysis because the life cycle is

not entirely steady state. Furthermore, we have only limited cross-sectional

data a: the depot (for a year or two) and in any given year the consumed

and restored flying hours can be very different. For instance, in the initial

phase of a program when new engines are being introduced, the fleet is flying

a: a higher rate, yet nor many engines are showing up at the depot. Thus,

consumed flying hours are much higher than restored hours. Also, across

the total program, consumed hours would exceed restored hours because when

an engine is finally condemned and disposed of, it has some flying hours on

it (it is not sent back to the depot to be restored to zero time before being

thrown away). Thus, more hours are consumed than restored during the engine

life cycle. in any particular year, however, more engine hours may be restored

in the depot than consumed in the field (for example, a major modification

program may cause engines to be sent to the depot for repairs even though

they have accumulated relatively few hours). Thus, these two measures are

important to understand and keep separate; in the depot, the restored flying

hour is the preferred unit for tracking depot costs, and at the base, the

consumed flying hour is the preferred unit for tracking base costs.

The key independent variables for depot and base costs are time between

overhaul and current unit selling price of the engine. At the depot, the

average time between overhaul (ATBO) is of interest; when an engine actually

comes in to be fixed. A: a base, the maximum time between overhaul (.r3O)

is of concern since it is the policy that sets how long an engine can stay
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in the field before it is mandatory for it to be returned to the depot for

overhaul. The reason this is of interest at the base is because the base

keys its scheduled periodic inspection, which is a major part of the propul-

sion shop workload, to the MTBO. It is also interesting to note that the

engine unit selling price indirectly brings into the cost relationships the

state-of-the-art in terms of TOA and ATOA, because they were utilized in

determining the production unit price. Thus, the time of arrival technique

is indirectly represented in the depot and base cost estimation models.

How might a planner make use of this technique in attempting to under-

stand the subsystem tradeoffs confronting him during the design of a new

weapon system? Let's look at a particular example.

SUBSYSTE-I LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS

This example is presented to demonstrate the application of the engine

life-cycle analysis technique at the subsystem level. The engines to be

compared are shown in Chart 2. They represent fighter aircraft engines of

the 1950s and 1970s, and a projected fighter aircraft engine for the 1980s,

to assess the trend in performance and cost. The J75 of the 1950s is a trend

engine (the time-of-arrival technique provides a point very close to the 45

deg line). A "J75/FlOO" of the 1970s is also shown. This hypothetical engine

is of J75 size (24,000 lbs thrust), but is an afterburning turbofan of the F100

type. Its characteristics are purposely selected to result in a trend engine

to compare directly to the J75. The actual F1O0 data is deleted due to

security classification, but the analysis results for this engine are also

presented. Also shown in the chart (separated by the line) is a hypothetical

advanced turbofan (AT!F) that might be employed in the 1980s. What can the

application of this technique tell us about these engines?

All of the engines on this chart have a thrust rating of approximately

24,000 lbs. It can be seen that in going from the J75 of the 1950s to the

J75-sized FlOO type of the 1970s, that a significant improvement is obtained
in reduction of engine weight and in lower specific fuel consumption. (Not

shown, but equally important in terms of aircraft system effects is the

smaller physical size of the latter engine in terms of frontal area and

volume.) Note the significant increase in temperature and pressure levels for

the newer engine shown.
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In subsequent charts, two versions of the newer J75/F00 engine will

be shown, a Macb 2 version to compare directly to the J75 at Mach 2, and also

a Mach 2.5 version which can then be compared directly to the actual FI00.

Future charts will also involve the ATF engine at two different weights in

order to present a comparison of a trend engine and an advanced engine for

the 1980s.

Chart 3 presents the plot of the engine data base using the time-of-
arrival technique as explained in several previous Rand publications. The

notion is that engines follow an evolutionary :rend, and that a particular

engine's time-of-arrival is calculated on the basis of a bundle of perfor-

mance charac:eristics sought at a particular date. An engine showing up

when expected is considered a trend engine, whereas an engine falling sig-

nificantly above the 45 deg line (its bundle of characteristics indicate

that it would be expected to show up at a certain date but it actually shows

up earlier) is considered an advanced engine. In the figure are the J75j a

trend engine of the 1950s; the J75/FOO, a hypothetical trend engine of the

1970s; the actual FlO0, an advanced engine of the 1970s; and the two versions

of the AT? for the 1980s, on trend and advanced.

Chart 4 presents a hypothetical baseline program to calculate life-

cyc-le costs for the various engine versions on a common basis. Costs are

in constant 1975 dollars; no discounting has been employed in this example,

nor are any costs allocated for fuel or attrition.

Chart 5 presents a bar chart comparison of the engines described on

Chart 2. The actual J75 of the 1950s (on trend at Mach 2) is calculated to

have cost approximately $4 billion in total life-cycle cost (1975 dollars).

The increasing cost due to the improvement in the state-of-the-art to obtain

the hypothetical J75/F100 in the 1970s on trend at Mach 2 is also shown, as

is the increase to obtain a Mach 2.5 version and finally, the actual F100

which is an advanced engine of the 1970s at Mach 2.5. Of particular interest

is that the depot cost is growing not only in terms of magnitude of dollars,

but also as an increasing percentage of the total. These costs are for the

engine only, at the subsystem level, and not related in any way to the impact

that this engine has on total weapon system performance and cost. It may

For further discussion, see Alexander, A. J., and J. R. Nelson, Me.suring
Teo'hnoogi cal Change: Aircraft I b-.'ne Eng4nes, The Rand Corporation, R-1017-
ARPA/P, April 1972; and Nelson, J. R. and F. S. Timson, Reklting Teo;VcZogy to
Aaquisition Costs: Aircraft niabine Engines, The Rand Corporation, R-1288-PR,
March 1974.



very well be that the FIO is well worth the cost when related to what it does

to improve mission capability, reduce fuel consumption, and reduce the physical

size (and thus fuel cost and airframe development and procurement cost) of the

F-15 aircraft for its mission requirement. Thus, in attempting to achieve the

F-15 mission requirement, the advanced engine design may have been the most
"cost-effective" solution at the system level.

What would the technique indicate concerning derating the FlN engine?

Commercial experience presents the only available data concerning the effect

that derating an engine's performance has on the life extension of engine

parts. Commercial data indicates that by reducing thrust approximately ten

percent for the first and second generation comnercial engines (the JT3D and

the JTSD), approximately a 50 percent increase in the life of hot parts (com-

bustor and turbine was achieved). If the same percentage improvement in ATBO/

XTBO could be achieved by similarly derating the F100, then the life-cycle

cost estimating model would indicate a life-cycle cost savings of approximately

$1 billion.

One difficulty in using these models is that they cannot determine what

investment is required to obtain these improvements. They only tell what the

savings are if the improvements are indeed realized. These cost savings are,

as indicated in Chart 6, primarily coming from the reduction in the depot

costs as shown by the proportions of the bar chart. It must be realized also

that there may not be a one-to-one relationship between military and commercial

experience. Military use may require considerably more cycling of an engine

which also causes reliability problems, thus military engines may not achieve

the same cost improvement as commercial experience would indicate for a given

degree of derating.

It must also be noted that the models are based on data from past

programs and thus they reflect the ways things were done in the past.

That is, the projected costs for the F100 reflect costs which would be

associated with it if it were being treated in operations and maintenance

in a manner similar to the J75. However, there are expected to be changes

in the F100 ownership process; it is of modular design and will follow an

on-condition maintenance policy. These features are expected to reduce

ownership cost. Thus, the numbers presented on the chart may reflect a

pessimistically high cost, i.e., as if these FlOO features don't provide any

cost reduction. If, however, these new concepts could in some way result

in obtaining an improved ATBO/MTBO, then the model could be used to predict

the associated cost reduction.



One of the preceding calculations estimated the reduction in life-

cycle cost that might be achieved through improvement in ATBO/.1T30, which

in turn could be obtained by derating the engine. The models could also

be employed in attempting to address another question; what reductions in

lile-cycle cost might be achieved through technology improvements? For

instance, shown in Chart 7 are the AT?- options defined earlier; an advanced

engine for the 1980s with a baseline ATB0/MTBO (750/1200 hours), that same

advanced engine with a 50 percent higher ATBO/.TB0, a trend engine at baseline
AT3O/ O3O, and the same trend engine with a 50 percent higher ATBO/MT3O. The

total life-cycle cost of each option is different as shown on the chart. These

different costs could be obtained in different ways. For instance, obtaining

an engine on trend, rather than advanced, might show a total life-cycle cost

reduction of nearly $1 billion as indicated by comparing the two advanced

bars with their comparable trend bars. On the other hand, if improvements

could be made to reliability and durability (and thus in A.TBO/MTBO) for a
given kind of engine whether advanced or on trend, then the models would

predict life-cycle cost savings on the order of $1.5 billion. Thus, the

methodology can provide some indication of what the cost saving might be,

given that a particular improvement is obtained, although it cannot predict

how much it will cost to obtain a particular improvement, whether or not

that improvement is obtainable, or how best to obtain it. Those kinds of

decisions and considerations must be accomplished outside of this methodolog.

and are in the province of interactions between the Air Force planners and

technologists, and the engine and airframe manufacturers.

FINDINGS AT THE SUBSYSTEM LEEL

Our study at the subsystem level has shown that i: is possible to

develop techniques in which life-cycle cost estimates can be made sensitive

to performance and schedule so that cost magnitudes, proportions and trends,

key cost drivers, and :radeoffs may be visible to a weapon system planner

early in the concept formulation process, providing him useful insights.

However, not all the tradeoffs that we would like to make are currently

available. It is reco=ended that additional analytical work and data collec-

tion be continued to improve some of these models.

4" 1AUU"t



Our findings indicate that improvements in engine performance alone will

t increase engine life-cycle costs,'and obtaining that engine performance earlier

will further increase engine life-cycle cost. The depot appears to be an area

where opportunity for significant cost savings exists. For instance, we

estimate that a 50 percent improvement in ATBO/MTBO for the FI00 engine would

yield about a billion dollar reduction in engine life-cycle cost.

ln the final analysis, the engine design choices must be made on the

basis of how the engine affects the performance and cost of the entire weapon

system. The remainder of this presentation is devoted to an exploration of

how our engine cost estimation methodology might be utilized in system-level

design decisions.

SYSTEM LEVEL CONSIDERATIONS

The main objective of applying this analysis methodology at the system

level is to explore how engine technology improvement effects might interact

with specific mission requirements and system/subsystem specifications. In

addressing this area, it was necessary to seek assistance from airframe manu-

facturers to obtain the necessary understanding of how system/subsystem

interactions will depend on a specific mission requirement. McDonnell-Douglas

provided assistance in examining an air superiority mission requirement, and

Northrop provided assistance in examining an advanced tactical fighter require-

ment for the 1980s, part of their Advanced Technology Study (ATS). The Rand

engine life cycle and Rand airframe RDT&E and procurement models were then

utilized, together wi:h the airframe information concerning system design and

fuel consumption for the particular mission requirement, to determine the cost

comparisons that are presented.

Certainly, "optimum" answers were not obtainable for the time and effort

involved in this illustrative analysis, but the assistance of the two airframe

companies was instrumental in illuminating system-level tradeoff considerations,

which in turn improves the perception of the usefulness of the subsystem results.

The particular missions looked at were the F15 air superiority mission

(in which we received McDonnell-Douglas' assistance) and the ATS mission (in

which we received Northrop's assistance). In the air super4ority case, a

range of engine thrust/weight ratio was investigated for a parametric family

of trend engines of the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. The ther=odynamic engine

cycle of the FlO0 was used throughout the analysis. A fixed procurement of

__ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ~ 'v.1 4 A•A..



aircraft, constant airframe technology, and twin-engine configurations were
additional Found rules, again for analytical simplicity. For the ATS =is-.

sion requirement, we looked at both thrust/weight and thermodynamic cycle

variations for two specific design points for an 7lO0-cype engine. Again,

addi:ional ground rules included fixed force size, constant airframe tech-

nology, and cwin-engine configuration. These restrictions concerning airframe

technology and configuration (and engine thermodynamic cycles in the case of

McDonnell-Douglas) were necessary because of the limited scope of this illus-

trative analysis. In order to do a total optimization study for each

particular mission requirement, variation of engine thrust/weight, engine

thermodynamic cycle, and aircraft configuration would have resulted in a

very large study effort which neither HcDonnell-Douglas nor Northrop could

undertake in this situation. However, just such an extensive study would

normally be accomplished during concept formulation for a new weapon system.

Chart 8 presents the results of the variation in aircraft takeoff

gross weight with changes in engine thrust/weight ratio for the McDonnell-

Douglas air superiority mission. The improvement obtained in reducing

aircraft takeoff gross weight as thrust/weight ratio is increased from

four to eight is particularly evident. The point near the engine thrust!

weight of eight represents the design point for the F-15. The engine

thrust/weight of four is an engine of about 45,000 lbs thrust. Thus, a

considerably smaller engine thrust size results as engine thrust/weight

increases because the aircraft weight and fuel consumption are reduced,

resulting in a significantly lower aircraft gross weight. It should be

noted further that improvements in thrust/weight ratio from eight to 12

provide much less reduction in airframe takeoff gross weight for this

.articular air superiority mission.

Chart 9 presents design points from the Northop Advanced Technology

study mission. It can be seen that improvements in thrust/weight ratio

and in cycle thermodynamics (from a baseline FlOO engine) do result in a

significant reduction in aircraft takeoff gross weight for this particular

mission requirement. The main point of this chart is that the effect of

engine technology with regard to thrust/weight and thermodynamic cycle is

extremely sensitive to the mission requirement being addressed.

fit



A hypothetical baseline program similar to the engine example is shown

In Chart 10. In this case, the fuel and airframe development and procurement

costs are also addressed. For the F15 air superiority mission, the FI00

engine consumes 1250 gallons of fuel per flight hour, at 44C per gallon,

with fuel consumption at other engine thrust/weight design points scaled

to the thrust of the engine. Thus, for the thrust/weight ratio of four,

with an aircraft takeoff gross weight in excess of 70,000 lbs, the engine

size was approximately double the F100 size, and thus fuel consumption

was scaled to that thrust. In the case of the Northrop design, the

F100 consumed 1100 gallons of fuel per flying hour, at 44c per gallon,

and a ten percent SFC improvement was credited to the new advanced turbo-

fan (ATY) engine for the Advanced Technology Study (ATS) fighter.

Airframe costs were estimated using the Rand DAPCA model, in 1975 dollars.

The number of airframes procured is consistent with the number of engines

being procured. RDT&E and procurement costs assume fixed airframe tech-

nology and no airframe operating and support costs were estimated. It is

important to understand that the airframe technology remained constant

in each case (but was different for each case) and only the thrust/weight

ratio varied in the case of the Fi air superiority mission, and the

engine thrust/weight and fuel consumption varied in the case of the ATS

mission.
The cost results for the air superiority mission at selected engine

thrust/weight values are presented in Chart 11. The chart indicates that

for a fixed air superiority mission requirement, increasing engine thrust/

weight from four to eight, even though more technology is required, results

in lower total system costs. Total cost comprises the engine life-cycle

cost, airframe RDT&E and procurement cost, and fuel cost. The cost is lower

when using the more advanced engine because the physical size and weight of

the engine are reduced, resulting in a smaller airframe to achieve the same

mission. Going from thrust/weight of eight to thrust/weight of 12 results in

little additional cost reduction because the airframe does not reduce in size

as much and because the specific fuel consumption was the same (only thrust/

weight for the engine was being varied). Chart 12 shows a second set of bar

charts in which a 30 percent improvement in ATBO/MLT3O is presented. Again,

notable savings for the engine are achieved, particularly because of cost

reduction at the depot. Thus, in this oarticular air superiority mission, it

would appear that use of future technology advances to cause a 50 percent

increase in ATBO/..TBO would produce more cost reduction than if the same tech-

nology investment were used to reduce thrust/wei3ht ratio from eight to 12.



When the m.ission requirement is changed, -he cost implications change.

As shown in Chart 13, there is a cost reduc:ion in terms of the sum of total

life-cycle cost for engine, airframe RDT&E and procurement, and fuel con-

sumption in going from an F100 design to an advanced turbofan engine. The

ATS mission requirement stresses different aspects of performance for the

engine. For the technology represented by the advanced engine design, the

result is a smaller and more efficient engine and hence smaller airframe

size for that improved technology over what was obtainable from the FI00 in

this mission. Thus again, it is the mission requirement which highlights

the benefit of specific technology improvements and their impact on cost

reduction. Chart 14 presents a second set of bars. again showing that a

50 percent improvement in ATBO/MTBO will indeed provide a significant

saving in engine life-cycle cost. This saving is about in line with the

saving achieved by going to higher performance; a different outcome from

the air superiority findings because the mission requirement is different.

SUMMARY

Thus, in summary, it is the mission requirement which will determi!e

what the potential benefits will be for particular improvements achieved

in technology programs. There is an interaction of decisionmaking in for-

mulating new weapon system concepts and in determining the engine contribution

to a new system; what is the mission requirement, what are the system level

tradeoffs, and finally, down to what are the subsystem level tradeoffs.

A finding of this analysis is that substantial reductions in total l - e-

cycle cost can be achieved by improving engine durability/reliability or by

improving engine performance. Thus, a balanced approach toward the funding

of engine technology programs seems warranted, with some support for

durability/reliabiliy improvements as well as performance improvements.

In part, this is because there are diminishing impacts on continued per-

formance gains provided by additional technology. For tactical fighters,

there was significant gain in going from a thrust/weight ratio of four to

eight; there appears to be less significant gains in going from eight to 12,

but this is highly dependent upon the particular mission requirement.



"Paper" gains must be distinguished from "real" gains. When engine

t technology improvements result in a reduction of airframe weight and a

reduction of fuel consumption, "real" cost reductions are to be expected

in the new system. The airframe development and procurement cost will be

less for a smaller airframe, and the decreased fuel utilized during the

life of that weapon system will yield additional savings. in assessing the

expected gains from an improvement in durability/reliability as represented

by the ATBO/T3O analysis, part of that cost reduction may be "paper" in

the sense that it may not be fully reflected in the O&S budget for that

system. Labor reduction at the base and at the depot may be achieved for

a particular program, but may be reallocated to other programs and there-

fore not disappear from the Air Force budget. -Thus, the Air Force budget

may not be reduced to the extent indicated by the apparent cost reduction in

the program.

It should also be remembered that some technology programs are "neutral"

in character when attempting to assess whether they would benefit performance

or reliability. For instance, a new turbine material providing higher

temperature/stress capability can benefit performance if utilized to gain

higher operating temperatures while retaining the same stress level of the

previous material. This same material temperature/stress improvement could

also be utilized by operating at the previous temperature level, but at some

lower stress level, thus providing additional durability in that particular

part. Thus, care must be used in separating technology programs with regard

to whether they are performance oriented, durability oriented, or neutral in

character.

*;
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2.1. :ntroduction :f Value -.. ineerin-

.. :B.s-Royie, rstol, has been a.ress--n. the p-'.. of-

cost as an entnhe design p arae.ter s-nce the - :;::

7alue .,.ee.n-.;s .-;& trod:ed as a f:rn.. -i.i:. "-

potential of the Value Znei.serin.g approach as a -ea-z :,"f .

ways of reducing the cost Cf co-.onents son beca.e a:-cren::-
those nos- closely '-olved. What was -ot f" - reccts -

time was t.he difficulty, nartiv J arly La th.e --Os-.en~.snn
climate w---h then pre vailed, of apte _t-n a .rocedure, '-i .

cost was the principal paranemer, w-h e:istLg procedures that

-only rec gnised '_v.. of tech-nica. priority.

The Company Tra 4-ng College sponsored a Value Engineering course

which over the years was attended by the majority of Designers,

Detaiers and Production Sag-ineers and a Value F-qgneering De.partent

was established within the Design Office. The deaartment was staffed

by Engineers wi_.h. .lanri-ng experience who, because of their location,

became the -main source of production eng .neering advize used by the

Designer. However, their recommendations lacked commitment, for-,

unlike the Production -'zgeer they had no responsibi.. ty f _. e

manufacturing programme. This factor, together with the proble- of

balancing cost and technical priorities, te.-mporarily impeded

progress toward achaieving the full cost reduczion potential of Value

Engi-neering on defence projects.

2.2. Manufacturinz Des~in Liaison

Ln the early 1970s a major re-organisation of the YManufacturing

Deparment was initiated. Product Centres were established, each

solely responsible for the supply, during the production progr.amme,

of a group of components. For example: Product Centre 2 is

responsible for all the shafts of al proJects; -- Product Centre

is responsible for all compressor blades; and so on. Each Centre

is self-support. ng in ters of Plann:ng, Estimating, ?.--chas!_n&,

Sub-Contracti-ng and Quality. The advantages of an crgahisation of

this tye include specialisation, improved ca;!a pla.. ;1. Ing

and, sgr.±If-.a=ntly for the subject of this paper, positive

identification during the design phase of the Manager, and t-he ,ea:,,

hav -ng supply res.ponsibilty for each component in -. he production
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phase. The re-oaganisation opened the way to oew opportuities
by wb;Loh product ila enginer!=g adrice could ',e nada waa±Zabia
to the Designer. A, Xaaufacturling Design Uiason. sytem was
astablisted replaing the Va~Eagieing Department. (See F1;
Xai ctuew n Zesign Liaison Zaginears were sitod 4in the Design C.ics,
assiped to projects with others sited in the Product Centres,
assigned to componen~t groups. The objective of the- rvtworkc was to
ensure that KateriAl purchasing Speci&-Ists and Production Zagineers
who have subsequent responsibi 't7 for prducing the par.s are able,
though joint dis cussion with the Designer, zo make a contribution
during the design stage. It was the Liaison -&gineer's responsilit7
to recognzise the right time ,'or such1 discussimi and 4 dant4 .1 the

correct mianufactu-ing racres entat±7es . An important zart of his job
was to make certain that ?roduction Baii.neers put their case in
quantitative term and aierical.7 evaluxated the !=pl-cations of
alteatire nanufacturiag approaches, so thxat 7 alus Anal~his could.

be carried out by, the: Designer.

2.3. ?Z3.LC1 Design H!anaxesent S't?!.e

The Liai±son activi. bece effactive duriag "he ;r%14 m4 '-ay~ destgn
stage of t.he -U-0L1. The ?.B.JiO1 design team had recopaised fram
the start the importance -.0 the conmercial s.access of the zro~ect,
of low initial cost and low cost of oitershiD. Mae Pro 'oct Chie.z
Designer adopted a ~Afiagement style !a wtL.±th ?rdc~o,~gi-eer:L-.,
1Product Suppo-. and Busiaess Plann.Ing *.ere mqc -rred to cozntril.Ute '=
a quantitati~7e wa7 to de~ndecisio.-mak-Ing win~~th Ps.a'nA3,
Stress a=d *-ieight D ecartmenemt. (S-ee Fi. ).Prdt-r. ieering
W.A~S represented by7 the appropriate Manufacturtmg DOesign liaisonm
Eagineer who was, the ref ore, able to ensure ef.±ecti7e ?roduiction
contribaution thro-jg; the liaison nietworkc.

I~t thiVs stage ---anotac of considered co-st tar;ets *becarme

appren. entf~-ngand ;%bl-shi-n; wi thi --,e esi ff.Ce a
list of thea oiajor zornonent tap-&v, together -1 -6 the l.ataSt snt

and the =@n of he- ' esigner rsonsi~z~e, soon. iromoted in aggre2siL.e
Ap-Pote. P.Acar- displays, frcuentl- uicdazed, -.f the enerin; ocs:.
breSakdcown ;Iam zrtlI',,- to the we.0le tear. :f zhea resu:lt.s :1hei
*. :lts 'Tat zn.:" did- t.;-:s fotr taam zorahand incrilse

ther rsoLu, also anabld Its,. to leirnonstrate a ~ta tz



cost. Boua:V-y, there are other targets, such as t"-.escale, tc

be met ad there is a very uncersta-ndable tendency t -

successful search for cos- reduction when .it would be -ore cost

effective to issue t.e scheme and nake the hardare.

Not surpris-i.ngly this co-ord.inated effort was successf;l -.

the engine cost. (See Fig. 3). F'.nd .e-4Z11 to th -_s success -as:-

- .he direct, t-ely and comrit-ed _-r.volvenent. of -in- eern.

P r-oduction and ommercial line management.

- DetermiLnation to rade cost with other parameters.

2.. .roduct Cost Control Procedure

If the participation of line management is considered to be essential,

then formal wor.eng procedures are required which a-e i:tegrated ":.

and not superimposed upon other worki--ng procedures. The procecure,

identified under -he title "'Product Cost Control", which is based

on our RB.LCl experience, is applicab.e to new design schemes for a"

our new and eyd4sting projects. (See Fig. L). It is fuy i-tegrated

and compatible with other working procedures and practices.

Product Cost Control requires the Marketing Department to determine
type, size, price and possible programme for a new engine. On the
basis of the price and programme, it is Business PIlanning's

responsibility, taking account of the _nvestuent required and other

business considerations, to establish a manufacturing factory cost.

The factory cost figure is passed to the Design Cost Control Group

which is responsible for assigning target costs to component .evel.

As the design starts, this G=oup has the responsibility of informing

the Designer of the target cost for his scheme and arranging for

appropriate Manufacturing advice to be given. As the scheme nears

completion the Group request a formal estmate (for an exam-ze of

the proforma see Fig. 5) from Manufacturing to indicate how the

scheme relates to the target cost. In making the request, addi-izna

i-formation affecting cost, such as surface finzish, sim±.iarity to

other ey-Istin; components and production ra-e, not apparent on the

scheme, is provided to assist the roduction Est4=ator.

'he Estimator can also make use of a comprehensive iata-bsed

infor-ation service so that data on sLmilar copocnents i mar.Ufacture

I.



zan be Lavesti.jatad, parameters avail abl.e incl.ude: -

- Standard times

- 3atoh uantit-l s

- Historic actual. batch times

- ?urchaze an-ord.er prices

. ?Igminmng 4ndex shoets

All rsadi.!j available on Tisua.L Oisplay Units.

OnL ccopletion, ;rcw ding the target cost can '-. noet, the estimate
is returned to the Design Coe. Control Group;, idea&l be±*re
schem issue. Mae Group ensures that the manu.act~imag dawmg
incluades featzzras on which the es-timate is based. It the man'ufactwing
drad~ng issue stage the P~dc~n~gMW eer reviews the diraw1.g and
sLZgs to i -d cata that no feature on the --nfacturiag drawi-mg shou.24
prevent hi "ietimg the targot cost. Dur-ing plenn-ing the -=oducti=n

Engineer% chooses processes to meet the target cat 1Lavel .thich he

has previlously accepted. Nhen the istuction to "tanuacturt reachas
the shop ffloor a amcn+4cr a.' the method *,ed &;::4 times achieved is

Lf at aq of these stages -'t !j rscc~aised t-hat the zost target
c anmot to reached then the necessar7 act,--- --s I-Lti ated thr-Zlgh thS,

f'eedbackc system. '-or 9.yam-!9: !--' thea ?rodu.ctiz-n nrne rz'es
tat he cannot meet t.he tar~get at -6 schem-e s-.age, '-a na7 ce ahe
to arrange for actrect± t rzsi. t!:c- e a 4-the esC. o sot
ofltO I Grouz. =~ a destr.. change ts =ot "-ai., n ..:cuz, 'eca.use

ithsan cv raZ ew of the emerrgIg -cost sia±c aj reccmmend
a re-allocation of cost from a component which is hetterin-g -.he
target. :. ra-a.1:.ccat-4:n !s not zossible 'oecause the Teral! targer,
!.s be!ing ixeeded, th61 SrOUM Z-OMSILL'3 With BUsiness3 '.mnW.2

Iayr :ave some co-nztngecy or who ayin cur zosu.. 'Ar('
tn ~ Ywa M&nagMsnt i S I±?n - 51"21i of enerin ocs 23 t a at

,:.-e ear2iest oto~iyand the I-aer4epeadence f±~rn
~±~c;...ne, eLsto rep9=Ace th ine ecartnenta.cninece

z..Te:esi= ^cost czntroL ^r-a

The ~ ~ :onrc: ~cu'-.acded 7a e~e f*~Lsa~.



to the Project Chief Designers, is the hub of this actitt-y.

(See Fig. 6). The Group membership comprises represent-aives of

Production M.s.,.e.ring, Business ?Lan.r"g =d- "'e.-

secotded to -ri. but sti_ cn their .arent deartment'-p cZ. .T.e

?roduction re-resentatives are the -i-us -ner.tioned .

Design 2laion 1-gineers but with re-ised j.&: titles sigr_ _"y4-.g

change to a line f*nction.

.0. lE ECYCLz COST CONSn.-PAT:ONS DUPZ-N ??iia- DES:n

Design decisions play a part in dete.iTnin-.g life cycle costs in a nu.ber of

different ways. Tne degree of innovation, maita-inablity, seccnna_- .

damage patterns, en ne rating or sizing, conponent costs, are

contributing factors and their impact on eng e ife cycle costs czan be

evaluated during the design stage.

3.1. Tec~hncal Mn-noration

The most advantageous and cost effective approach to a new engine

project is to ensure that proposed technical advances are demonstrated

-head of a committed programme. The technical back ground sg-ificrt1y

contributes to the avoidance of cost escalatior. by a..ising

expensive modiLfications to development engines. If a new recuirement

can be met by a derivative of an existing engine then, compared with

a new engine, the derivative engine offers the advantages of lower
design and development costs, shorter t-ne scales and less risk.

3.2. Maintainability Considerations

The basic maintainability characteristics of an engine are detem,7-ned

during the preliminary design, generally before a potential customer
has decided his Operating and Support (0. & S.) policy. At this

stage Roll.s-Royce Product Support establish maintenance targets for

the Designer, for access, inspection and sezricing at al. component

and module levels. A Mantainability/R.eairabi-lty Recuireme. ts

Specification is issued to the Designer nd a Product Su-;ort _n n.

assigned to the Desig. Office so that the reco.nendation. and
requirements are recognised as the design takes shape. Bu-ilt :nto

modern engines are com.rehensive health moritoring systems such as:-

- Bcrescope Facilities



- Tibrat±.-o :rscizoer

- OUL Systac m-4torl±g ac±.i4ties

-~~osat-ire Z.szect-io-a Fci-Itiss

of~ hbo are a s±~o r e S-"cig i4-flence on ~eac
costs. To 1.e ef.-cti-s :-"ese s-,stes -=z lze cc s:Lded~ a: z

3&r!7 is*5±m stage.

3.3. Sacondaxr-r Damase

A, Ustpez"s ocnsideruiz=: ofC seccad.7 4axige astects !as a csto
ent.~rei7 based on. t!:s -~ attarms eerenced on eari.er
e"V- es. Clsari7 h~-- t!:a =i=Lm --mter af c-mp-cmeets O±. Lre

as robust as ;cssi :19 is a sound :-ciwa.e. taor

coo=='bui- can be made byr an iudlt :rkL4ebyv.c-' ts =Ow
dnsij ars a~twed byT Senior EZ.g-.Aers and~ Uls~ 'ers tot cii-rct.7
assoc,..atad .th t!:- ;p-.,ect,, thex-ab, erstu.-.g -. th e 'lessenss

o7-ste?±ays ' xertsmce are i4 b~l -t~zod em~ies.

.srati=4 of a= emrgl= has a Sir..Icannt L=sluee =e -,..±±
c7c~S a s :-ert:r-.ance cf 1-1e en- -- d zf %te s-? r.*37s
Ad.7azcad :cmbat a.±otaZft are
from t!:e sane zcde=---o..:7e. ':a 3 ae c..5S. y±"e.

Sthe C:Ote, at-' ma f ±-i.Ced szecro u:.t -.em-pe lte -r :Ixad
szeld am4.a -z d ter--%ttz the ant-ae to Czers.:e at sa~

becau!e naei o ~sue:~ra L.axer ai:rtku

COo~csen an -ar be ~ers- affected, & a i . a
is to opperate at: -i Z:h smeads a = . : a--.

er,;er*7.. rt . ea

4z th-s -. h ic-I;ML 's

A- -. _____*t.. y-ri. ss*=. a:r~c



t mn ecessita-es am- -2- costs ~ .~ -

pijs : anemgine's Ufa~ 01e

:he elemstn.s wn_- zh :ibt "s -e zt .1-f-

- ?.esa~::,:e7e2::men-:, eigan a::

-e Z ~4Ines

-R. 0L-Of!.tt4.n

ave been es-:!.mased n no=;tred over a =ber of 7eLszs d n

oroCess of obma"ni- astimates is, te~srefore, :2eazl'- =-ers-_acd.

The 0. L- S. -ohase of a mili-a.7 emg ne Is !---e :y7cl !..s 9 t :e

sectcr whi_4 h 4.t -u , he -management systems are well =_ers-Ood,
.--as ak e earis r ea.dcsoo "':o.

L.2. ?red_1tn4- 0. S S Costs

PRecert .:po pcsa~s have *been =ade for t-e generatio ocf a :&aetriz

a -roach; to =redioatin-g fun.are 0. & S . costs. - =.,s a=-proach has ,

in ou~r opi--on, severa1 defects:-

- -t is expensive for an oterator to co2..ect data an-d f or tne

ccnntractocr to process this daa.

- Su~ch data is3 only7 a :treof the zas and ;ecilazr t.; =.e

co;rcumstvamnoes whioh generated it.

- :-6 is of little use in- assessing- the LmPl1-zatioris of proposed
changes iL- performance requiremen~ts, logistic p-rocedu.res

or tec'-nological adv7ances.

4.3. Ar.alrtical. ?redictton of 0. iL S. Costs

As a consectuence of these Rttins .s-Royoe '-.as e fr

more dysamic aza-ical tool and i.s dievelzni a cr:.: o s7ystems-

which can be u.sed by both the -cmntractor amd th1-e operatczr. --he

system iises the !ztevaction between the : ialcharacteristizcs:'

an engize, the environment speci~!ed and the proposed .ogisti: systen;

these being the main dzlivers of 0. &S. costs. the flow 2hart- Of

thi.s MyAte is shown in Fig. 7.



Na-03r s of priar7 parts anAd Llos are predicted f:rom technical.

data iod the possiblties of second=u7 damage assessed at --he
modu~..* level. The =~e assuptons amd seconda.7 damage mateces;

urs laed~ tI a compuzter sim~z~i-att.on of f!7yig tM1e fleZ-et of ai±rraft
over tbe life of the te.Failure Incidents are gewrated c7

random number selection and cr17 eng-es which s'u-i"rve to the hiard

1l-Se of thm lowest 21-led nod-&.a.e Es hown as schatti-sd retflLsa.

The outputs frox this 5!tam. are: -

- Cost of parts fit-tad to engi.nes

- Repair and overhaul mainteance macliours and :.csts

- SPare engine and sparse ndule iz-7stent

The Cost of PA.-*S A" 4 ad to the SeMG~ is dae.m±-ed 1r: -

- M(ajor component L4ife' predictions

- Casua.Lt7 rates

The Interaction of these zio elements resiilts iz :arts fa!.:re,

distribution. ?reddttom of component Li-fe -.-at± S lates

failure =odes (creep, the -ma2. and L-ow cyole fatigue, coating

degradation etc.) to mission prof-Iles operat'ng c-inat-c condit-'orns

and engine rating-. 31stor-c data Is ;39sd in- t : assessment of
seconda.:7 damage chaacterstics adthe effect if tosion a.n
object damage brou~ght about 'z7 a mart.liZr prtn m

Ut a nd :.-Srhau: n.1-teMIMcs manhours and :cws-s Sze " a

of:-

- ~.rgazao.cna.. L'relnaitenamce, wbi'z±- -_*s a.r......:
preventativre mzatenance iolngscheduled -"smec ti :rs

laid down '. he conatractc.r and -asch1eduzed nteance,

(see ?tgs aand 3), :haag~lz; :f 2IL.t ri cenen: te. and
Cnngiz; comlete ingizes.

-t..naedixAe and -49;vt .v.~~tnneil. c,
onazges and rspair and ovrau f smites is rsceq*-d '
specifict engine-- and r~t0s-sterns-

The spart eragi-e =d~ stax mze no'= inestment 4-s dastarn.ned 7-

- Mae part.s fx!.Lx Ms:to

. .279mazu." *=;Lneao 1:dule rencal rate
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- Logistic cycles

Poli--- deci--ions for the " m ": =,'..-hours .ef on -anage-. ai-.cen.-

moduJles during engine remova l. fr nodule har.ge vd zverh auC re-r

iecisions points are also "  ino the snlaiore

nieand Ioula ;.risings F'orecas. "see Fi;. )

co:.nction with tese forecasts tne logisti cyc:-

size of the .ools of soare engnes and s:ae modules. "

exam.le of a logistic cycle "or a light strike/trainer Sircrs-ft is

sho in Fig. 11.

L.L. Estimation of Other 0. & S. Costs

A major C. & S. cost driver is fuel. F-e!. costs are iopenden u:on

the engine perf'ormance, the arcraft aerodyn,-aics, stores ._aiirg;,

-nssion niz, rate of flyitng and force strength, and an be reaily

com. uted,most effectively by the a-craft constructor in or-- on

with the engine manufactu.rer. Other 0. & S. costs to be considered

a.re:-

- Ground Support equipment

- MIaintenance tooling

-Training

- Tec. nic al public ations

- Stores stock

The costs of which can be estimated by standard methods.

L.5. System anability

A- of these elements come together to form the total zost of

ownership of the engine. Rolls-Royce believe that sensible

assessments can be made of the many variables that ae i.ved a..

believe that the system outlined here offers the best way of .naki

an estimate of the basic life cycle cost of an engine and conpL-ative

evaluation of proposals for engineer--:g changes, chan;i-ng !-n -4ssimn

profile and operating procedures.

13..C1 L-OW COST DESZON

Some of the results of a. lying these procedures became effective du.ing the

dea- of t-e ?.B. L0i engine (see Fig. 12) aimed at the new generation of

business aircraft, military triiners and light strike ai-rcraft. (See Fig. 3).

-r



To be ccm;etit"L-e *t.-~ hout the 1 980s and 199Cs the design =W't' prov"Ldq

for a good bal an o between the maeous reqUi--9S5nt3 for lowv fuel czns~ptioa,
low aoise, ja exbaiz*t emissions, low cost of cwrship_, low vo*±.pr sam

mizimum technical risk. Miese cnsiderations lead to a anVentionaal straighL

f2.w zonfiuLration ustag ar-ali zoiz!re.ssors ad =ties rsad!.7 adapabo for

a ?=a4.7 of ci-i.al and miltar7 derivazives - (See F!.i~2 :a the C 7

vsions shown hors, the tak-cff thz't Ls 5,500 lbs, ;y-pass ratlo -)2:1

and the arm'-so pressoze raito 76* U.:i. Througbhow: the design. svery effort

,des made to kceep the number of paz~ down, not on!7 by t4 .advantage

of demonstrated technological develo;=ent but also by appliLag Tal-ae

Maginee.a techadcues.

5.1. The 7an Assemblyr

The fan has low aspect ratia titamium blades without mhid span dampers,
which would have !.roased cost. Dovetail. root fLihings are used to

attach the blades to* a forged, simple profIsl, disc. Mhe :!!.sc and

blade asseinbl7 can be remorved from the fr-=nt of the engine 'e-thout

dLstrbi4g a.ay other ma4or compor-ets. nadl-rdual damaged boes can

also be removed without disturting the disc or mose cowl, balance
being maintained b7 replaciae blades La natchod pairs. Thssolutio

gives & roabust f6an with a smal" number of blades and an opt-.-r

Ibalance of cost and weight. The blade -ontaixaser.; shraud, is made
froam '-ash welded rings ared !s located ±.m=ediataJ.7 over t!:e far. blades
and eXta de re azwa to the ;'&r 2. S atorS whichj ae manu acd
Zrm 3tri-p naterial. The ;rcf --I a of the rose cone oi. 4.nises 4.:e

accretion and e"m 4 nates :Zhe need f.-r aose :one at-cn,~:n
cost a_" cerfarsnarce b:eaefit3.

5.2. 7he t:.?. So ressor Issembl-7

T'he 3..comrlssor performance iz 'zased on one Of a fami.7 of

research :oorsssors on whior. over -CC hou.~rs o-f i apersttzn 'ad been

eff:_oimrnc and nan dl-n; aave b-een ac6ieVred *eithl r=oderaza .ada szeed

gi_7ti :~ncmoetbvs he zor.-vtriahbe stator bClades w~e nice
erona .rdsc - &:Lz-aj~c strtp, saedand '=aed .Z

mounted t thn i* tisa ::s-ng .i -cs -- = 4j :r*. z

in *ffectc'*e nsechoc of" cotoi.1-pi clsaarazza over rthe

of oera.; conditinzs. !"as r.cr ol tin s .cr-hia7
fro tiar 'z ar stack and stzed In ru-=n n iares

of :cst sa 7=.?r insnarnce, -.r. sixcth stags rotor 'zlare !.4z a
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cropped fifth stage and t.he seventh and eighth are i-denticaL.

A nu.ber of constr-uction tecIr-_cues were ex.-n.d for -.he

oor.-essor rotcr, " -- r- " T boltean -nd Welded 4-3-

cozfigu-atiors, fina.y shcrl" ted to rin bolted and 2cmozed

isc/ r -., with steel -nd titaniu. as alternative Maerials

each case.

There was good background experience of the rim bolted const-ction

(see Fig. 15) since it is used in the Olympus 53, the disc f:r--ng-

are simple and the torque is taken thr--ough a second s.n proected

from the gas path temperature. However, there was a 'O,OCO cycle

life limitation in titaniu- compared with 25,000 cycles from s-eel

discs. n terms of usage 10,000 cycles is approx.mately 17 years of

business usage or five years of comercial commuter usage.

The combined d sc/drum construction (see Fig. 16) has fewer parts, is
si:ple to assemble, blade changes aore particularly easy. However,

the behaviour of circumferential blade roots was unknown to Rolls-P.cy:e.

The d.riving torque is taken through the rim and it is not easy to

introduce disc modifications.

A weight and parts cost analysis (see Fig. 17) showed that not only

was the titanium disc/d--m cheaper than the steel rim bolted

construction but It was considerably lighber. The conparative life

cycle cost of the disc/drum and rim bolted rotor assessed (see Fig. 8)

on the basis of cost of replacement against warranty life, agein the

disc/drum titanium rotor appeared to be the most attractive solution

and has been adopted.

5.3. The Combustion System Assembly

The combustion system is of the vapourising type used on many

Rolls-Royce engines, with 16 ?T? shaped tubular vapourisers fed by

simple forged bueSr feed pipes haring a comparativ-ely large

metering hole and no complex sprayer head. A major cost sav-.ing feature

is the use of cooling rings manufactured from sheet or strip Material.
Fig. 19 shows a cooling ring mac.ined from a forging with conventionall-y

drilled cooling holes. Zn the sheet metal version the holes are

Ziectron Beam Drilled. This configuration gives a more effcien:

4



c~nsequent rita14 iz mach-±±4, the --cat. zf the c*1at

t =buzt±L chbor ia~s boo= -.sdced Izy ovez 5C10 zoma.-ed wtt a. :%--ed
dagiv±.

Z:8 caO imt-c Z L=Izor Ar cas -- iLs f a saeet

the ma4cr casi~p :- has a td Iss.cat.± zs zr

such s.'r1.zs as Barsoc;* :-ec--ic -. , '-A.--r F.7sd P44-e ~

cmduxad to bacd3s~cc ars Mac~e. ' X-:a.ize i =. zn ass.

T%*~ TI8 z Asaemb17,

Succss-.1 3os.2. to ize tlad --dsiZe !t =ca-I _I overi~ 4

the paxt3-, rmpaementt. Me. blades havi a gltt.ve to7 a*exo

:oil. setlm thz. ssJt4= to dtam.ae =nd izt ibo ef.fecte

ccI!- a:L passaps c= *-S easL'.7 cat. Acst of .!:* 'lads :.s

:M~s~~das cast (see !J~ 2)1 ±. .sor-17 zzecessa7 :'z the

~oo a £ore,: a, ;a= =ob_- and ther~ !seIm ' 3-.s &pac

=%is a"sz 9a e~e h .. ~~.~ 2the Of~s a

ozr czmlst E-*2. '-Zd loss.!

is 1 7';0 S-a;T:s~~

redcss -.he Ku s.~etz. :r.z '.13a :f -,=as~.:s .s

a~d Shafts. The atc.r of t!:e Z.P Iisc asse=- t

she !a si.ilar to thIat '.:sed --".r tht 3.? cLsc am~ fa.

:±sc. :a tacoh case lae di~c :LS lzcatad : th"'a 1C-*

a !. -,-d

i~a~e~s LrI 3 s:..ida a. scd. - . .;Lz

£~, i~cei: i ~a:ere. i::a~~e t~:rp:c "NA
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(see Fig. 2L) and wZ.l thu.s provide an early i.icaion of a.-n

nechanical mal-'.ction i the rotating 3ystem. Magnetic plgs

"_nd samp.e facili9ies I- each of the oil systers scavenge re:._-

_ine provides f-1ll mori .ring capablity. ?.aiio isotcpe ins'ec-.

can be carri.ed out by removring the nose cone and tass:-g the :rote

... _-ough the shaft.

5.7. Beari_.s and Bolts

The E3.L01 has a simple bearing arr-angement where each of the -wo
rotatg assemblies is mo.nted on identical ball and roller bearings.
These four man bear-"ings are grouped such that there are only two

oily spaces in the engine, with consequent simplification of the
sealing arrangements. Fi.nal!y, a minor Point but an nidication of the

importace that has been paid to details, the parts 3list shows that
a total of 350 bolts is required to build the engine made up from 23
part numbers, the majority of which are from the standard S series.

6.0. CONCLUSION

Full evaluation of the effectiveness of these techniques in reducing Lnitial

and Life Cycle Costs wil have to await the test of time. However, it is

possible to identify some significant pointers from the U.L01 prograr.me so

f ar.

There have been relatively fe' " manufacturing or Inspection problems. The

engine has proved to be extremely easy to build and went to test on schedule.
It has since achieved brochure performance, and the mechanical record is

good. This, we feel, is due in equal part to the use of previously denorstrated

tec'molog and the simple to make, easy to check and, therefore, repeatable

parts that have resulted from the constant production/design liaison activities.

The cost/achievement curve is within the very highly constrairned budget

confirming our belief that the application of low cost design techrniques can

reduce cost in both the development and 1he operational phases of an eng-n_ 's

life cycle.

-oo0o--
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DESIGNDIAGNOSTICS

$ $ $ DOLLARS$

Major Michael Shutak
Life Cycle Cost Office
Deputy for Propulsion Systems
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BACKGROUND

The history of propulsion system development has been characterized I
by:

- quantum jumps in technology

- proportionately increasing cost

- shifts in development curves

FIGURE 1

HISTORICAL PROPULSION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

COST

Advanced
Technology

Tu //"
Turbo fan

Rejtirocat
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This environment established a design-cost interaction characterized

by:

- technology at any price

- design drives cost

- life cycle cost effects of design unknown or disregarded

In turn, costing methodology was influenced:

- the more advanced design was, relative to the past;

- the less related design was to systems for which experience

data existed;

- and the greater the need was for parametric and analogous

methodology able to predict costs from conceptual inputs.

Recently, however, the propulsion system development environment

has exhibited indications of change:

_---COST
- (GOALS)

FROM FIGURE 1: ADVANCED !'Y
TECDV " COST TECHNOLOGY

Turbofan FIGURE 2
RECENT PROPULSION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

INDICATIONS

rRecip roat



- designs are extrapolated/derived from the present

- emphasis is on improvement and extended capabilities versus

shifts in technology; development is more movement along a curve

than a shift to another level.

Costing methodology is again influenced:

- designs related more strongly to the past/present allow and

to an extent require greater use of actuarial data

-- present systems establish a technology and capability

baseline

-- methodology emphasis is parallel, focusing on cost base-

lines plus/minus cost changes.

- design objectives stress lower life cycle costs; cost metho-

dology must measure more detailed elements, versus generalized

quantification

- cost has become a more critical decision variable;

- the price of performance and technology is an issue

-- development alternatives are being sold on the basis of

life cycle cost improvements

Several examples typify these changes as they apply to propulsion

system development:

- T36 engine derivatives for the C-130 family

- KC-135 re-engine options, including existing military and

commercial engines

- multiple applications for the F100 engine

3
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The examples have a commnon impact on the design-cost interaction: life '

cycle cost improvements are prime decision factors. In each case,

design emphasis is at the sub-system level. Improved fuel economy

with temperature and cooling changes is the T56 emphasis. The KC-135

re-engine options stress POL reductions and overall lower O&S costs.

Use of proven engines at existing technology levels was expected

to contribute to lower costs. The multiple applications for the F1O0

engine involve accessory differences with reliability and resultant

cost advantages.

Beyond the hardware characteristics of recent propulsion system

development effort, another factor has surfaced. The methods of

operating and supporting propulsion systems can enhance or negate

the cost reduction potentials of the hardware. Design has extended

to maintenance concepts particularly on-condition maintenance.

Propulsion system development has evolved towards designed-in

cost improvements, both initially and throughout the life cycle.

One design area receiving significant emphasis is engine diagnostic

systems.

DESIGN, DIAGNOSTICS, AND DOLLARS

The design-dollar interface was established with the background

discussion of the propulsion system development environment:

DESIGN

tt
$ DOLLARS



The addition of diagnostics completes the loop and defines

the main thrust of this paper as the design-diagnostics interface

and related impacts on life cycle costs/methodology:

DESIGN DIAGNOSTICS

$ DOLLARS

Three sets of potential benefits are envisioned, in each of

the three phases of the life cycle: RDT&E, acquisition, and operating/

support (O&S). In each phase, diagnostics systems have the potential

to positively interface with design.

RDT&E

The major design effort during this period can benefit from

diagnostics systems in two ways: One, by concentrating design

effort upon the results of lessons learned from previous systems;

5z-. - -- - ~e.-..S- ...- S~~* -



and two, by designing to a defined maintenance concept from the

earliest possible point in the life cycle. Both depend upon the

accurate data recording capabilities of diagnostic systems.

ACQUISITION

Design benefits expected during the acquisition phase are in

the engineering change and component improvement activities. The

ability to focus design effort on specific causes of problem categories

depends upon the improved troubleshooting and data collection accuracy

expected from diagnostics systems.

O&S

The O&S phase provides the experience for measuring the effective-

ness of design effort; again, the measurement and recording capabilities

of diagnostic systems are the key assets.

The major contribution of diagnostics systems to design can

be summarized as a continuous feedback loop, providing accurate data

for design effort.

Beyond design effort, diagnostics systems are both typical

examples of the present trend in propulsion systems development and

a solution to the life cycle costing problems created by these trends.

The majority of the potential benefits of diagnostics systems, like

many of the current engine related improvements, occurs during the

O&S phase. The ability to measure baseline O&S data required to

evaluate such projects is enhanced by the data recording/tracking

attributes of diagnostics systems.

6
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t Two proposed engine diagnostics systems were selected as examples

for the design-diagnostics-dollar interface:

- Turbine Engine Monitoring System (TEMS) for the TF34-GE-100

engine

- Engine Diagnostic System (EDS) for the FlOO-PW-100 engine

Both systems exhibit similar categories of benefits: reduced POL/parts

consumption; reduced maintenance man hours; secondary damage avoidance;

and improved attrition experience. Benefits depend upon the degree

of integration of the diagnostics system into the maintenance concept.

Superimposing diagnostics without revising maintenance policies only

creates an additional layer of cost without realizing full benefit

potential.

Full benefit potential is substantial: for TDIS, up to $400

million (FY78 $) over the A-10 life cycle; for EDS, up to $850 million

(FY77 $). Savings are driven by improved diagnostic ability leading

to fewer engine removals and reduced engine operating hours for

diagnosis, trim, and test. The ability to detect events before

resultant damage occurs, e.g. over-temperature incidents leading

to blade failure, generates significant benefits in secondary damage

and attrition reductions.

CONCLUSION

Engine diagnostics systems have the potential to close the loop

between design effort and operating effects while substantially

reducing O&S costs. The improved, more detailed data base possible



twith diagnostics also enhances our ability to measure and predict the

life cycle cost impacts of propulsion system development options.
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PRECISION CAST TITANIUM COMPRESSOR CASINGS

FOR THE T700 ENGINE

Richard F. Mulliken

Aerospace Engineer

US Army Aviation Research and Development Command

US Army Research and Technology Laboratories

Applied Technology Laboratory, Fort Eustis, Virginia

IN'T 3D CTION

The T700-GE-700 engine was developed with compressor casings which were

fabricated from titanium forgings machined all over - inside, outside and

both ends. The finished casing is seen in Figure 1. The presence of th.

longitudinal flanges on this part preclude turning the outer surfaces,

instead demanding milling, a relatively slow and therefore costly means

of metal removal. Figure 2 shows the forging from which the finiched

part was made. External features including brackets, bleed ducts, etc.,

were fabricated separately and attached by welding. It appeared that

substantial savings would accrue if precision casting could be applied

to the fabrication of this casing, casting the outside contours to finish

dimension, and that at least some of the welded-on externals could pro-

bably be cast integral. An estinate of potential savings, if the casting

4',



9
processes i*ere applied, indicated about $658 per engine in 1976 dollars,

and a contract for the necessary 101&T effort was awarded to the engine

contractor, General Electric. The effort was funded by AVRADCOM through ATL.

Throughout the course of the process development, General Electric was

strongly supported by their casting vendor, Precision Castparts Corporation

of Portland, Oregon. The results are due to their combined efforts.

CASTING PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

In view of the configuration, it was decided to apply centrifugal casting

using the same alloy, Ti6AL4V, trying both shell molding ar.d permanent

mold techniques. Early results led to concentration on the shell molding

process. This course was selected as being the simpler development problem

and a. requiring less costly production tooling which would be more

flexible to the introduction of design changes as well as variations in

processing which might be found desirable. Figure 3 shows the casting

as developed. Although in some locations on the finished casing it was

found possible to take advantage of the casting process by eliminating

excess metal which the combined forge and machine methods had left, the

net weight results have been 8.8 lbs as forged and machined compared with

9.3 lbs as cast and finished. The weight increase is associated primarily

with required casting tolerances. All of the external features were

previously welded on the machined forging. As cast, all except the

elbows are integral.

These castings do not require hot isostatic pressing (HIP).

*1



Approximately 35 castings have been poured, of which 15 used pilot production

metal pattern dies. The others used temporary, epoxy dies of simplified

configuration. The casting tooling was developed gradually in the

solution of successive problems. Although presently satisfactory, the

probability exists that a sustained production effort will encounter

circumstances rendering desirable some modification of either tooling or

procedure, or both.

Due to its reactivity at high temperatures and to its high melting

point, approaching 3000 F, titanium is melted and cast in a vacuum arc

melting furnace and requires the use of a water-cooled copper crucible

in which the melting ingot first provides a titanium lining or skull.

This insures that the titanium poured into the mold does not contact

the crucible wall directly, but also results in virtually a zero superheat

in the charge entering the mold. The entering titanium is therefore

subject to freezing very rapidly at the mold interface once contact

occurs. Properties of the mold ceramics limit the degree of preheat

and the mold temperatures used here ranged from 1550 F initially to

18000F on all later castings.

Centrifugal casting is used. Centrifuge rotor speed depends

on the configuration to be cast and was selected empirically for this

configuration. Speeds from 200 to 500 rpm were tried; 350 rpm appears

to be the optimum in this case. Casing OD is about 11 inches at the

rear flange. Length is about 10; inches. Castings are annealed at 13000 F,

3



and about .025 is chemically milled off on all surfaces, removing any

oxygen rich alpha case and all other surface contamination. Radiographic

inspection is performed. It is to be noted that, while the case forgings

w eigh 65 lbs, the weight of the castings as removed from the mold,

untrimmed, is only 35 lbs.

DEVELOPMENT PROBLDIS

Principal problems encountered in the development include:

1. Shrinkage, particularly near the Y joint, where the rear flange

joins the main body of the case.

2. Surface roughness. Since the design wall thickness permits a

minirum of .055 in finished thickness in scme areas, this can be

structurally critical aside from cosmetic considerations.

3. Diametral shrink and distortion of the mid section.

4. Integration of bleed elbows.

A further explanation of these problems and their soluticns follows.

Shrinkage: Early castings were poured with the rear flange solid

between the inside of the cone and extension of the main body of the

casing. Finished thickness of the flange web is .200. The tooling

. ...... ,,..... ......... ......... .... ....... . . : ,,..,



was modified to include an annular ring in this area, producing a near

net shape in this area with flange web thi:kness of .250 as cast and

chem milled, reducing the mass of metal involved. Insulation between

mold and turntable was increased. The shrinkage was eliminated.

Shrinkage was encountered in the rear flange rim. Improving the feed to

this area by providing direct feeds to the flange through radial "spokes"

subsequently machined off, eliminated this problem.

Surface Finish: Until well into the program all castings were

poured in a mold effectively consisting of an outer wall only, the

molten titanium being dumped in at the top or forward end of the mold

in the space of a few seconds. Striking the bottom plate of the mold it was

centrifuged to the side walls where it climbed the slightly conical

surface. However, considerable spattering occurred, with droplets impinging

on the mold surface and freezing in advance of coverage by the main flow.

With the lack of superheat in the molten titanium the main flow could

neither remelt the droplets nor bond well to them. As a consequence,

pits vere produced in the cast surface. Since the finished wall thickness

can go as low as .055 in certain areas, even small pits can be

structurally critical as well as cosmetically undesirable. Some degree

of improvement was achieved by adding a contoured boss to the bottom

of the mold on the centerline; this served to divert the spatter and

tended to confine it to the bottom region of the mold which was covered

more quickly. Completa cure required the introduction of an inner wall

to the mold, which served as a spatter shield, and of a central sprue wi- - :--ee

at the aft or bottom end. Figure . shows the mold arrangenent. This



Iwas also involved with the third problem.

Diametral Shrinkage and Distortion: With the introduction of the

pilot production tooling, it was necessary to completely dimensionally

inspect the castings. It was found that the castings were subject

to diametral shrinkage through their mid sections and that the degree

of shrinkage varied significantly among castings. The first step in

correcting the error was to introduce the inner wall already described to

the mold, thus better controlling the cast wall thickness and reducing

the variables. This was successful in that variations among castings

were markedly reduced. A clear pattern emerged. The apparent shrinkage

included deviation in roundness as well as in circumferential length.

The unequal stiffness across the plane of the axial flanges and across

the axial plane normal to the flange plane was resulting in the flanges

bowing out and the 900 position bowing in. Much of this was found to be

present in the wax patterns. This condition was corrected by sizing

and final shaping the wax patterns on a conical mandrel before cos-encing

buildup of the mold. This appears to have corrected the situation, although

it may subsequently be found desirable to fixture the castings during the

anneal cycle.

External Features: As previously stated, with forged and machined cases

all external features were welded on. It was established early in the

program that, with the exception of the air bleed elbows, all external

features could be cast integral without causing problems. Provisicns for

them were incorporated in the pilot production pattern die. Estimates

.. . - .



indicated that if satisfactory elbows could be cast integral, an additional

unit savings of $150 per engine should accrue. These savings would result

not only from the elimination of all routine welding operations directly,

but from the elimination of associated preparatory machining, cleaning,

post-weld annealing and radiographic inspection, not to mention separate

fabrication of the elbows.

Early trials had indicated that the principal problems involved

would be establishing the minimum castable wall and avoiding shrinkage

in elbow flanges. The contract was amended to include the effort judged

necessary to include integrally cast elbows. Since timing was critical, this

work was conducted so as not to interfere with the criginal contract

schedule. Modification of pilot production dies, prematurely committing

them to the inclusion of the elbows, was not allowed. Elbow patterns

were formed separately and were wax welded to the main pattern.

Several castings were poured. A sample is shown in Figure 5. It was

not found feasible to cast walls less than .170 thick, reduced to ..20 by the

overall chem milling. Compared with the fabricated elbow of .035, this

resulted in a .6 lb weight penalty. Preferential chem milling was found

to be unsatisfactory. Special gating to eliminate shrinkage in the duct

flanges failed to achieve its objective. It became apparent that,

although these problems probably could be solved eventually, the added

complexity would adversely affect the yield of the process Pnd would, in any

case, materially raise the cost of the castings, effectively cancelling tle

estimated savings. Therefore, the effort to integrate the elbows was

abandoned. Casting production casing per Figure 3 is planned, fabricatfr.

and welding on the bleed elbows.
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Figure 6 shows diagramatically the areas where casting results in

improved material utilization and indicates weights involved.

Figure 7 provides comparative figures for the costs incurred in the

manufacture of both forged and cast casings.

With casting, although material utilization is much better, the

delivered casting cost slightly more than the forging. The hardware identified

on Figure 7 covers the items which are or were fabricated separately and

welded on. Some savings are due to reduction in hardware. The bulk of the

savings, however, come from elimination of 31 manhours machining operations on

the cast exterior. A net savings of $658 per casing has been realized.

MATERIALS PROPERTY TESTS

Tensile, high and low cycle fatigue, creep and stress rupture and crack

growth data were obtained at temperatures between room temperature

and 8000 F using specimens cut from the casting. The tests were executed

by Metcut Research of Cincinnatti, Ohio. The data from these tests is

seen in Figures 8 - 17. As anticipated, materials test data results

were somewhat lower than forging properties, but were found to be adequate

44

for the application.
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SL.ARIZING RESULTS

Substituting precison casting for forgings has permitted improvement

in material utilization from a 65 lb forging to a 35 lb casting as poured.

HIP is not required. As delivered by the foundry, casings weigh 30 lb.

Machining time and complexity are significantly reduced with an overall

unit savings of $658. Except for bleed elbows, all external features

are cast integral. The sole undesirable factor resulting is the weight

increase of .5 lbs or 5.7 percent. Cast casings are due for engine test

during the present month (May). It is fully anticipated that this test

will dc onstrate the suitability of casings thus manufactured for use

in Army T7T0-GE-700 engines.
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Figure 15. CRACK GROWTH RATE AS A FUNCTION OF
STRESS INTENSITY AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
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0 Figure 16. 600F TESTS OF CRACK GROWTH RATE AS
A FUNCTION OF STRESS INTENSITY RANGE
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Operational Environment for Navy Engine

by

Scott H. Cote
Aerospace Engineer

Naval Air Development Center
Warminster, Pennsylvania 18974

Introduction

Numerous problems have plagued Navy propulsion systems because their
fleet operations have become more demanding than projected combat roles. An
historical view shows gas turbine engines have been developed to meet proposed
mission requirements and to exceed a 150 hour qualification test. It is also
a fact that almost every development resulted in an initially low level of
durability or component life. As deficiencies surfaced, product support
programs enlarged to consume more resources while addressing component
improvement.

Lately, the traditional approach to research, testing and evaluation
has been challenged for not simulating actual service usage. Techniques
which incorporate fleet stress levels are evolving and results are correlating
well to those seen in the field. Thus, usage data has. been identified as a
primary requirement in defining design specifications for gas turbine engines.

In this paper I will describe the essential requirements which have
driven propulsion system designs in the past. Then I will consider the
development of an operational environment for Navy gas turbine engines.Finally, I will examine the impact of these actual mission cycles on design
criteria and component lives.

Background

Naval aircraft propulsion systems are designed and evaluated to Request
for Proposal (RFP) missions based on projected combat with specific weapons
and avionics suite. These type of missions are illustrated by a power required
time history shown in figures 1-4 and they have requirements such as maximum
range, dash speed, combat and loiter times, rate of climb, etc. In every case,
performance has been identified -without regard to the downstream cost and life
implications.

Gas turbine engines are indicative of this emphasis on meeting
performance. The traditional gage for an acceptable engine has been the
150 hour model qualification test (.!QT). This test is defined in either
specification MIL-E-5007D (for turbojets/turbofans) or specification
MIL-E-8593A (for turboshafts/turboprops) and consists of 25 cycles (150 hours)
of a 6 hour schedule shown in figure 5. Emphasis during MQT was aimed at
meeting specified performance and demonstrating surge free operation. On
closer examination, figure 5 contains over 40% of the 6 hours at the
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operating conditions intermediate or maximum rated power. Testing at
sustained maximum stress levels will show evidence of material creep and
rupture, however the few cycles and short test duration cannot show any
evidence of low cycle fatigue.

New engine tests have recently emerged to make use of the operational
usage data in their techniques. Their names are indicative of their
development, e.&., accelerated mission testing (AMT), simulated mission
endurance testing (SMET), simulated accelerated flight endurance (SAFE), etc.
Inspections of engines subjected to these new tests have correlated well with
their counterparts in the field. Areas of concern, (noteably compressor and
turbine disks shown in figure 6), in Navy engines such as the TF30, TF4l, and
F402 have seen their component lives reassessed because the operational usage
was shown to be an order of magnitude more severe than previously believed
in terms of low cycle fatigue. Table I addresses the various components
affected and their different lives. In each component there has been a
dramatic decrease in part life directly attributable to increased cyclic
usage in the field.

SMET Develooment

As mentioned before, jet engines were tailored to meet or exceed MQT
goals. It is now clear that there is not enough training and deployment usage
data to which both Navy and industry could use in better design requirements
for future engines. The SMET concept has evolved in order to supply this type
of data in military specifications.

In the establishment of an operational usage data base, a fleet survey
was conducted. Table I shows the list of squadrons visited. Pilot interviews
provided a wealth of mission profiles for both training and deployed operations.
To gain the widest experience for this data base, the entire range of
pilots were interviewed. Responses differed significantly between
inexperienced pilots and those with several thousand flight hours,
however it was not possible to quantify the differences with respect to
throttle movements at chat time.

A representative mission or sortie was then created by combining all
the unique and most frequently used legs throughout the mission category.
There was very good agreement between pilots concerning mean parameter (engine)
values on mission legs. These type of missions are characterized by the names
in Table I1.

Once the mission profiles were defined, flight data recordings were
obtained to substantiate the engine duty cycle and establish a data base.
Data from four different systems are shown in figures 7-10. Power required
has been plotted as a function of the percent mission time. it is sufficiently
obvious that in each case there are many more thermal and pressure cycles as
a direct result .of power lever movement. Furthermore, there is less time
spent at intarmediate rated power and above because of the dynamic nature in
actual usage. This also suggests that more attention must be given to the
operational environment realizing that power setting is directly analogous to
component stress. These power excursions consume low cycle fatigue life at
rates five to ten times greater than those expected during the RFP.

. .. . . ,-,, . ..... ,.. .. . ,... , ..- , .,,,.
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TABLE I
Turbofan Life Comnarison (Old/New)

ComDonent TF.30-P-412 TF.41-A-2 F402-RR-402

ist Fan Disk 8700/900 (hrs) no limi:/3000 (hrs) /1800 (hrs)

2nd Fan Disk - no limit/3000 -

ist, 2nd Fan Spacer - /1800

3rd, 4th Compressor - /1600
Spacer

9th Compressor Disk - no limit/1500 -

10th Compressor 4000/1400 no limit/1500
Disk

Burner Outer Case /900 3300/1100

1st Turbine Disk 5600/900 no limit/1500 /1500

2nd Turbine Disk 8300/900 no limit/2500
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TABLE II
Squadrons Visited On Survey

VA 22, 34, 42, 75, 81, 83, 174

VHA 202, 203, 231, 513, 542

VF 1, 2, 14, 24, 124

VFA 51, 101, 122

VS 21, 22, 31, 38, 41

HSL 30, 31

H1A 169, 269, 369



T A BLE :11
Mission Category T~es

Familiarization Air Combat Maneuvers

Instrument Air Intercepts

Navigation Bombs and Ro~ckets

Formation Conventional Weapons

Field Landing Practice Gunner7

Cross-Country Tanker/Air Refuel

V-



The final product of randomly sequenced number of missions weighted
by percent use represents a SMET. The number of missions is directly
proportional to the percent use. Table IV shows the comparison between
a 150 hour MOT test and the F404, TF30, TF41 SMET results. Each of the
SMET results have a significant increase in the number of cycles and much
lower hot times (time at intermediate and above). Moreover the number
of start to stop cycles is also greater by virtue of the SMET's longer length.
This suggests the operational environment with its necessary repetition is
overstressing jet engines and their components. Since these duty cycles are
causing distress in the field, then designing to these cycles must in turn
give cost and life savings downstream.

Impact of the Duty Cycle

A set of revised F404 duty cycles (adjusted for aircraft aerodynamics)
were examined in terms of severity to component lives prediction. The results
of the five times greater cycling appears as increased travel and wear on all
variable geometry actuators and linkage, especially the variable exhaust nozzle.
The travel in these actuators increased by seven times the design value.
There was also a 60% increase in the idle time offset by a similar decrease
in afterburning time with less wear on the afterburner fuel pump and control
system. Other areas where redesign is required to maintain durability
specified contractually are summarized in Table V.

As a result, these changes to the design will be incorporated and then
qualified to a SMET for production. With a compromise between life, cost and
performance, an overall product can be produced and at the same time completely
suitable for service introduction. One may pose the question then "How much
will this life cost the Navy?" and "Can the Navy recoup these funds downstream?".
An estimate of development necessary to meet these new mission specifications
has been offered at $37H by the contractor. If the lives of the hot section
alone could be increased in actuality by 500 hours (mean life operating time),
this effect has been shown to decrease the number of overhauls and repairs
thus yielding $460H and $3747 savings in operations and support cost over a
twenty year life. Therefore a clear cost advantage provides the means to both
fund the life development, look for further ways to lower operating and support
(0&S) costs and give an incentive to industry to reach these goals.

Concluding Remarks

It is clear that RFP missions are not truly representative of fleet
engine usage with respect to defining engine structure lives and to
service suitability. MQT has also been shown to be less severe in terms of
thermal and pressure cycling when compared with recorded flight data of fleet
missions.

Mission profiles were gathered from fleet activities and the flight data
from these missions established an engine usage data base. SMET's have been
constructed via the data base to make a more accurate assessment of current
Navy jet engine component lives. In each case the cyclic evidence has been
overwhelming with dramatic reduction in component life.

* ~ ,
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TABLE t.V

Endurance Test ComDarison

Operating Condition . L-E-5007  F404 Tr-30 TF41

Idle Power 22 126 274 223

Part Power 58 528 588 493

Intermediate 34 79 106 34

AMtfterburning 36 17 32 --

go0 750 1o00 750

Throttle Excursions

Idle :o Intermediate 625 2740 9720 1499

A/B to A/B 400 1987 2962 -
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TABLE V

Impact On ComDonent Desi-Zn

Castings - beef up life limited areas

Frames - beef up life limited areas

Combustion Liner - additional cooling air

Rp T .Iozzle - additional cooling air

UPT Blade - redesign cooling circuit

Performance - imcreased cost, weight, and SFC; 
decreased FN

,
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The impact of these duty cycles has been shown to be increased wear
and distress to engine controls and components. There is a great cost
advantage seen in operation and support if component lives are met.
Future gas turbine designs will have more accurate information (dury
cycle) in military specifications.
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INTRODUC TIO N

Computers have been in use in major industries for more than

two decades, but until recently, the activity in engineering and rmanu-

facturing has been separate and independent. The availability of

relatively low cost mini-computer graphics systems with applica-

tion software aimed at drafting, design, and numerical controlled

machining has provided a major connecting link between design and

manufacturing.

Unlike most industries where computer graphics started in the

engineering function, the need for such a system at the Aircraft Engine

Group (Lynn) of the General Electric Company was determined by both

Engineering and Manufacturing; in fact, the urgent need in Manufacturing

accelerated the acquisition schedule in Engineering by a few years. Use

of interactivecomputer graphics as a 'Computed Aided Design/Manufacturing

(CAD/CA.M,) tool dates from iQ73 when a mini-computer system Was

evaluated in an actual working environment on drafting, tool design,

and n/c programming applications. A cross-functional "CAD/C..M,

Council" coordinated activity, and provided overall direction to the

development and evaluation effort. A system was finally configured,

specified, and purchased in 1974, justified by cost savings data

accumulated during the evaluation period. It was also during this period

that software application software requirements were defined and co.muni-

cated to all the com.peting graphics syste.m. suppliers. We like tc think -hat

we olayed a significant part in the development of nc programming graphics

software caoability :hrough detailed distribution of recuirements.
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This system is now integrated into our design process, so that

each new engine cross section is defined and stored in the graphics

system. This data base is then available to all, whether they be stress

analysts, therrmal analysts, z/c programmers, tool design draftsmen.

THE BASIC SYSTEM

Our LA.G Systems have three key components which are all

necessary for successful CAD/CAM applications - they are Hardware,

Software, and Data.

Hardware

The basic hardware consists of mini-computers, magnetic disc

storage units, nagnetic tape drives unit and cathode ray tube (CRT)

terminals. Using the CRT terminal, the user is able to cormunicate

interactively with the computer by using simple English words and pointing

to diagrams on the CRT. The terminal consists of a desk on which there is

a CRT display which shows a part or a tool path as it is being defined.

(See Figure 1) In front of the CRT there is a tablet which contains up to

220 programmable function keys. The top row of keys contains verbs such

as "insert", the second contains nouns such as "point" and the third row

contains adjectives or modifiers such as "end of" or "intersection of". This

system of input combines the ease and speed of pushbutton syste mxs with the

flexibility of keyboard systems. The area of the tablet below the rows of keys

is interactive and corresponds to the CR T display. A. electronic design pen



moved over this area will cause a corresponding movement of a cursor

on the CRT display. The remaining component of the terminal is an alpha-*

numeric CRT display which records the user's instructions to the computer

and its reply back to the user.

Other peripherals on these systems are a hard copy unit which

duplicates images from the CRT display, a paper tape punch and reader,

electrostatic printer/plotters, high speed communications links,* and an

interactive drawing board which can communicate to the computer in the

same way as the CRT terminal (Figure Z). A variety of other computers

and precision plotters are an integral part of our CAD/CAMI system. At

present we have 16 CRT terminals in the Lynn Plant, 10 used by Engineering

and 6 by Manuiacturing (Figure 3). This does not include literally hundreds

of printing and CRT terminals used in a time sharing mode on our mainframe

computers.

Data

Our data are the engine parts represented by geometric entities 'to

describe their configuration. Part geometry is the most frequently used

data in our business. The IAG Systems produce most of the data and are

also the biggest user of it. Our extensive data base gives each user a

tremendous jump on the lead time to perform his task and greatly reduces

confusion and errors involved in redrawing contours and computing

dimensions.
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Software

Our lACG Systems contain extensive geometry problem solving

software implemented in highly human engineered ways so as to minimize

:raining and to maximize e.xisti=g expertise in functional organizations.

Although the multi terminal disc operating system is complex and sophisticated,

it is "well hidden" from the user. The software is proficient at creating and

editing geometric shapes as well as moving, rotating, scaling, and calculating

their properties.

USE or T!{E SYSTEM

The ZAG Systems are simple to use because of the inherent advan-

tages of interaction and graphics. An interactive system allows the user

to "talk" with the computer and lets him interject his judgment or ask for

help an any point in the computer's solution of a problem. Graphics allows

the user to see an instantaneous picture ol what he is creating at every step

in the process.

In addition to these inherent advantages, the system has been human

engineered so that the user 'talks" to the computer in the same language he

would use to precisely instruct a fellow human. For example, if the user

wished to have a line join the ends of two existing lines, he would touch the

following three keys with the electronic pen: - "insert", "line", "at the

end of". He would then point with the electronic pen to the appropriate ends

of the two lines and the third line would be automatically created. We cannot

overstress the importance we have found for the use of 'iain English" versus

"Computerese" in terms of training and general acceptance of the system by
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people who haven't been exposed to computers and are naturally somewhat

afraid of them - people such as draftsmen, tool designers, methods

engineers, etc.

The creation of N/C cutter tool paths is almost as simple. After

defining the cutter, the user asks the computer to list a menu containing

options such as:

1. Select check/drive surface

Z. Select drive boundary

3. Lathe macro

4. Etc.

The user then selects the appropriate instruction by typing in its

-number and pointing to the surfaces to be machined. Commands such as

spindle speeds, feed rates, etc. can be inserted at any point. The tool

radius and centerline tool path are displayed on the screen as this process

progresses.

TYPICAL F404 APPLICATIONS

Engineering Surnmary

The process of designing a jet engine is characterized by iteration,

requiring tremendous volumes of calculation and judgment. LG and the

rest of our total CAD/CAM, system do most of the calculations, and

exoerienced designers and engineers contribute the judgement. The

increased calculating power of LAC results in improving the productivity

of analytic tasks by 3. 5 to I on the average with many sDin off benefits

.. ... . . ... I



such as quality, accuracy, and cycle time reduction. This productivity

increase provides great leverage to engineering. For "structured" tasks

such as the process of producing various assembly drawings, it typically

results in a cost savings. For "non-structured" tasks such as stress and

vibration analysis, the productivity savings can be converted to doing a

more thorough design job, resulting in a better design the first time

(See Figure 4).

The F404 (see Figure 5) is giving us good evidence that the savings

for doing the job right the first time is substantial. The time from contract

go ahead to first complete engine to test was 14 months - a new record at

the Aircraft Engine Group. Yet the engine assembly process has been

characterized as the easiest and smoothest of all. In a large way, this is

due to the thorough configuration and stack up studies done on LA.G before

parts were released.

Drafting

With our interactive graphics system, the bulkof early design/con-

figuration work is done on the CRT, from flowpath layout through precisely

detailed part contours. The final result is filed into the data base and

simultaneously plotted on mylar (see Figure 6). The mylar copy is used

to make the finished drawing. Since today, we can usually achieve higher

productivity rates in analytic tasks, most of the dimensions, notes, tables

of data, etc., are added to the drawing manually. It is important to realize

that this is not just an image on the CRT, it is precise geometric data in the

computer memory which can be manipulated to suit our needs; the CRT merely

makes the data visible. To date, there are 294 major parts of the F404 engine

-6-



represented in the data base, comprising the entire cross-section of the

engine. All parts for a given engine in the data base are defined relative

to their position from two common axes, the centerline and the front of the

engine. As a result, we are able to call up several parts and have them

placed in assembled position automatically. Thus, sub-assembly, assembly,

module, clearance and stackup drawings can be produced automatically by

feeding the data base for the appropriate parts into an automatic plotter.

A typical engine assembly drawing using these data bases is shown in

Figure 7. These drawings can be produced in about 12% of the time formerly

required, and the quality far exceeds anything that could be reasonably

achieved manually. Savings in drafting time are readily apparent i one

considers that typically, each part on the engine was drawn nine times for

various engineering drawings, and this does not even count the many more

times it is done for manufacturing process instructions, tooling, stress

analysis, thermal analyses, etc.

Desian Review

We have found that both the CRT and scaled plots of the engine

cross-section are very useful tools for design reviews - fornmal or

informal. The engineer essentially has a very precise drawing of his

components, and can visually spot errors in stacking, blends, undersize

fillets, etc. in much the same way that these errors are often spotted after

the part is made. The systen also allows the user to zoom in and m-nagnify

any local area of the screen to any magnification. This enables the

draftsman to check for dimensional errors and provides a verification

7



canability that has never existed. The system can produce many different

views in a matter of minutes. Permnanent copies ("hard copies") can be

produced in seconds with very rough accuracy, in minutes with accuracy

of .010", or within hours to accuracy of .00Z".

Stackuos

The ability to display an assembly of various -components is also

used to advantage in axial stackup calculations. In this application the

draftsman or the engineer has all the components of interest displayed

on the screen. In the time it would normally take him to describe the task,

he is able to identify the areas where he wants clearances and obtain their

values. This process results in a thorough verification of both the overall

engine design and the assembly process.

Finite Elenent Analysis

The parts of a jet engine are subjected to severe heat transfer, stress

and vibration conditions. One mathematical tool used to calculate the effects

of these on a given part is "Finite Element A'nalysis". Essentially, in this

technique, the part is subdivided into a number of small rectangles or

triangles which are analyzed separately. The total effect on the part is

the sum total of all the subdivisions (Figure 8). The analysis is performed

by a large computer but until graphics was used, the geometric input into

the analysis program was manual and tedious. To obtain the innut it was

necessary to make a large scale accurate drawing of the part shape. An

engineer then drew in the elements, with smaller and more numerous

-8-
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t elements near suspected problem areas. Each element was then numbered

and the coordinates of the nodal points were measured manually. All this

information was then converted into a punched card deck which was then

input to the mainframe computer for analysis. If the analysis indicated a

problem area, the part geometry was changed in that area and the entire

process repeated.

The availability of Interactive Graphics and the part data base has

changed all that. Now the data bases of the parts to be analyzed are called

up on the CRT display without having to redraw the part. In the exarnples

of the F404 Compressor Disk (Figure 8), the finite element grid has been

generated semi-automatically through software which we developed. The

engineer has the ability to change any portion of this grid pattern if he so

desires. The elements are numbered and the precise coordinates of the

nodal points are obtained automatically by the graphics system. This

information is output from the system in a format that requires no human

intervention before being put in the mainframe computer for analysis.

Should the analysis indicate that the part geometry requires modification,

this is done rapidly at the CRT terminal and the entire process repeated.

The time taken to obtain the finite element model data has been reduced by

75,%c with the use of Interactive Graphics.

Kinematics

The analysis of connected moving parts has traditionally been so

tedious and complicated by manual drafting techniques that it is often

q 0
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accomplished through the construction of "hard" models. Models are

expensive, slow to acquire, and lack flexibility in evaluating alternatives.

Our LAG System has allowed us to thoroughly analyze the kinematics of two

very critical F404 engine systems earlier in the program and at greatly

reduced cost. The "variable geometry" stator vanes are rotated based on

engine operating requirements with a complex set of 3 dimensional linkages

and to very exacting tolerances. .Likewise, the variable exhaust nozzle

contains a complex actuating linkage and interwoven "leaves" which overlap

as the nozzle closes down (See Figure 9). Graphics allows us to accurately

determine the required motion of the actuators (pistons) and to evaluate

clearances with savings in the 8 to 1 range.

Mass Properties

The feature of our graphics system that has seen the widest application

in all organizations is that of "Mass Properties" (Figure 10). This feature

automatically gives the perimeter, area, center of gravity, and moments of

inertia of any cross section. In addition, the properties of the cross section

when rotated about any axis to form a solid are also given: exposed surface

area, volume, weight, center of gravity and moments of interia. Applications

range from weight calculation to contour roll die design. In our business,

weight is a primary design parameter. During the design of engine, weights

of each part, and each design alternative, must be calculated. In the past

this had been done manually, by breaking each part into simple geometrical

shapes the volumes of which could be calculated. The mass properties are

now obtained in 75076 less time, .nd just as importantly we know how we are

doing much earlier in the program.
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Tool Design

Our tool designers have found the availability of the F404 Engineering

data bases invaluable. These data bases are used for a number of tooling

applications. Typical of two-dimensional applications are templates and

glass layouts (Figures 11 and 12). In both these applications computerized

plotting is also used. This ensures, in the case of product inspection, that

the finished part is inspected to engineering's computerized definition of the

part in addition to its being manufacturing to the definition.

The three-dimensional capabilities of the graphic system are also

used to advantage in tool design. The system can rotate the part in any

direction and take measurements from any desired datum, thereby elirnnt-ing

days of manual calculations. An example of such an application is an electro

discharge machining fLcture (Figure 13). The interactive graphic system's

ability to define and manipulate complex shapes is used in the design of dies

and punches. The mathematical definition of these surfaces enables the

designers to define the shape with a precision which is impossible with

manual drawing techniques (See Figure 14). For example, the surface can

be intersected in any plane and its shape obtained precisely. Thus, the tooi

designer has complete freedom in the selection of the position and number oi

inspection templates.

The design time for these applications has been reduced to between

12 and 25% of the time formerly taken and glass layout costs have been

reduced 601c.



NC Part Proirram-=ing

CAM started when the computer was used to assist the part programmer

to generate tapes which instruct numerical control machines to perfor-m manu-

facturing operations. A part prograrm ing language called APT (Automatically

Programmed Tools) soon became the industry standard. The language evolved

into a powerful and versatile one but it had two inherent disadvantages. The

first is that the user must learn a language with its owrn syntax and gramrmrar.

As most experienced manufacturing personnel have relatively little computer

experience, they were exposed to many concepts which were &lien to the.m.

The other disadvantage was that the computer did not give the prograrm=mer

a visual representation of what he was creating at every step in the process.

tie therefore had to mentally visualize the tool path as he was programming.

The combination of these disadvantages either prevented capable machine

shop personnel from becoming part programmers, or else they made the

learning time unacceptably long.

These difficulties of the APT systern have been resolved by the

interactive graphics system. A menu of instructions each identified by a

number and the use of programmed keys has virtually elirMinated the syster

problems. In addition, visual verification on the CRT of every step in the

process has replaced the mental visualization formerly required. As a

result, the time required to train a methods man to mnake ,'C tapes has

been reduced by a factor of 6 and tapes are produced in one third the time

taken by conventional APT programming. Typical of the 7404 parts wnich

are machined by N/C using tapes generated by the Graphic's System is the

1 . 2 o
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Stage I Fan disc shown in Figure 15. The corresponding tool paths are

shown in Figure 16.

In the days when we relied on APT for all our part programming,

the programmers were organized into a central programming unit.

Methods personnel requested the centralized programming unit to create

N/C tapes for them. This resulted in communication problems and a

lack of responsibility for ownership of the part being machined by N/C.

By installing an interactive graphic system in the planning office of one

of our machine shops, we have been able to decentralize the programming.

Now the person planning the tooling and machining of the part also creates

the N/C tape. This eliminated the communication problems and has reduced

the amount of effort and time needed to optimize the tapes.

THE FUTURE

Much remains to be done to i mprove the efficiency and flexibility

of the system in handling our current and future applications. Most of the

work needed is in the system software, which we will develop either in-house

or in cooperation with the interactive graphics system manufacturer.

Vhen developing new applications for a system, which has as .uch

potential as the interactive graphics CAD/CAMV system, it is easy to fall into

the trap of chasing quixotic applications. We have, therefore, been careful

to take a pragmatic approach to our development. Instead of 'Brainsto rming

apolications we have acquainted personnel throughout Engineering, Manufac-

turing, and Quality Control functions of the capabilities of the systern. Based

on their needs, we have found that, as the system capabilities have increased,

-13-



applications suggested themnselves. These were evaluated, and if a payback

was established, the applications were incorporated into the system.

We have a very decentralized CAD/CAM1vi organization - both users

and developers. Users, in all cases are the people who used to perfor.n the

job manually. In one notable case, IAG has allowed us to further decentralize

N/C tape making activities. Some of our user groups are unionized, however

they have been cooperative and even helpful in expanding application. One of

the most successful attributes of LAG is its ability to avoid another entire

layer of specialization in the organization. Development is also decentralized

to assure a high level of control and accountability. At the same time, we

do not wish to give the impression that the development of CAD/CAMVI is

treated with a laissez-faire attitude. We have established steering

committees and a roadmap which gets regular reviewing as does the status

of specific development programs.

We have pioneered in many areas of CAD/CA.M, and we are proud

of that. We have gained from our efforts. We are optimistic about the

future, and committed to the use of interactive graphics throughout our

organ zation.
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FIGURE 10

ZAG MASS PROPERTIES OUTPUT

PARTNO 6034T00G02F
DATE - 10-6-76
XREF * 0.0000 IN

PLANE SECTION - ASSUME GDF IS IN INCHES

LGTE 12.3239 IN.
AREA a 1.3261 ZN. **2
CGX a 28.9144 IN. FROM X-REP
CGY a 2.5214 IN. FROM X-AXIS
AMX = 8.9281 IN. ** 4 ABOUT X-AXIS
AMXC. a 0.4978 IN. ** 4 ABOUT CGY
AMY a 1109.2196 IN. ** 4 ABOUT X-REF
AMYC * 0.5887 IN. ** 4 ABOUT CGX

ROTATED SOLID - DENSITY = 0.1610 LB. PER CU. IN.

SURF a 1.887164 ZN. ** 2 (ALL EXPOSED SURFACES)
VOL a 21.0083 IN. * 3
CGX U 28.9863 IN. FROM X-REF
WGHT = 3.3823 LBS. (1535.5782 GRAMS)
MMX a 25.3450 LB. IN. ** 2 ABOUT THE X-AXIS
MKY a 2857.5319 LB. IN. ** 2 ABOUT THE X-REF
MMYC - 13.7622 LB. IN. ** 2 ABOUT CGX
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I (Continued)

A recent program at Teledyne CAE serves to illustrate the process. Compo-
nent technology was directed at high performance, advanced development
engines in the under-5,O00 lb. thrust class, i.e. suitable for training
and light attack aircraft. Therefore, an advanced trainer/light strike
fighter, powered by an ATEGG-derivative turbofan engine, was selected as
the application. The study plan (Figure 1) called for optimizing the
engine design to achieve minimum engine and aircraft LCC.

Prior work at Teledyne CAE (Reference 3) involving an aircraft of about one
third the gross takeoff weight (TOGW), suggested that aircraft weight is a
first order measure of system LCC, hence should be a primary target in the
LCC task. Accordingly, the study focused on the effect of engine design.
choices in the 1.5 - 5.0 range of bypass ratio (BPR) on the system, with a
multi-billion dollar aircraft fleet as a target for LCC reduction.

II CHOICE OF THE BASELINE ENGINE

The primary selection criterion for a baseline* engine is: "best LCC per-
formance of an ATEGG-derivative turbofan engine in a Trainer/Light Strike
Fighter Aircraft".

In order to derive the "best" engine, the study encompassed:

1. Verification of the aircraft mission requirements;

2. Derivation of applicable turbofan engines for the selected
mission, based on one core; analyses of their installed per-
formances;

3. Layout, weight analysis and acquisition cost estimates of
the engines;

4. Performance analysis of the engine/aircraft combinations
with the mission fixed;

5. Computerized assembly of the incremental cost effects of
the engine on the aircraft: gross weight, acquisition,
maintenance, and fuel costs;

6. Presentation of life cycle costs as a function of bypass
ratio.

* Later used for detail component LCC tradeoff analyses.
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II (Continued)

AIRCRAFT MISSION REQUIREMENTS - Mission data were collected from airframers
and current service views on a combined USAF/USN trainer/light strike fighter.
This established the aircraft operational envelope of Figure 2 and the mission
leg definitions of Figure 3.

APPLICABLE TURBOFAN ENGINES - Based on prior work, it was determined that
applicable engine bypass ratios should range from approximately 1.6 to 5.0,
thus should present data over the broadest range of engine design impact
on LCC.

A set of turbofan engine desions was constructed around an ATEGG gas generator:

Engine Model - Bypass No. of Fan No. of LP
No. Ratio Stages Turbine Stages

G-3 1.65 2 2

W-2 2.50 1 1

R-2 4.91 1 3

Maps were predicted for each version of the core engine, representing the gas
generator compressor with stage stagger or design modifications and geometry
schedule variations, to optimize performance with each fan match.

Once the core engine components were chosen (the high temperature turbine is
common to all three engines, thus does not require optimization), a "mini op-
timization" was performed to choose the proper fan pressure ratio. An operating
line was calculated for the HP spool, and fan pressure ratio varied to deter-
mine SFC/thrust tradeoffs for the cycle. It was known from prior work that the
low level navigation mission leg (Column 3 of Figure 3) is the sizing criterion
for the aircraft fuel load. At this condition, the aircraft operates at about CO-
-70 percent of available maximum thrust, hence the optimization was carried

out at a representative value of 1,200 lb. thrust. The results indicated the
chotce of fan pressure ratios to match (at sea level and altitude) with each
engine configuration.

Following selection of the three point-designs, final component maps were
assembled on the computer, and performance models calculated for uninstalled
and installed conditions over the flight spectrum. For installed conditions,
aircraft service load and nacelle drag calculations were made.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE ENGINES - Figures 4 and 5 illustrates the losses
involved in the nacelle installation, due to boat tail drag, spillage drag,
and inlet pressure loss. They show the higher loss incurred by a high bypass

4
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II (Continued)

ratio engine, especially at low altitudes and high flight speeds. The loss
information is summarized in Figure 6, as lapse rate versus bypass ratio at
a 4G turn condition. Because the 4G turn requirement at 15,000 ft. and Mach
0.7, sizes the engine, the differences in lapse rates shown on this figure
have major impact on the engine and aircraft design. The high bypass R-2
configuration loses 16.5 percent of its performance due to installation
effects; the lower bypass G3 system loses only 5.5 percent. When combined
with the natural cycle thrust reducticn due to bypass ratio, the installed
R-2 engine produces, for a common gas generator, 22 percent less thrust than
the G-3 at 15,000 ft., M = 0.7.

The performance of the three engines over the flight spectrum was then inte-
grated (as scalable engines) into the aircraft design synthesis.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE AIRCRAFT/ENGINE COMBINATIONS - A baseline air-
craft gross weight of g,900 pounds was chosen, with a wing loading at 58
pounds per square foot, and a 2,970 pound fuel capacity. A typical aircraft
configuration is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 presents the flying efficiency
of the trimmed baseline aircraft, with key mission points superimposed on
the lift-drag curve.

For the simplified type of aircraft analysis used, the gross weight was sub-
divided into a fuel weight, a pilot weight, an equipment weight (common to
the mission requirements), and a scalable structures weight. The latter num-
ber is a function of the propulsion system weight, the aircraft efficiency,
and the amount of fuel, with its tankage, necessary to meet the mission range.
In each case it was discovered that the low level navigation mission sized
the aircraft fuel tankage, whereas the 4G turn requirement set the engine
thrust level, hence its weight and its "leverage" on the aircraft gross weight.
From a prior APSI study, an engine weight leverage factor (influence coeffi-
cient) of 3.0 pounds of aircraft weight per pound of engine weight was chosen.

Simplifying assumptions, consistent with the study scope were made: the
engine performance is known to be scalable and its thrust/weight constant,
over the limited size range; the aircraft aerodynamic (L/D) efficiency was
assumed constant over the installations required by the varying bypass ratio.
The method of aircraft calculation, i.e. by impacting only the nacelle-
installed engine performance with the effects of bypass ratio, assumes a
clean fuselage and wing design.

To develop the detailed aircraft characteristics, an iteration procedure was
established for the 4G turn requirement, using the constant and scalable fac-
tors described above. The installed thrust for each engine was scaled until
a match occurred between installed thrust required for the 4G turn and the
aircraft gross weight resulting from the engine size. This defined basic
engine/airframe characteristics, engine scale factor required to meet the 4G
turn, and the resulting fuel capacity of the aircraft.

5(
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II (Continued)

Each aircraft was then run through the low level navigation mission to ensure
that sufficient fuel was onboard to meet the range requirements. It was
found that the sizing procedure resulted in sufficient fuel to meet the mission
requirement with reserves.

The aircraft performance was then checked at a few points around the opera-
ting envelope to ensure that no other desirable mission characteristics were
violated by the procedure. For example, a maximum Mach number of 0.83 was
calculated, as is typical of current similar systems.

The data required for the subsequent Life Cycle Cost inputs are summarized
in Figure 9, while the summary curve of Figure 10 indicates that the lowest
gross weight aircraft is obtained by a bypass ratio between 1.0 and 1.6.
The analysis is not sufficiently accurate to pinpoint an exact value within
this range; it does clearly identify the main "optimum" engine characteristics.

Increasing bypass ratio was found to yield an increasingly heavy aircraft and
a larger scale factor for each engine - typically the 2.5 bypass ratio W-2
configuration must be scaled from its baseline thrust of 2,520 pounds by a
1.176 factor to 2,965 pounds thrust to meet the 4G turn requirement. The 4.9
bypass ratio R-2 configuration requires a 1.53 scale factor, from 3,200 to
4,900 pounds thrust. The high bypass ratio engine also limits maximum achiev-
able Mach number to values below 0.79 at altitude and inhibits the Mach number
which can be achieved at sea level.

III LCC ANALYSIS

During and following the baseline engine selection task, an LCC analysis was
conducted to:

1. Accept (or reject for additional design work) the hypothesis -
that the lowest TOGW aircraft represents the lowest LCC design.

2. Insure that all significant engine/aircraft LCC elements were
considered.

3. Provide LCC sensitivity relationships for following tasks of
the component program.

LCC METHODOLOGY - The analytic approach used Teledyne CAE's APSICOST methodo-
logy, which includes computerized routines which identify major LCC elements
and hierarchial subsets (Figure 11) of an aircraft engine life cycles; i.e.:

1. Development
2. Acquisition
3. Operation and Support (including fuel)
4. Interactive (engine impact on airframe LCC).
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The model is also intended to mesh with the traditional process of propulsion
engine design (Figure 12), hence fits this problem statement well.

TRAINER/LSF SYSTEM DEFINITION - The definition task started with synthesis of
a training mission (Figure 3) and a requirement for 900 aircraft (during the
fleet's "steady-state" years). Each would fly 370 missions, or 830 hours per
year of service. The aircraft fleet was then varied (+/-300 aircraft), while
holding a constant sortie requirement, to test the individual aircraft's
lifetime utilization consequence. (Figure 13).

LCC DATA BASE - A baseline LCC analysis was developed for each of the three
engine/airframe configurations:

1. Engine Development Cost was principally determined from Reference
4, using engine parameters which include Mach No., Quantity and
Model Qualification Date (MQT). (These results are deterministically
assessed in subsequent phases of the component program).

2. Engine Acquisition Costs were estimated from Teledyne CAE's deter-
ministic engine acquisition cost routines which provide guidelines
to engineering and processing personnel during advanced/exploratory
development.

3. Airframe Development & Acquisition costs were estimated from the
regression-derived coefficients and the methods of Reference 5.

4. Aircraft/Engine Operation & Support Costs were derived from the
mission analysis for fuel cost and consumption per sortie; from
the maintenance estimating relationship of Reference 6, for man
hours per flight hour; and from Teledyne CAE's data banks, for
the balance.

The LCC data, as typified in Figures 14 and 15 was then input to, and executed
in the APSICOST engine-OTLCC, methodology. During that process all cost input/
output was adjusted to 1979 constant-year dollars ($'79).

LCC RESULTS - An LCC consequence for each engine design was developed. It
included most of the 100+ elements of Reference 7, as typified by the summary
of major categories in Figure 16 and the overall comparison of Figure 17. In
this instance, the lowest life cycle cost engine and system was obtained for
the 1.65 BPR, G-3 engine design.

*7
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IV CONCLUSION

The Trainer/Light Strike Fighter study typifies the complex but significant
way in which engine and airframe designs react with mission requirements to
produce life cycle cost consequences.

It is concluded that engines in the bypass ratio range 1.0 - 1.65 offer the
lowest LCC in a fixed mission, high performance trainer/light strike fighter
application. The LCC savinqs can be as much as $1.5 billion for a 900 air-
craft fleet as compared to the choice of a high bypass ratio engine.

It is also understood that pinpointing a "best" engine requires a more
detailed, and especially a more integrated engine/airframe trade study; i.e.
with competent aircraft manufacturer design support, focusing on the narrowed
bypass ratio range.

Such a detailed study would also encompass trading off the 4G turn requirement
and Low Level Navigation range to test their LCC worth. These qualifications
apply primarily to a final system concept validation study. The analysis
described in this paper served its purpose well, by providing an enoine/aircraft
LCC baseline for measuring the worth of advanced technology engine comoonent
candidates. An indication of the subject's complexity and its unanswered
questions is intended to stimulate additional engine community interest in
DTLCC - which result would make the analysis additionally worthwhile.
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EXERCISING PROPULSION DTLCC METHODS
ON ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT ENGINES

Eli H. Benstein **
William Q. Wagner *

Teledyne CAE
Toledo, Ohio

ABSTRACT

This paper describes one engine manufacturer's exercise of design to life
cycle cost (DTLCC) methodology during the advanced development phase of an
aircraft gas turbine engine. The method identifies a prospective aircraft
application for the engine family; the aircraft baseline configuration and
performance characteristics; its sizing mission and multi-mission require-
ments. Subsequently, a range of engine configuration changes is examined
for life cycle cost impact on both the engine and the airframe, holding pay-
load and mission performance requirements constant.

This example examines a military trainer/light strike fighter aircraft as
a candidate application for an advanced development, non-afterburning, tur-
bofan engine. The engine configurations scale from a common core, a common
technology base, and a common manufacturing base. They differ principally
in bypass ratio and size.

The LCC optimization process is facilitated by a computerized model that dis-
tinguishes the various airframe and engine-related LCC elements including
development, acquisition, support and fuel.

It is shown that aircraft gross takeoff weight and system life cycle cost
are reduced (in this study) by 33 and 21 percent respectively when the best
engine bypass ratio is selected.

Research was sponsored in part by the USAF Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
Contract No. F33657-77-C-0424

** Director, Engineering

*** Manager, Advanced Development Applications
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I
I INTRODUCTION

The costs of developing, acquiring and operating military aircraft are in-
creasing at significant rates. Therefore, DOD is placing more emphasis on
the life cycle cost (LCC) consequences of weapon system design and develop-
ment. In this regard, aircraft propulsion systems pose a particularly
important and formidable LCC challenge because:

Gas turbine engines are costly to acquire and maintain;

Engine RDT&E involve the state-of-the-art of material,
performance, structural, design, industrial and system
sciences;

Propulsion engines profoundly interact with, "size" and
"drive" aircraft weapon system cost. (Reference 1)

Teledyne CAE has been responding to the engine cost reduction challenge in
a series of advanced development efforts including the Aircraft Propulsion
Subsystem Integration (APSI) and the Advanced Turbine Engine Gas Generator
(ATEGG) programs. These include a methodological evolution which Teledyne CAE
identifies as design-to-life-cycle cost (DTLCC), specifically aimed at opti-
mizing the cost-durability-performance balance of gas turbine propulsion
engines. The work was accomplished in mutually supportive projects, i.e.:

APSI programs sponsored development of DTLCC methodology,
including a set of computerized routines known as "APSICOST"*
(Reference 2)

ATEGG programs utilized the methodology to select, assess
and demonstrate engine and component candidates.

An important task of advanced development is to outline the 5-10 year distant
application of the technology being evaluated as precisely as necessary to
support tradeoffs and lead to design choices, and yet with an awareness of
the imprecision or uncertainty of such a distant event.

* Aircraft Propulsion Subsystem Integrated Cost of Ownership with System
Tradeoffs.
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ASSESS PERFORMANCE; CONSTRUCT AIRFRAME ITERATE POINT
ALT. MN. G ... POINT DESIGNS (3 DESIGNS, TOGW

& MINIMUM FUEL

DEFINE
MISSION________________________

ESTABLISH CONSTANT SET UP LIFE PARAMETERS
DEMAND: FH, SORTIES. YR... FOR 3 FLEET SIZES

CALCULATE ENGINE/SYSTEMFLCC (S 79) WITH "APSICOST"

SELECT LOWEST LCC ENGINE &
SYSTEM AS "BASELINE"

REFINE BASELINE & USE
FOR COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
OF CANDIDATE CDMPONENTS
(SUBSEQUENT STUDY PHASE)

27713

Figure 1. Study Plan to Select Lowest LCC Engine Design.
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Figure 2. Operational Envelope of the Trainer/Light Strike Fighter.
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Figure 3. Missions Required of the Trainer/Light Strike Fighter.
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ENGINE MODEL G-3 w-2 R-2

Base Thrust 2840 2520 3200
Bypass Ratio 1.65 2.5 4.9
Thrust/Wt. Ratio 5.43 5.40 5.20

Scale Factor In 1.000 1.176 1.530
Deri ved Ai rcraft

Thrust in Aircraft (1 Eng.) 2840 2965 4900
Eng. Wt. in Aircraft (1 Eng.) 523 549 942
Aircraft SLS Thrust 0.580 0.571 0.671

Loading

Aircraft Gross Wt. 9679 10124 14428

Fuel Wt. - Useable and 2801 3041 4262
Unuseable (31)

Pilot Weight (2) & gear 502 502 502
Equipment Weight 2354 2354 2354

(Scalable) Structures Wt. 2938 3091 5388
Oil Weight 38 38 38

Max. Mach @ S.L. 0.782 0.778 0.745
Max. Mach @B 40K Ft. -0.87 -0.84 -0.79

27718

Figure 9 . Summuary of LCC Input Data.
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UTILIZATION BASELINE PARAMETERS

FLYING DAYS/MONTH 1 20
SORTIES/DAY 2
SO RTI ES/YEAR/AI RCRAFT 480
MISSIONS/YEAR/FLEET I ,000

MISSION BREAKDOWN

MISSION % MISSIONS/YR/FLEET HRS/YR/FLEET

FAMILIARIZATION 25 84,000 168,000
CROSS COUNTRY NAVIGATION 30 100,800 371,000
LOW LEVEL NAVIGATION 25 84,000 104,000
AIR COMBAT 10 33,600 67,200
GUNNERY WEAPONS 10 33,600 37,300
TOTALS 100 336,000 747,600

FLEET SIZE BREAKDOWN

PARAMETER 700 A/C 900 A/C 1200 A/C

MISSIONS/YR/AIRCRAFT 480 370 280
HOURS/YR/AIRCRAFT 1070 830 620
HOURS/LIFE/AIRCRAFT 21,400 16,600 12,500

26890

Figure 13. Trainer/Light Strike Fighter Utilization Versus
Aircraft Fleet Size.
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COST ITEM COST

ENGINEERING 38.8
TOOLING 23.4
NONRECURRING MANF. LAB. 5.5
RECURRING MANF. LAB. 30.0
NONRECURRING MATERIALS 1.5
RECURRING MATERIALS 5.5
FLIGHT TEST 4.5
QUALITY CONTROL 4.6

TOTAL 113.8

USING 30 DEVELOPMENT AIRFRAMES
AND 4 FLIGHT TEST AIRCRAFT

AIRFRAME ACQUISITION" X 106 ($'79)

COSTITEM 700 A/C 900 A/C 1200 A/C
ENGINEERING 14.1 15.5 17.2
TOOLING 44.0 46.8 51.9
RECURRING MANF. LAB. 178.0 214.6 265.0
RECURRING MATERIAL 84.3 105.6 136.4
QUALITY CONTROL 24.9 30.0 39.0

TOTAL 345.3 412.5 507.5
UNIT COST 0.493 0.458 0.423

26887

LESS ENGINES AND OTHER GFE.

Figure 14. Typical LCC Input, Airframe Data, W-2 Configuration.

ENGINE AIRFRAME CONFIGURATION

MODEL G-3 W-2 R-2
ENGINE BPR 1.65 2.50 4.90
AIRCRAFT Fn(TOTAL) 4960 5930 9800
AIRCRAFT GTOW, LB 9629 10124 14428
MMH/FH (PROPULSION) 0.75 0.75 0.84
MMH/FH (BALANCE) 6.24 6.30 7.06
MMH/FH TOTAL 6.99 7.05 7.90

27720

Figure 15. Maintenance Man Hours/Flight Hour (MMH/FH) Comparisons
For Three Configurations.
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LCC SUMMARY. W-2 CONFIGURATION

LCC Item 700 A/C Fleet 900 A/C Fleet 1200 A/C Fleet

Airframe Development 113,771 113,771 113,771
Airframe Acquisition 345,282 412,508 507,566
A/C Organization 703,562 701,680 698,886
A/C Intermediate 358,500 357,545 356,104
Inspection 1,568,327 1,564,125 1,557,863
Engine Costs 2,404,463 2,480,571 2,593,904
Attrition 112,760 108,046 103,271

Total 5,606,665 5,738,246 5,931,365

27721

Figure 16. Typical Sunuary of Major LCC Elements, W-2 Configuration.
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Figure 17. Effect of Bypass Ratio on LCC of an Advanced Technology
Tralner./Ligt't Strike Fighter.
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nIMODUCTION

"By the srt of PAl Scale Development (FSD), 90% of an engine's Life

Cycle Cost is Axed." We are all famillar with this or simlar staments.

I believe, however, that it needs some modlication. It is quite probable that 90%

of the minimum attaitable LCC is established, but, without proper control throughout

the ensuing phases of the engine life cycle, total costs can mushroom beyond recog-

nition. I Intend to address here some of the practices used at the Aircraft Engine

Group of General Electric to control engine LCC during the various life cycle

phases. I had originally titled this paper "LCC Control - Conception to Retirement."

This was overly ambitious; we haven't retired an engine from service since the

advent of LCC as a discipline, so I will restrict this dissertation to WC control

into the Operation and Support phase and will explain that control of engine LCC

requires that

a) the individual design engineer have the necessary tradeoff tools

available,

b) meaningftl, measurable requirements for LCC drivers be established,

c) methods of tracking those cost drivers subject to growth during the

life cycle be established,

d) appropriate Incentives are provided to meet or better LCC driver

requirements.,

e) the customer utilize the full LCC potential in opera:Ung the engine.

I do not intent to explain or justify our methodology of modelling and estimatin

the baseline Life Cycle Costs. LCC modelling is such an extensive subject

that it could provide the basis for a series of papers, or be the subject of a

seminar in Itself.

The material I will use in this presentation is particularly representative

of two engine prograzs - the 700 and F404, two engine designs which have

developed co currently with the increasing emphasis on LCC. It is significant,

I believe, that both programs were preceded by demonstrator or prototype

programs. In the case of the T700, it was the GE12 demonstrator program,

and, for the F404, the Y31O. Both programs provided a baseline from which

neaningful stlndards or requirements could be established for LC driven.
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In the case of the T700, LCC, as such, was aot a spec

however, Army planners bad stated that the "reduction of mw

logiutics support requirements was the major technical, goal fA

and bzther identified the primary risk associated with U'TTM

of maintainability goals. As a result of this emphsis and m;
between GE and the Army, a well prepared RFQ, contract, at

&Ul scale development proram have resulted in an engine wit

maytinability, durability, and reliability - three primary LU

and low LCC.

Similarly, the F404 RNQ emphai7ed the priorities to be

drivers, unit cost, reliability, and maintainability. Again, am

and discussions prior to contract award ensured that the FSD)

with a comprehensive list of LCC driver requirements3 that wex

strated and tracked rigt through to operational service. For

an acual In-service parts usage rate ($/EMH was listed as a

was to be measured under operational conditions. Furthermore

of these requirements carried sigificant incenives/penalties.

I refer to this in an attempt to illustrate the need for cor

LCC by both customer and contractor prior to the start of FSD

that, for maximumn effect, this commitment must be enthusiasti

throughout the enineIs life span.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN PHASE

LCC control commences concurrent with the start of prei.

Tnitial studies will optimize the engine for the envisaged system,

the Iiti~al, LCC profile will be established. 'This profile will idt

of the costs associated with each of the LCC phases, the total a

engine hardware, and fuel usage costs. 71e costs at this stage

usinkg parametric models which are based on GE experience in ti

engine design. development, manufa~cture and operation over the

We have a high level of confidence in these models when applied



LCC Sensitivity to Weixht, DTC Goal. and SFC

-A for Equivalent LCC Effect

1% A Dash Loiter Attack Overall Engine Weight DTC Goal

SFC Dash 1.0 2.84 5.61 .64 1.67 1.44

Loitr .35 1.0 1.98 .22 .59 .51

Aack .18 .51 1.0 .11 .3 .26

Overall 1.57 4.46 8.82 10 2.63 2.26

DTC Goal .91 2.6 5.0 .57 2.4 1.3

Engine Weight .6 1.7 3.35 .38 LO .87

Table 1. 0

**1 • 1
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SUating from this baseline configuration, the models are oercised to provide

t-adeoff relationships between the various system LCC drivers. During the

conceptual phase, both engine and airframe are considered to be rubberized

so that the effect on total system LCC may be considered. Typically, the

acquisition cost effects of the airframe weight changes and fuel usage are the

major non-engine costs considerd.

The result of these trade studies provides the Preliminary Design Manager

with a tool for evaluating alternate engine or component configurations. The

form in which these tradeoff relationships are presented may be tabular, as

in Table 1, or graphical, as in Figures 1 and 2.

It is important that prior to establishing these relationships, a firm under-

standing of the expected fleet size and operating scenario is established. Durability

cost impact, for instance, is very much a function of the utilization that may be

expected and the duration of the program. Utilization in this context is not to be

considered solely in hours of engine operation but must consider the severity of

this usage in terms of time at temperature and throttle cycles. Forwnlately,

this area has been subjected to considerable investigation by all branches of the

military and we have a far beter understanding of how an engine is really

utiied. During this phase, the use of the carpet plots for durability and

reliability are particularly useful; the LCC relationships are not usually linear

and, at this stage of the design, large perturbations - particularly in durability -

may be considered. The term "durability" is considered here to apply to

components subject to wearout cbaracteristics such as Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF)

or Stress Rupture (SR) during the expected le span of the program. Cost effects

are calculated using a model that simulates fleet aging and component wearout

characteristics based on Weibull or log-normal distributions. The level of analysis

and control at this stage is at the engine and major component leveL.

The use of these tradeoff relationships provides the basis for a conceptul

ene smdy that will provide an opt=mum system level LCC.
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FULL SCALE DEVELOPMENT (PSD)

This phase, which Involves the deailed design and development of the

engine, will fix the LCC capabilities of the engine. During this phase, control

is of paramount importance. It is necessary that the contractor have not only

the tools to evaluate the LCC impact of numerous component design alternatives

that will result from the iterative nature of engine design and development, but

also the management structure that provides accountabillIty and decision authority.

Finally, to be really effective, there must be firm, unambiguous requirements

upon which an incentive/penalty structure can be equitably based.

In establishing tradeoff factors for the use of the design engineer during

this phase, the concept of a rubberized vehicle and engine is replaced with a

fixed vehicle and the established engine speciftcations. The LCC parameters

considered by the designer in establishing his design are manufcturmng cost,

durability, reliability, and maintainability. In specific cases where engine

design alternatives impact airframe design for such reasons as installation or

accessibility requirements, the effect on vehicle LCC is included in the calcula-

tions.

Mathematical modelling of baseline costs during this phase is limited to

the O&S phase, with inputs derived from detailed engineering, manu, and

financial analyses of the proposed design.

It is the individual design engineer and his immediate supervisor who are

the key to controlling LCC. Included in the requirements for the components

for which he is responsible will be unit cost, durability, reliability, and main-

tainability. The Anal design must be signed off by the responsible engineers in

each of these disciplines to signify their concurrence that these requirements

can be met. In the event that any of the assigned requirements cannot be met,

the Impact on the overall LCC is established and included in the review cycle

shown in Figure 3.0. The process involved in establishing the LCC effect as set

up for the GE-T700-401 Is shown in Figure 4.0.
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In addition to the above requirement to evaluate the component design

for LCC impact, all LCC parameters which are subject to growth or evolution

during the design and test phase are tracked. In the case of the F404, these

are Unit Cost, Reliability, and Maintainability. In his paper on the F404,

S. Bradley has shown our experience to date relative to Cost and Reliability,

and Figures 5.0 and 6.0 are taken from his presentation. Maintenance Index

as such cannot be measured directly during the development phase, but specific

maintenance task times can. To this end, we have requirements on both the

T700 and F404 engines to demonstrate these tasks at various stages during the

development program. This serves the dual purpose of establishing the engine

stats relative to the final requirements and also validates the methodology used

in estimating the task times upon which the overall engine maintenance index

(and cost) Is estimated. Furthermore, the continued emphasis, which results from

the series of required demonstrations, results In continued improvement in the

specified task time. Figures 7.0 and 8.0 illustrate this effect. These charts show

the continued improvement from the first engine to test (FETT) through MQT as

well as the specification requirement for the GE-T700-700.

The financial incentives to achieve the desired levels of LCC in the

GE-F404-400 are associated with.

- Delivery cost of the first 520 engines

- Reliability at SMET, AST, and 10,000 engine flight hours

- Maintainability index at AST

- Parts usage cost at AST

Not directly incentivized, but specified as requirements to passing MQT, are

various LRU and module removal and replacement times.

Thus, by controlling unit cost, reliability, and maintenance indices during

the FSD phase, effective control of Acquisition Costs is accomplished.

S"I
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OPERATION & SUPPORT

t LCC control during this phase rests not only on the engine contractor,
but also on the customer. Currently, General Electric is required under

contract to evaluate all proposed design changes to the T700, J85-21, and TF34

engines on an LCC basis. In the process of establishing a design change, the

same decision process and tradeoff studies are accomplished as outlined under

the FSD paragraph of this paper. Of particular signflicance in estimating the

LCC impact of design changes is the consideration of the timing or phasing

aspects. The time value of money cannot be ignored even if there is disagree-

ment on the appropriate economic indices to be used. However, use of

discounted cash flow techniques can significantly affect the break-even point as

well as the overall cash benefit to be expected. It is interesting to note that

the U. S. Army requires the contractor to use such techniques in the analysis

of proposed T700 engineering changes.

The user can best control LCC by taking advantage of the low LCC features

that have been designed into the engine. The T700 engine now entering U. S. Army

service has been designed to achieve remarkably low maintenance indices and has

successfuly demonstrated these characteristics under field conditions. The

demonstrated modularity, the elimination of special tooling at field level and the

"no rig" philosophy that enables control system component changes to be made

without control re-rigging or calibration will mean a reduction in the required

maintenance manpower levels and skills relative to current inventory engines.

Indicative of this are the relative task times recorded on the GE-T700-700 and a

current Army helicopter engine, Table 2.0. These low maintenance attributes

will also be a feature of the GE-T700-401 engine for the Navy LAMPS program.

The Navy manning levels will, I am sure, reflect these improvements.



,AINTAMLITY COMAMsON

Current T700
Army EnOae Demonstrated

Remove and Replac*e
(Man-Minutes)

* AVUM Level

- Fuel Control 115 8
- Fuel MaSn o1d 157 14

- Anti-Ie/Bleed Vane 18 4

* AVIM Level

- Power Turbine 1,4 64

- Stage 1 Turbine Wheel 361 72

- Combustor 310 96

* Depot Level

- Special Tools 120 15
- Overhaul interval 1800 Hrs. On-Conditn,

*Demonstrated by Army Mechanics 1976

Table 2. 0
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SUMMARY

I have discussed the means by which we at GE attempt to realize the

optimum LCC for our engines. We feel that we have been successful to date

particularly on those engines where the customer has set requirements for

LCC drivers and where we have jointly designed means of measuring these

drivers during FSD or early in the operational phase. As pointed out in

S. Bradley's paper on the F404, there is probably room for improvement In the

method of providing incentives and permitting tradeoffs between the various cost

drivers. I think it pertinent to repeat here my introductory remarks relative

to LCC control requirements.

* Provide the individual design engineer with &dequate tools in

the form of LCC tradeoff relationships.

* Establish meaningul, measurable requirements for LCC drivers.

* Establish methods of traclng those LCC drivers subject to growth

during the engine life cycle.

" Provide appropriate incentives to meet or better LCC driver

requirements.

* Ensure that the user utilizes the full LCC potential in

operating the engine.

II
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IMPACT OF EARLY ENGINE USAGE DEFINITON
ON UI CYCLE COST

Asudweet 3. N. Pinger

ASTACT full power ane leeu damagig. and throttle motions of less than 201-,
rotor speed typically do little if any damage iReference I). In

Life-limited parts represent a significant portion of a ias turbine addition. rapid speed excursions tend to impose a mome severe
oigin. both physically and in acquisition coat. These parts are thermal gradient (and stres) then slow transients. Excursions that

driven by usage; usage that may be significantly different for allow a part to see the full gradient may be more severe on some
different applications and weapons systems characteristics. Life parts than rapid throttle excursions which turn around prior to the
cycle cost modeling chat recognizes the Life-consuming usage events part expertencing the worst thermal stress.
(ratheir than just origin# operating hours) presents a more realistic
coat picture. Airfol creep- and erosion-limiting modes are driven by tinme at

high-power sectings. Referencs I and 2 point out a 10 to I creep life
INTRODUCTION increase and a 3 to 1 erosion life incriease, with 100*F metal

temperature reduction.

Thrust bearing fatigue life is classically determined based on
For purposes of this paper. gas turbine eingine parts are classified thrust load. operating temperature, and rotor speed. 'The large

as life- and nonhife-limiced (or single event). impact of high speed, pressure, and temperature occurring simulta-
neously at high-power swtings tends, to make this the primary

Life-limited parts tend to be chose parts where the limiting mode driver on thrust bearing also.
results fro long-term exposure to the entire range, of normal
operating evesits. Life-limited modes are creep, erosion. LCF. Obviously, the operating envelope has a significant impact on
bearing fatigue, and affect a significant number of engine parts many lif-limited modes, since high Mach number increases
(Figure 1). These parts account for roughly 1/3 to 1/2 of the engine cooling air temperature arid low alititude increases pressure levels.
acquisition cost. Changes in usag (even within the normal Similarly, any condition chat tends to increase speeds. tern-
operating rae) will affect the life of these parts. peratures. and pressures iauch as trim and inlet temperature

variational makes the operating environment more severe while
conditions that decrease speeds. temperatures, and pressures (such

* Disks as deterioration. installation, and inlet temperature variationi

*Simacers make the environment lees severe.

* an case "2GASTURBINE ENGINE USAGE EXPERIENCE

a Searings With the above definition of life-consuming events, the next step
is to relatea thes deatails of engine usage to these events. The following

" Turbine blodes distinct usages will be addressed:

" Turbine van@s 0 Takeoff and Climbout

* C~rnbustcr lIners a CflhiefFoCry
AV 1mir 0 Primary Application

Figure 1. Life Limited Parns Reprsent a Significant Portion of te 0 Air Combat
En0n AirtoSurface/T17
Enginee High Mach

* Training(Familian zationiPat tem Work
is Ground Operation.

Nonlife-limited parts tend to be those parts where the limiting
mode is an event in the normal operating rage or an abnormal e Flight Length.
occurrence that drives the part out of its normal operating range.
Single events such as oveuspedlovertomperatue (burst/yield). Takeoff and Climbout
FOD. stal, contamination, and high frequency fatigue are ex-
amples of nonlife- limiting modes where the singie event drives the The takeoff and climbout is frequently the most %evere part of
part beyond limits. Nonlife-limited modes can also include quality, the mission from an LCF standpoint. Thiis is because the engine has
asseombly. and overhaul error associated single events, been at idle up to this time iexcepr perhaps for a quick pop to full

power on runupi and sees for the uirst time a full-power transient ot
It should be noted that usage changes which "expand" the range extended duration resulting in a thermal as well as a centrifutal

of normal operation may cake a life-limited part and create an stress excursion. The extended time at high power )n the takeoff
event-limited part. di.e.. a gross rotor speed and temperature and subsequent climbout is also significant troni a creep/ernsion
increase may cause an LCF.Iimited part to become yield limited.i standpoint.

Evenftswic WIWR e O lv e-Uited Parts Local restrictions and climb path pit% an impeirtant part in
determining the amount of damage. noe same aircrait :lvins at

The life of LCT-limited parts is determined primarily by the different bases may see full AMB takeoiff at one. an itermediate
.mber and extent of therimally- and dynamical ly-damaging power takteoff at another. And a combination w/power reduction at

throttle transients. Throttle motions from shutdown to full power another. each being a function of local trafic. noise abatement. and
are typically most damaging. full throttle excursions from idle to carrer or shore-based operation.



Many arcraft perform a runup icheck the eninne at full powei Alr-to-uneeflermn Poliewing (MN)
prior to takeoff. Sometimes this is done in a runup area and
sometimes at the eid of the runway: either location can result in an Air-to-Surface Activity (bombing) ia driven by number of passe
LCF nuumon from idle to full power. Per Mmiso and by delivery Type. L..-vlwp deiverie require little

throttle MoIn diving. And high-atngl. deliveries generally resuilt in
Creala. P.ey a full-thrOULIG transient m each delivery. Since both TIM and Air.

to-euface occur at low altitudes. the higher inlt temperature end
Crise and is ancaatrzdblm eoi tcm t Preesure i felt in higher angine speeds. temperatures and

lwthrim-to-weigt Aircraft, thspower settingmibehg
enough to cam m rosion damag. Tranfollowig ezperncew ea hown that. ower, vaner% of

taivms. while Many email-throtte transients occur (less than 3'7
Air refueling is similar to crw. egment except that an idle to speed), typically 2 toG f ull-throttle incumions are required per TFR

full-throt transient may occur on oreakaway from the tanker. segment. Furthermore, these tranaients to full power are of shori
duration reeulting in only a small euntribution to creepieroewn

Prtm~y Ap~lotlwdamage.

Experience baa shown that, in ternra of lIfe-consuming evns On our thrust-to-weight curve. while the trend will remain the
(time at fill power-mrep And eroejon. idle to full power thrle same. it is apparent the air-to-ewlfact activity resulta in mor
tranepaseeLICF) airerait th un-ta-weight basea significant imat throttle Motion than. AV cobat and leas time at full power.
Early weapons sysem tended to be low thrusdweight and needed
a large amount of time at full power to accomplish the miason. IHgh Macli Number
High thrust-to-weight aircraft, an the other hand. tend to "throttle
back" forther And man frequently reetaltiaw in le time at full Goig to high Mach numbers and hito altitudes tends to result
power and man full throttle ansios in fewer throttle transient& and mome time at full power. The long

hold time at full power Assciated with climnout and the high
The following Iomao is deone &rM pilot interview, engine inlet temperature reachied make this the momt severe

aircraft rewd.an ene ventrcre. Itiobhee npeacedwm operating condition from a mrewiercaion standpoint. The creep
tactical traning syllabus data. It ia feat that since wartime us. haa damage above Mach 2.0 ma many tam as eevere as in the subsonic
historically eaciated for a small percentage of total engine time environmnent.
that the largest impact to lie Will be thia tactica simulation of
combat soioef One esample of high Mach number uisage is the post main.

tanance, check flight activity where the engine is taken to me
Combat altitudefliach number threshold for acceptance followinig aignifi.

cant maitenance. This functional checkout occur infrequenti.
Air combaegment lea for seea i a foloe by (lees then 51Z of total usage). Figure 3 shows that in terms of full.

crua pesiods and sat up for n-ugamt. Data from svera power time thia activity is As severe as ACM. but stice much of this
engima i an Air Combat Mmneurves (ACM) sittion show that full-power time ma at high Mach number it is actually more sevene.
for low thriutiweiht, aircraft the entire engagement is spent at fullTo
power while for high thrustuweight Aircraft as many as 3 to 4 full. 7
throttle asomma per engagement may be experienced. Frequent 0- C
unm of afterbturner is also chateristic. Air eagementa generally
take placer betwe 0.4 to 0.9 Ma and 10 to 30K Altitude. i
flecognizng that many factors (number of combatants. threat.
Armament. etc) Account for scatter in the usage during ai combat. % Full 40 -A, is &Geg"
figures :and 3 show the ACMd damaging events as a function of Power Traes
weapons system maximum takeoff thrust to mazimum takeoff T11meiSOM930o
weight.
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Full U/

Tho t 9 ACMFigure 3. Fuall Pbuwr Time Usage Decreases With Increcsing

4- ~TroisitiorditamiliarliowvPeen Work

Transition activit is training a pilot to a new weapens "ystem
0 ~Pattern -ark and touch and roes generally require a full-throttle

8.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.0 1.2 1.4 transient and are a asjor part of the tran'sition flights. Familiar.Aircraft Fft'wt ization involves specific maneuvers (taking aircraft to stall.
turning, banking, and rolling) many of which require full-throttlr

A11 IMai excursin. Add to this the aspect of the pilot becoming familiar
with the enpnenaircraft which tends to result in excessive throttleFigs,. I i Thrust to Wg AaraJ Do Mowe Full ThroW. se. The result is that transition sorties are second only to sir-to-
pound activities in full-throttle transienta.



P"M Loan"m (tme at fun power and cycles) per flight. Resultsg of tis data show

of ~that a sigificant veaton in a given sortie type isamn due to pilot-t epneg will ne in its ".engine Rlight hour" lifenue is Impgly et. (igu vraoa en6).egn vzaaawahe odtoa
determined by the longh of its flights. Specific minions.. tailored to ec fgr )
a particular system, dictate the flight ienerh Although there is a
wide venatiom. eaperians: shows acme, tresa.. 0" 5gb lato me AtMrsit Igu""

20 041 nokoe f
rigure 4 show that forry, peti ilights are -3 to 4 hours long. Tomenc re

lTMhbhn flights are 2 toJ b ours Lon-_ Ls~to-vurfhc tllch" are
1.3to 2.0bours Loug. aircomba is Itol.3houslnt .1post
maintenance check flight is about 1 hour lang. o t oe omnOM W

d ~ ~ ~ ~~on Is Pews OSeli 01UdT

Tow____________ Oo on 10- LDLw, ._

TrainingC=:
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AV tMUU

Air COibW FigureS. Ground Activity Repreents a Laiger 1o of High Power,
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Figur 4. Typical Flight Length. %

Ground Oeraion ar"20- (In5 $woo* (U sagee

Ground operation include installedl trim troublaehooting, taxi 10-
sad idle to maintain aircraft eiectronic and environmental system.
It &ls includes teat stand trim. troubleshooting and acceptance
teat. ~0 5 10 1S 20 25 0 5I 10I a2

The test and operation. being uninstalled, tends to ae slightly Pu Throttle5 Traslen Par Sortie
higher operating speed. temperature and preingee Depending an kv 111121

application (ie.. takeoff path and maximum Mn in sortiel, this
may be a worme condition then many seen in flight. Figure 6 Voriatton us LWe Consumung Euents Per Sornic

At any wvent the trim and tat stand usage typically has long
hold times at high power, several idle to full power throttle It is interesting, however. that at a given base much of this
anisients (which combined with long hold times ensure the parts "washes out" when the individual sortie tye smxdwtte

to m th maimu thrmI gradient) and frequent A/B lights. For entire syllabus, over a long period of time 4 figure 7)I.
these reeeone test stand/trim operation is significant in life-limited
part considerationa. 400>

Engine experience shows that pround activity itrim. teat stand) zJQ-
occurs about every 100 engine flight hours on mature engines.
Average tenst tand/trim operation tends to be pretm standard 3000 -
involving several fulthrottle transients and about hal an hour at
full power per trim or tst stand occurrence, although there am e0
significant variations due to traubleehooting/trim problems. Fu0l

It is interesting to note that for higher thrust-to-weight weapons Tranalenit
system this ground activity tends ao contribute a larger portion ofC
the total fuI-power time damage. This is shown in figure 5 and is 1000
due to the decrease in overall high-power time associated with high
thrust/weight aircraft.01 ;,"

0 200 400 600 800 l000USAGE1 VANIATION TOT - hr

The preceding curves reflect usage variation fromt a variety of
gouress. Some recent military engines have damaging event
tracking devices. Than recaedeon count Wofeconsunsing events Figure 7 MO Engine Usage Variation at a Base



Them remains about a a20)% variation in usage at a particular e
base. Dse- ~be variation is Large. *I ~ *

t IMPACT ON I=0 STUDIES AND MODELS LOW Pout"
AM/

With the preceding background in usage, it is most aurprising that "4
an engi sees an exxxoely differen usage depending on which/
base. command. or aircraft sysem it is in. Further, it becomnes pu owe P06 ThP"ee

engmn flight bauri becoms very quuutionaibie. Actual field engine K LOW 11101M
data and mtimis tont data show that scrapge rate correlatee with 3 A& Contain
damason events nat necusaily engine operating tim 

i(figure 8). AW to S~f5 /

30 0

oaill Figure 10 shows the logic employed in these LCstudies. LCC
WIu a20-0 models of this sort an useful in swimming optimum design concept.

0 downtrn, alternate applicatins. effect of usage or control system
0 changes. or combinations of theme items. Feeding the usage

16 0 .. deinition and parametric Ife sensitivity information for represent-
ative parts into the LCC model provides a mome realistic ssessment

Io athe angne cost picture.
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Figure &Distress Correlates With Damaging Everst Thrme

Since much of the damage for 11fe-limited peas as accrued fromV
time at fultl power anci fail-thopje traninienta. it make more siee O.Lto correlaste thes peramaeer with engine, flight hours and construct ewokl/ 8

LCC models that address theme driven. LCC models have been A'laat >j L 2ceaoted in the conceptual phase of design using the previous P r tinformation for a gros definition of expected usage and its tie to IF"U Ll
engine flght hours (ETH) iLe.: iThrowe

EFH/ Yea Replacemaentu/EFH
1 01Thesil ie

Full-Thuitla TranelentmEH I eert
Hot TlmovEFH

I /replaice Figfure 10. LCC Model Consuiderng Lift Consuming Usage
Life Requirement in Tame or

EFH IMPACT ON LCC IN 1141 FIELD

Using this concept an engine in a low thrust-to-weight aircraft Usage definition also enters the LCC picture in the reduction 0f
flying ar combat mission would mee about L. the cycles but about overall LCC in terms of required maintenance.
4 times the hot time per flight hour of a high thrust/weight aircraft
flying an air to surface mission (figure, 9). The resulting LCC Maintenance based on recorded "life drivers" rather than engine
analysis reflects this in early replacement of hot setion (ci eey and flight hours can keep parts operating longer. optimize the part
eroson limited) parts on the former mission but longer disk and replaicemcent interval, and minimize chances )f premature failure.
rotting (LCT limited) pert lives. The lIfe-onsuming event counter can be used to set inspection

intervals and replacement times for life-limited parts. Figure 11

~Thie tis ortof impifid aproah i a tep war reog. shoae that if engine time were used to set the inspection interal.
mixing the impact oifusage in conceptual definition and early pah-m frlf~iie itea oepat ol erpae rmtr
of LCC eiraluaion. onice actual deeig ha. begun and part lives or else some parts would fail prior to the inspection period.
have been calculated the sensitivity of these pants to usage changes
can be smed. This sensitivity analysis recogn izes that different Another impact on LCC is that once usage is dentifiets
pets an impected to different degee by usage changes. -duplicate driver" testing can be constructed. These imutated

misaion tests nay take the form )f real time engine tests.
Aparametric spproech has been employedwt odrslsi accelerated engine tests, or specialized lab and ng tests. In anv,,t

defining the parts life sensitivity, not only to the numbe" of life- them forms these tests can duplicate the desired aspects of field
consuming usage events but also to the particular engine designs usage and uncover problems. prior to fleet impact thus aillowing
respanse to the usage. time for corrective action.
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Figure 11. Inapeetsn Based an Usage/Allows Longer Seic Fiure 12 LCC Modci Updated With Actual Expenence

Actual experience has used the LCC model built during the
daaign phase and madded it to include mission tate. lead-the-
deect-scrappage. and teardown results to sem ns a buse for REERNCES

proecin provisionn and to evaluate LCC impact of hardiware
chags (Figue 12 shows this cone".) 1. Abell E.. ".5iUion Effects on Engino Structural Life

and Current Weapeon Systems." AMAA paper 76-7-M.
SUMMARY 7/2O7.

In summay. life-cycle con modeling of engine, life-limited pats 2. Sailem IL P- and W. F. Zavatkay, "Lfe Considers-
is bein puusied based on life-consszming usage rather than just tions in the Engine Design Process," ALAA paper.
engine fight howe. Significant effort is being eirpended to quantify "/11/77.
and track thin usage for une early in the conceptual LCC models as
peat of design LCC models and through development and field
operation LCC studies.



f CALCULATING TURBINE ENGINE LIFE CYCLE COST

MICHAEL A. BARGA
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Air Force Aero Propulsion Lab
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

ABSTRACT

A Turbine Engine Life Cycle Cost (LCC) methodology was developed for
use during Air Force source selection. The methodology itself is a con-
sistent process that defines and organizes all engine chargeable costs.
It can discriminate between engine lesigns and can be tailored to accommo-
date the amount of detailed information known about the engine at the time
of the source selection. At the present time, the equations, definitions,
and specific ground rules are complete. Several tasks are required,
eventually bringing the model to a full-scale demonstration prior to its
use. Potentially, this model can provide logical and consistent engine
LCC information to future source selections.

INTRODUCTION

Previous Air Force turbine engine source selections indicate improve-
ments in estimating LCC of proposed engines are desirable. In the past,
each Air Force turbine engine source selection has applied different ground
rules to estimating turbine engine LCC. Each source selection used its own
definition and used different sources of Air Force data for the turbine
engine LCC estimates. Moreover, LCC models previously used were not
originally intended for use in source selection. These models were not
tailored to the pertinent engine cost data available at the time of engine
source selection.

This paper describes the LCC methodology developed by the Joint Air
Force/Industry Working Group. This methodology is to be used in all future
Air Force engine source selection, including those times when the engine
is Contractor Furnished Equipment (CFE). This paper covers the development
of the working group, the working group's approach to developing engine
LCC methodology, and the resulting methodology. The paper also outlines
future work necessary before the methodology can be used in source selection,
and the anticipated benefits of model use.

The author acknowledges J. R. Kline and D. S. Williams for their 1976
work on this subject, as is outlined in the published paper, "Joint AFl
Industry Engine LCC Methodology".

PROCEEDINGS OF THE AIR FORCE/INDUSTRY WORKING GROUP

Invitations were sent to engine and airframe contractors and applicable
government agencies to attend a July 1975 conference on the problem of
estimating engine LCC during source selection. The problem was presented



and attendees discussed their past efforts in estimating engine LCC.
As a result of this meeting, a working group was formed to develop
engine LCC methodology.

The working group was composed of representatives from all USA
engine contractors, several USA airframe contractors and Air Force
personnel from Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD) Engineering, Air Force
Aero Propulsion Laboratory, and Air Force Logistics Command. The initial
meetings of the working group were attended by Army personnel. This group
continued to meet every six weeks over a period nine months.

The working group's objective was to develop engine LCC methodology.
The required methodology includes engine LCC model equations; terms,
symbols, and definitions; and general instructions for engine LCC model
use. The engine LCC model must account for all Research, Development,
Test, and Evaluation (RDT&E), Acquisition and Operations and Support (O&S)
costs. The model must discriminate between the candidate engine designs.
In addition, the model must be tailored to the data available in a parti-
cular engine source selection.

The working group divided itself into three committees, each committee
addressing a separate phase of LCC (RDT&E, Acquisition, and O&S). During
each meeting, RDT&E, Acquisition, and O&S committees would meet independently,
after which the entire working group would assemble to discuss the progress
of the separate committees. When duplication of model equations became
obvious, an integration committee was created to fuse together the work
separately developed by the three committees. The integration committee
also provided the general instruction for model use.

Model equations; terms, symbols, and definitions; and general instruc-
tion for model use, were completed at the conclusion of the working group's
tenure. A draft report of the engine LCC methodology was published and
distributed to industry for comments. The methodology was then briefed
to ASD. However, several tasks remain to be completed before the engine
LCC methodology is ready to be used in a source selection.

ENGINE LCC MODEL EQUATIONS

The engine LCC model has 24 equations. Most of these equations are
used in more than one phase of LCC: 22 equations are used to calculate
RDT&E costs, 14 equations to calculate Acquisition costs, and 16 equations
to calculate O&S costs. A short summary of each equation is given below.

Conceptual Study and Configuration Cost

Determines direct conceptual study cycle and engine con-
figuration costs based on engineering man-hours and a composite
engineering hourly rate.

Mock-Up Costs

Mock-up cost is based on labor cost, materials, and other
direct costs.

2
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Detailed Engine Design Cost

Detailed engine design cost is based on the design and
drafting man-hours, the design and drafting composite hourly
rates, and the other direct costs for each engine section.

Tooling Costs

The tooling cost equation collects the tooling material and
labor for each engine section. The equation also collects all
non-engine tooling costs.

Engine Manufacturing Costs

Engine manufacturing costs are determined by breaking down
the engine into its sections, assemblies, and part levels. The
engine level required depends on the particular source selection.
Material, labor, and other direct costs are collected at the
required level.

Cost of Spare Engines, Assemblies and Parts

This equation calculates engine spare parts cost based on
the back order standard, the repair cycle time, and ordering
and shipping times.

Peculiar Support Equipment Cost

Peculiar support equipment cost is computed based on labor
and material required for equipment design and manufacture.

Common Support Equipment Cost

Common support equipment cost is calculated for all organiza-
tional levels based on AFLC supplied inputs.

Special Test Equipment Cost

Special test equipment cost is calculated for all organiza-
tional levels.

Packaging and Shipping Cost

This equation accounts for the packaging and shipping costs
of all engine, spare parts, Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE),
training equipment, and test equipment.

Facilities Cost

This equation captures the cost for new and modified facilities.
Facilities cost is based on the cost to design, build, and check out
both contractor and government facilities.

3
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Contractor Test Costs

Contractor test costs are based on the Petroleum, Oils
and Lubricants (POL) costs, the test hours, and the direct
costs per test hour for each engine section.

Government Test Costs

Government test costs are based on the cost of tests
conducted at various test sites.

Training Cost

Training costs are computed for initial contractor and
both initial and recurring government training. Costs are
based on the number of different courses at various organiza-
tional activities.

Contractor Field Support Costs

Field support costs are accumulated for both home office
and field service efforts.

Data Costs

Data costs include costs for technical orders and technical
manuals, plus the initial and recurring cost of data management.

Initial Inventory Management Cost

This equation contains the cost to introduce new items into
the supply system.

Recurring Inventory Management Cost

- This equation computes the management cost of both items in
the wholesale inventory system and in the base supply system.

Engine Scheduled Maintenance Cost

The engine scheduled maintenance cost equation computes the
cost of scheduled inspections and the scheduled time change costs
for base, depot, and contractor maintenance.

Engine Unscheduled Maintenance Cost

This equation calculates the unscheduled on-equipment maintenance
and unscheduled off-equipment maintenance cost for base, depot, and
contractor maintenance.

4



Recurring Maintenance Management Data Cost

This equation computes the maintenance management data
costs for both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance.

Systems Engineering/Project Management Costs

This equation accounts for costs defined in Paragraph 40.2.5
of MIL-STD-881A that cannot be related to a specific hardware
or task item.

POL Cost

This equation accounts for the cost of the fuel consumed
during ground run time, the fuel consumed during overhaul
acceptance runs, and both the fuel and oil consumed during
missions.

Production Program Start-Up Costs

Production program start-up costs are based on the labor
and material required for initial production setup, configura-
tion audit, etc.

TERMS, SYMBOLS, AND DEFINITIONS

Each of the equations previously described has several input terms.
These terms were symbolized in computer format, and each term was completely
defined. Definitions were formulated for other terms to provide clarity in
using the methodology. The source of each input term was identified as
engine contractor (EC), AFLC standard (LS), model generated value (M),
program office (P), systems integration contractor (SC) or using command (U).

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENGINE LCC MODEL USE

The general instructions present the guidelines for model use during
engine source selection. These instructions outline the intended use of
the engine LCC source selection model. The model was developed to be used
only in source selections as opposed to other areas such as implementing
warranties. The model does not give absolute engine LCC but can compare the
LCC of alternate engine designs. The model was designed to break down the
engine to the part level. However, this capability should be used only as
required. Of the 24 equations in the engine LCC model, only the important
ones should be used. Costs are shown in fiscal years and will includc
General and Administrative cost (G&A), but will exclude profit and fee.

The instructions also outline the Air Force's and the contractor's
responsibilities during source selection. The Air Force is responsible
for providing the computer program listing, the computer cards/tapes, the
verification test cases, and the users manual for the engine LCC model.
The Air Force will provide the AFLC standard, the program office, and the
using command inputs. The contractor is responsible for providing a
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listing of all contractor inputs, and providing a computer listing of

the LCC model results.

SAMPLE MODEL EQUATION

The POL equation is used as an example to illustrate the data required
for this model. The POL cost is output in dollars/fiscal year.

1

CPOL = (CFG) (GPHG) (AEFH) (EGR)

2
NKFMn-M [( )(CFG) (GFHFn,)]

NKFH
+.4 [ (COG) (GPHOn)]

The first part of this equation calculates the cost of fuel consumed in

ground run time. The second part calculates the cost of fuel and oil
consumed during missions. The third part computes the cost of fuel required
in overhaul acceptance runs.

The definitions and input sources of the terms in the POL equation are

shown below:

AEFE Annual engine force flying hours (U)

AEFHMn  Annual engine force flight hours for nth specified flight
mission (U)

CFG Fuel cost per gallon (LS if government furnished,
EC if contractor furnished)

COG Oil cost per gallon (LS if government furnished,
EC if contractor furnished)

CPOL Cost of POL ()

EGR Number of hours of ground running per engine flight hour (U)

GPHFn  Gallons of fuel per hour of operation for the nth specified
flight mission (EC and SC)

6



GPHG Gallons of fuel per engine ground run hour (EC and SC)

GPHOn  Gallons of oil per hour of operation for the nth specified
flight mission (EC)

GPOEA Gallons of fuel per overhaul acceptance run (EC)

n Integer subscript value

NKFM Number (kind)of flight missions (U)

NNOHA Number of overhaul acceptance runs per year (EC)

TAILORING THE ENGINE LCC MODEL

The model should be tailored to a particular source selection. The
objective is a model that is design sensitive and can distinguish between
alternate engine designs. For a particular source selection, only those
equations that are design sensitive and capture over 90% of RDT&E, Acquisition,
and O&S costs should be used. For a 2000 fighter aircraft engine buy, the
equations shown below contribute over 90% of RDT&E, Acquisition, and O&S costs.

% RDT&E

Detailed Engine Design Cost 15%

Engine Manufacturing Cost
Cost of Spare Sections, Assemblies and Parts 35%

Contractor Test Cost 30%

System Engineering/Project Management Cast 7%

Z Acquisition

Tooling 3%

Engine Manufacturing Cost 85%

Packaging and Shipping <82

% Operations & Support

Engine Scheduled Maintenance

Engine Unscheduled Maintenance

Packaging & Shipping 6%

POL Cost 30%

7



S t FUTURE MODEL DEVELOPMENT

The Air Force/Industry Working Group issued a draft report of their
methodology titled "Turbine Engine Life Cycle Cost Model", dated I Feb 77.
Several tasks were identified for follow-on effort before the methodology

could be used in source selection. These tasks are: (1) reviewing the
model equations for accuracy; (2) incorporating on condition maintenance/
turbine engine monitor system LCC prediction capability; (3) computer
programming the engine LCC model; (4) running verification test cases in
the computer program; (5) writing a users manual for the computer program;
and (6) refining the instructions for the engine LCC model use.

The time frame for the completion of these 6 tasks has not been
identified.

CONCLUSION

The Turbine Engine Life Cycle Cost Model provides logical and consistent
methodology to estimate engine LCC in future engine source selections. The
methodology contains a systematic way to tailor the model to a particular
source selection
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PRODUCTIVITY IN ENGINE MANUFACTURING

My topic today is "PRODUCTIVITY" - a widely used and abused term.

WHAT IS PRODUCTIVITY?

I have seen hundreds of definitions of "Productivity" and the best

one I have derived is as follows:

SLIDE 2

"Productivity is a measure of management's effectiveness in employing

all the necessary resources.. .human, natural and financial." Notice

that I say MEASURE - and I mean measure.

By HUMAN I mean people, motivation, job enrichments, etc.

By NATURAL I mean use of natural resources, tools, methods, power.

By FINANCIAL I mean capital to buy these things.

SLIDE 3

This slide asks: "Why should we do it?"

I am certain that this is self-explanatory.

By the way, the ID/OD gauge shown here and used by us by the

thousands, was developed 20 years ago and has saved us in excess of

$20 million dollars.

When we started work on this in 1957, we paid $900 for an ID/OD

gauge for a specific dimension. We wanted a gauge that could be

adjusted 6" in diameter and 2" in depth. At last report, we had

over 15,000 of them in all plants and now it is a national standard.

SLIDE 4 - Shows that technology represents 38.1%.

In a study last year by Data Resources, Inc., it was found that high

technology industries "grew nearly 3 times as fast, at double the

productivity record and had significantly lower inflation impact

than low technology industries."

A.



SLIDE,5 - Shows factors which result in an increase in productivity.

SLIDE 6 - This slide is self-explanatory. We are working to improve

our internal operations.

When I started this job 9 years ago, I found direct labor to be less

than 10. of product cost. Overhead was level, with material cost

skyrocketing. We were getting buy/fly ratio (the ratic of the weight

of the raw material we buy to the weight of the finished product) of

material efficiency in the order of 5 to 10 to 1. We started on

processes which brought us closer to net shape.

SLIDE 7 - This chart gives some of the inputs we consider in looking

at a project for new manufacturing technology.

When we start a new project, our first goal is quality. When you

fly with our engines, I want you to know that if anything can be

done to make a better product, we do it: It is up to our people

to cut the cost using new processes or equipment. I find that in

almost all of our programs, quality, for some unknown reason, is

usually a by-product, although it is our #1 goal.

By the way, for my competitors here today, the majority of the

disclosures have been heavily censored. To our good customers

out there, we are extending a personal invitation to visit our

facility. We will show you new breakthroughs that not only give

engine designers new degrees of freedom, but parts that are better

as well as parts that lost longer thereby increasing productivity

and cutting L.C.C.

The next slide (SLIDE 8) shows how you have to establish a breakoff

point because you will dilute yourself so thin, the entire program

would suffer.



My only wish is that the tools I speak about today are used to

make for more "EFFECTIVE" programs.

SLIDE 9

This slide guides me in the selection of which projects we should

pursue.

SLIDE 10 - Shows a sunary.

The first two points, cost drivers and economic significance, are

what really makes for success.

SLIDE 11 - Gives the advantages of looking at manufacturing processes

rather than new products. Products usually have a limited life. In

our case, a basic new engine model has a life of 10 to 20 years,

whereas, a new manufacturing process keeps improving with time. Try

to think of an obsolete manufacturing process. I think this is one

reason that DoD is really expanding the manufacturing technology

budget over the next 5 years. This is where you achieve real

leverage to cut weapon system costs.

SLIDE 12 - Shows that timing is very important.

SLIDE 13 - Shows a case I ran 3 years ago. I do not remember the

exact program but it demonstrates what happens on strictly military

programs.

The new manufacturing programs I am about to describe were paid for

out of our commercial engine sales...the military received a free ride.

SLIDE 14 - CONFINED ABRASIVE FINISHING (CAF)

The polishing and debugging of aerospace parts usually represents

30. of the manufacturing cost. It is labor intensive and has a

high risk of scrap. Here we have a process that we have been

merging into production for the last few years.

• ' - . . . . •



CAF is a non-conventional machining technique developed to deburr,

radius and improve surface finish. An abrasive laden media of

putty-like consistency is forced under pressures ranging from 400

to 1600 psi through a closed loop system which directs the flow into

a restricted area formed by the workpiece and fixture. By proper

selection of media consistency and abrasive content, process

pressures and cycle times, a uniform and repeatable method of

manufacture is available.

SLIDE 15

The next slide shows an example of the JT9D-70 fan hub which is

constructed using diffusion bonding to form an internal hollow

cavity giving us the benefits of weight savings. Following broaching

of the fan blade slots, a sharp edge condition is generated at the

intersection of the cavity and slot which is located adjacent to

finished surfaces of critical dimensions. -Abrasive Finishing was

found to be the only method of forming a .040"-.050" radius to

insure hub fatigue life.

The tooling concept utilizes polyurethane restrictor inserts which

are formed to protect and seal against the critical broached pressure

face surfaces and provide a controlled gap for media flow. The

abrasive media is cycled back and forth across the cavity edges to

progressively generate a smooth and uniform radius on 46 slots

simultaneously.

The advantage of this process is that it is machine paced and

process controlled.

HOT ISOSTATIC COMPACTION OF POWDER METAL ALLOYS - SLIDE OF RIP

Last year, we put. into production the largest, most sophisticated

Hot Isostatic Press in the world for turbine and comprssor disks.



In December, we received FAA certification for JT8, 1st Stage

t Turbine Disk used in the 727, 737 and DC9 aircraft.

SLIDE 16

This slide shows the wire wound press. It can take parts 45" in

diameter by 79" high. With HIP, you usually save 25% plus inventory

cost with better quality and more consistency.

With hot isostatic consolidation of powder metal, you can develop

new alloys never before possible because they were limited by the

solubility of one element in another. All our alloys in use today

were designed 15-20 years ago, before the energy crisis, political

disruptions, etc. All alloys designed then were designed to be

castable, weldable, forgeable, etc. Today, with HIP'ing, we do

not have these limitations. Just look at the cobalt problem in

Africa: The cost jumped from $7/pound to $25/pound in a month!

The real problem is that no one is REALLY working on the problem.

Most of the alloy development, to my knowledge, is only a modification

of present day alloys, not completely new ones designed around the

conditions and economics in the world today.

In 1972, I predicted that in 10 years all engine disks would be made

of powder. I strongly feel that I will be right on target:

SLIDE 17

Momentarily, we expect source approval for P/M preforms for

GATORIZINGTM or superplastic forming of 9 different P/M parts for

the F-L0O engine in the FI and F16 aircraft. Here are steel pipes

loaded with powder. We HIP them and then cut them up to

superplistically form turbine and compressor disks. As you can

'. see, this is a good cost reduction because of productivity compared

to hot extrusion.
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SLIDE 18

The nex: slide shows how you can improve properties of casting by

closing up porosity and center line shrinkage. The greatest $
impact will be on engine casings, particularly those of titanium.

We have had success in using this technique. It will revolutionize

the casting industry!

SLIDE 19 - AUTOMATED LASER WELDING

The laser is a modern device generating a beam of light that can be

optically concentrated into a spot a few thousandths of an inch in

diameter.

This very intense, concentrated energy, second only to the electron

beam, can be used to perform many widely diversified and useful

tasks involving high energy and precision.

The Manufacturing Division of P&WA, following a period of laser

development in Manufacturing Research and Development, has generated

specifications and has acquired the fully automatic, computer

controlled, production laser welder shown in the photograph.

Utilizing the automation capability of this advanced P&WA-specified

laser equipment, Manufacturing Research and Development has developed

the welding process requirements for several engine assemblies. The

percent of savings over previous arc welding methods averages 64%

for 12 parts for which we now have tooling. These significant savings,

which result from the high welding speeds, reduced floor-to-floor time

and the elimination of many postweld operations, attest to the

cost reducing potential of the automated laser welding process.



SLIDE 20

Photofabrication for Transient Liquid Phase Diffusion Bonding is

a patented P&WA process. In this process, a superalloy foil

surface is doped with material that lowers the melting point. A

shaped foil is made (as shown in the slide) by photofabrication...

a technique used in solid state industry. This facility was put

on-line last year. We have in excess of 100,000 TLP bonded parts

flying. This gives you a 100% solid state bond with no heat

effected zone. This will replace many welding and brazing processes.

To bond parts together, take the foil, put the parts in about 10 psi

compression, heat until you melt the foil; the melting point is

depressed as the dopant is diffused throughout the part. After a

heat treatment, no chemistry gradient can be detected across the

bond line.

This schematic is a flow diagram of the process. You can hold .001

with little trouble.

SLIDE 21

Shows a typical cost saving of using photofabrication over

conventional stamping.

We have a program to make hot isostatic consolidated billets to

replace hot extrusion billets to reduce cost of our compressor and

turbine disks made of superalloy IN-100. They are then

superplastically formed in our GATORIZINGTM press. As we advance

in the state-of-the-art to make as-HIP'ed superalloy disks, we can

utilize the GATORIZINGTM press for titanium parts.

SLIDE 22 - Shows our GATORIZINGTM press.

We have an Air Force contract to design a modification of the chemistry

so we can go near net shape directly with superplastic forming.



SLIDE Z3 - ELECTRON BEAM WELDING (DRUM ROTORS)

Development efforts have been initiated toward electron beam weld

fabrication of the 8-stage titanium drum rotor. We have demonstrated

the ability of the electron beam process to produce high-integrity

welds and dimensionally accurate post-weld part configuration on the

latest, most sophisticated electron beam welder in the world put

into use last month.

SLIDE 24

Shows a typical Electron Beam welded drum rotor for our JT1OD engine.

CONCLUSION

I think we covered all the elements of a good productivity improvement

program. You must have technology, capital and highly motivated people.

THANK YOU.
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"Long Term Warranty Growth Of An Aircraft Engine Accessary Utilizinq
Life Cycle Costing Techniques"

Oscar Markowitz & Joseph C. Giordano

Key Words: Long Term Warranty, Reliability, Life Cycle Costing,
Warranties, Failure Free Warranty, Reliability
Improvement Warranty.

ABSTRACT

This paper provides an example of utilizing LCC as an analytic tool
to assess cost effectiveness of a Reliability Irprovement Warranty con-
tract. The real life contract I under eyamination is a show case example
and its mid course evaluation has been reported 2 . The material for this
paper was drawn from that report.

The method and approaches for the ICC analysis is described. The
end results are documented. Within the ICC analysis was the utilization
of the ASO escalation model, previously published3 , and described in this
paper to the extent of showing how it was used.

INTRCOUCTION

There have been very few DcoD contract experiences to date within
which a buyer-seller together had to live within an established life
cycle cost. Reliability Improvement Warranties (RIW) offer this exper-
ience since they are long duration contracts, generally 5 or more years,
and they are generally based on cost effectiveness studies utilizing
forms of LCC modeling which form the basis for the subsequent contract
fixed costs. The example used for this paper involves a case history
(to date) of just such use for LCC. In the forrmulation stages (1972)

LCC studies were made by the Navy with the potential contractor's
participation. These studies made clear that the driving function of
LCC would be the actual field reliability. Should this field reliability
be capable of growing at least 25% over a 5 year in service use, utilizing
RIW contract techniques, then there was a potential for RIW to be nore
cost effective than any other support alternative available to the Navy.

This LCC result was in fact sold. A RI; contract was made between
the Navy and the contractor, Abex, which was priced on the basis estab-
lished by the LCC, plus added assurance of cost effectiveness to the Navy
by making the fixed price reflect a contract end point of 50% reliability
growth. 1977 was considered the approximate mid point of this Navy con-
tract with Abex. Thus it was an appropriate time to evaluate results to
date and reexamine the LCC studies in a test of cost effectiveness both
to date and to the projected end of the contract. A report on this mid
contract evaluation was published 2 which included the actual out of
pocket LCC costs for the contract compared to a LCC analysis of a Non-
RIW alternative. This paper concentrates on the development of the above
LCC carparisons utilizing material and abstractions fron the reference 2
report.



t LIFE CYCLE COSTS

The real life costs engendered by the Rlt, contract1 were fixed by
the terms of the contract and are shown below. The Navy payments to
Abex were based on the projected time distribution of Abex costs resulting
in a "pay as you go" payment schedule. This is shown in Table I below:

TABLE L RIW CONTRACT Noovsi 7,-C nu

.PAYMEINTS AND SCHEDULE

MU L3ITS I C LYT''

am Ic Co.-
tract , lt S346.o4 na S97,00 Apr 73 '

I to IV

MD 00007 S31,00 ug 6 Y.
LaO y cO 0 6L. 67Z V "

'W 00009 1;0S*.347 40 130.OO A, ' 6 ys
Lot YZ

0 1 ,448,'47 S87 a * Sa J 5 0JX

1.59S,3 ~ 44 oszo7 A '51~

TABLE I: RIW Contract N00383-73-C-3318
Payments and Schedule

The costs shown in Table I are actual "out of pocket" costs from
the start of the contract. Other Navy costs inherent in total system
logistics operations are not included since their effects are considered
secondary for the purposes of this LCC model. The biggest cost driver
by far is the actual field reliability, which for this case is inclusive
for all removals regardless of reasons for reiroval. The major LCC cost
consideration for any reoval then becomes the sum of hardware costs to
fill the hole in the aircraft and to prepare the removed unit for ulti-
mate use to successively fill a hole created by another future rerroval.
Thus field reliability and field reliability crwth must look at all
reasons for removals as well as logistics su-pport to insure continuity
of aircraft operation after a removal for both of the following LCC
alternatives.

a. The real life situation for RIW and

b. The most likely alternative should RIW not have been available
or utilized.

Reliability Projections:

The LCC study considers the most likely reliability which would
have been achieved in an environment of organic and/or cormmercial over-
haul without any reliability growth incentives. The Tost likely set of
conditions to be included for such non-RIW alternatives are as follows:

4
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a. Comercial overhaul of the pump by abex. This condition was
considered most likely because a 400 HP drive stand was not fully devel-
oped by the Navy and thus not available for Navy depot use.

b. Each area of RIW improvement would not have been attained. This
assumption, borne out during the history of many other aircraft engine
driven pumps, is most likely because the Abex beginning mean flying hour
time between field returns would have been considered reasonable.

c. Every major failure mode was considered separately in the non-
RIW alternative as continuing at the same rate as established by early
field returns prior to RI, improvements beccming effective.

d. All remaining failures not included in c. above were grouped to-
gether and analyzed similarly, but as one group, and added to the modes
of c. above, to provide a total rate of return for the non-RIW alterna-
tive.

e. An average cost of all returns to depot was developed based on
actual present costs, then de-escalated to the starting year and escalated
for future years. The "test good" returns were included as part of the
average cost per return.

The following 5 engineering improvements (El) are considered:

a. Sheared shaft

b. Ptmp leaks (other than shaft leak)

c. Test good

d. Leaking front seal (shaft)

e. Combined EI, other than above

(1) Torsion spring pocket wear

(2) Quick Disconnect (QD) seized in port cap

(3) Oscillations/fluctuations

(4) Hanger arn/mounting flange interference

(5) Other random causes

Each of the aforementioned categories were reviewed for the number
of ptump returns and the total number of cumulative flight hours for each
time period reported. The data for each cause of return was plotted to
show the trend of performance for each type of return under the RIW ccn-
cept. A sample graph for (b) above is shown in Figure 1:
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In the initial phase of recognition of the immediate problems along with
the introduction of engineering improverents, the graphs showed a down-
ward trend for the number of returns with an increase of flight hours
between returns. In addition, these graphs were used to develop a non-
R1W condition by extending the initial slope, before RIW engineering
improvement, and using this projection to show the trend of returns for
non-RIW. In all cases, the slopes for both RIW and non-RIW were extended
to contract anniversary year (CY) 1982 in order to develop future data
to show the differences between the RZ and non-Ri, returns for each of
the listed categories. These differences were used to calculate the cost
of the non-RIW alternative. Detailed cost planning sheets were prepared
from each engineering improvement graph of return slopes for RT111 and non-
RIW to docurent the magnitude of the dollars differences.

All but one of these categories listed have ccarlete supporting
return data. The last one listed, "Combined El", was developed indirectly
from engineering improvents made other than the major ones, and the
analysis of disassembled repaired depot units. Because of the latter
and of the small number of known returns and the only date available was
the date when the improvements were incorporated, it was necessary to
combine those renaining returns into one graph.

'The 5 engineering improve.ments listed relate directly to 80% of the
208 serialized punp returns (166 each) received by Abex during the period
of 3 April 1973 to 31 March 1977. Forty-t., returns (20%), cannot be
related directly to any one specific engineeri-ng ir.roerent for the re-
maining 6 separate malfunctions listed.
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These 20% returns, 42 identified, were plotted cLtmlative returns
versus cumulative flight hours (FH) and shown in Figure 2 below.

50

30-1
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FIGURE 2: 20% RESIDUAL RETURNS (RANDOM)

The straight line correlation coefficient (CC) was determined as 0.98.
Texas Instrment Trend Line Analysis program #BAl-10 as listed in their
1975 Program Manual BAI Basic Library was used to calculate the CC.
Hence, a 98% confidence exists for the linear relationship of cumlative
FH and cunulative returns. This linear relationship implies a constant
failure rate which is a characteristic of random type failures on an ex-
ponential probability distribution. Hence, these 42 random returns were
not influenced by the contractor's R-7 efforts and would, in fact, rrain
intact in a non-RIW alternative. This group when projected at the same
slope would remain the same both for RIW and tie non-RlTR alternative.
Therefore, no cost differences between R1W and ncn-RIW exists for this
residual random category of returns.

The above represents an analysis for anticipated non-RIW reliability
based on separation of components into manageable elements. This analysis
resulted in a prediction of returns for that al-_ernative. An.other in-
dependent analytic approach was to look at the total system start up re-
turn rates and project them without reliability improvenents. This was
done and results of these two analytic apprcaches correlated closely.

Alternative Costs:

The next phase considered for cost differences was the non-RIW
alternative costto repair pump returns. The first thing to be con-
sidered was the availability of Hydraulic Test Stands to test t-he Abex
Model AP27V-5 hydraulic pump. Presently, there is a crrent contract
to develop a hydraulic test stand. From all Lndications, there won't

4
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t be any production hydraulic test stands accepted before 1982. Based on
these findings, the cost of repair will be predicated on the use of com-
mercial overhaul at Abex.

To assist in the development of the cost of repair, RIW Program Pump
Reliability was projected and analytically transformed to determine the
number of non-PW pump returns. The slope for RIW was plotted with known
man pump hours between unscheduled renval (MMM) hours and pump hours
for the period of 31 Mar 74 to 31 Mar 77. This curve was projected to
cover the period of 3 Apr 73 through 31 Mar 83. The non-RW slope was
developed by taking a 5% yearly increase from the real life starting
488 MPMJR value to obtain projections to 31 Mar 83. This is truly a
conservative approach used in developing the ncn-R!W curve. In other
aircraft cases, a slope of MPHBUR resulting when no RIW incentives exist
has been either constant or with some degradation. Table II below shows
the quantity of pump returned for repair for the RIW and within a non-
RIW alternative:

TALE If- SYSTEM RETURNS

sq. Inten'I AMsH , fetu " Wim n T im
IaI Wtthin !ri a1 1t.ervaI I____

I t r0r o lI

S75. 500 1,944 31, 3: 4 tar '-a'49 2*

7SO.5 S..S is.3 s 106 S 3 55 r *'r "I CY 74
339 Sa.ss 73.:t9 I3S 19 35 90 t,', - "

1143.$5 S4.S 110,S54 193 7- 6 [s t a , - r T "
133' 390.S 109.555 183 . 53 -,- m " W sI"'+

ISM 5sz: 13S.340 IS3 S9 11:11 416 :r -3ur -

171!.S 5 S.S 135.4 WO Ms S , i 544 -~9. lt. 30 CY

1000 63r.5 L53 . I0 193 ?2 1 o 't S k n

1.10 1 3' '3.40 19: 05 ,r'b %1* '6 1-, -Y 11

2090L'. 3. 35:3 L I1 :-

The three prime cost elements considered here:

a. Costs associated with the repair of returned units at a depot.

b. Cost associated with remval and return of reroved units through
the fleet maintenance levels.

c. Costs associated with spares levels established to provide fleet
support (directly related to reroval rates).
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Since the non-RITI alternative would have of necessity been limited
to the Abex depot then the depot costs were determined by the current
actual costs to repair a returned unit at Abexc less costs allocable to
reliability improvezent effort. This was considered a base 1976 cost,
de-escalated for prior years and escalated for future years of considera-
tion for the LCC analysis. Escalation (de-escalation) was modeled from
an ASO model developed for RIW pricing adjustent considerations 3 . Ref-
erence 2 provides the applicable detail of costs and escalation.

Operations maintenance costs were considered because of the additional
non-RIW alternative removals. Man-hours Zor removals (maintenance actions)
were multiplied by per hour costs established by the Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel for the current base year. That base year cost was escalated for
future years and de-escalated for past years.

A third and important element of "out of pocket" costs was the change
in inventory required to support the increased removal rates for the non-
RlW alternative. Currently, the spares progra-n required to support the
RIW Program is most favorable. The total number of procured spares (with
RIW) to date is 138. To determine the dollars required for non-RW spares
growth, it was necessary to develop the quantity of spares required to
support the F-14 aircraft under the non-RIW support alternative. This
was done by generating the number of flight hours and the average reli-
ability value (MPHBUR) (non-RI) for each fiscal year from 1 Jul 73 to
1 Oct 83. The inventory manager then provided standard support spares
requirements as a function of reliability ard flying hour program. The
prices for the non-RIW spares was reconstructed from the prices paid
for the RIW spares. Explanation of the development of these prices is
as follows:

a. A cursory review of the prices for RIW spares showed that the
prices varied with the quantity purchased and with the inflationary cost
of each successive year.

b. The quantities developed for the non-?JIW spares were in most
cases about twice the quantities purchased for 2:0. Therefore, the cost
for non-RIW spares should be less based on the larger ordering quantities.
However, this is offset by the inflationa Ir costs incurred during the
spares procurement year in question. Abex concurred that a larger number
of spares purchased would contribute towards a lower unit price. Hence,
a reasonable asstmption from Abex price schedules was made that the re-
duction of unit price on larger non-Rill spares quantities equals the
yearly inflationary percentage increase for the procurenent year in ques-
tion. In this way, the unit cost reduction accompanying a large quantity
spares order should offset the economic inflation of the outyears spares
buy. Thus, it is anticipated that each oppositely directed cost driver
(spares quantity and inflation) would tend to cancel each other toard an
equilibriuzn price.

c. To implement the above assumption, the RIW price was de-escalated
for those non-RIW spare quantities that were .,o or more times greater
than the RIW spares through FY 78. Hence, the percentage inflation for
the year when the spares procurement occurred -was renoved. This rermval

4of inflationary costs or a portion thereof is assured to be the price dis-
4. count associated with larger quantity spares procuremrents for non-RZI
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vice RI1. When non-RIW spares are double or more, than RI spares quantity,
t the full "inflationary discount" is taken. T:en the non-RIW7 to RIr spares

quanity ratio is less than double, an apprcpriate proportion of the in-
flationary discount is used.

d. For the cost of the FY 79 non-RIW spares, an escalation factor
was used since there wasn't any RIW cost data available beyond FY 78 to
de-escalate. An escalation factor of only 3.5% was used for FY 79 in lieu
of 7%, because the quantity of non-RIW spares was only 1-1/2 times greater
than the RIW spares. If the FY 79 non-RIW spares were twice (or greater)
the RIW quantity, a zero percent escalation factor would have been used,
thus allowing for a full inflationary discount.

e. For the costs of non-RIW spares for FY 80, the full inflationary
discount was allowed as the non-RIl spare quantities were estimated at
five times the RIW spares quantity estimate. This factor of five is ap-
plicable to FY 81 and FY 82 non-RIW to RIW spares ratio (with its corre-
sponding justification for the full inflatiorary discount allowed); haw-
ever, it is realized that a slight increase in price would occur for
FY 81 and BY 82. This slight increase is estinated at 3% each for FY 81
and FY 82 non-RIW spares costs as RIW4 spares costs are not available, and
one would not expect for identical buy quantities, FY 81 and FY 82 spares
costs as being the same.

Cost Effectiveness:

The much higher levels of reliability obtained within the RIW con-
tract over that which could be reasonably anticipated for the non-PJl
alternative has insured the present and continuing ZCC cost effectiveness
of the RIW. Below is Table III which abstracts the LCC analysis elements
for the differences in total costs between the RIWI and non-RW alterna-
tives for the period of 1 April 1973 to 31 March 1983.

TABLE III: Sumtrary of Differences
(Non-RIW Less RIW)

Difference
Total Returns + 921 pumps
Field Maintenance Costs + $16,061
Depot Costs + $1,020,072
Spares Inventory + 370 puinPs
Inventory Costs + $953,518
Total Cost Difference + $1,989,651

ESCALATION

In any long term analysis involving dollars, escalation becomes a
major consideration. The uncertainties of current rising market prices
makes it extremely difficult to project future trends. In a long term
contract, such as P11J on which this paper is based, the only approach
available during 1973, to the ccntracting parties, was for each party to

,4A



t make independent escalation projections; for the period invol~ved (6 years)
and negotiate a final settlement. This was done and the contract was
signed based on a changing dollar amount for each subseqjuent year's
costs by rnultiplying the out year costs in current dollars times the a-
greed escalation factors. The escalation factors which were used are
listnd below:

Labor Material overhead

1973 4% 5% 4%
1974 4% 5% 4%
1975 4-1/4% 5% 4-1/3%
1976 6% 5% 6%
1977 6% 5% 6%
1978 6% 5% 6%
1979 6% 5% 6%

Subsequent to the contract award, ASO developed the following concept
for escalation adjustment within long term warranty contracts:

CGNTRACr ADUS'TMETS COULD BE MADE FOR AC~TJ-L ESCAATION' BY TRAD2.NG
C1NGES IN~ CONTRAMLOR RISK DUE TO UNACCOUNTD ESCLATIONJ FOR EQUAL COM4-
PMISATLG NGES IN CONTRACTOR RISK BY ADJUSTflG CM1TR4CTr PRGRAM IN
LILU OF TRADIVG FOR DOLLARS PREVIaUSLY PAID OR TO BE PAID TO THE CONTRACTOR.
The concept was supported by development of a -,Lcel which was tested against
a previous RIW contract and then modified by the experience of that test.
The final model was published in reference 3. A block diagram of this
nizdel with weighing factors used in the LCC of this paper is shown in
Figure 3.

ESCALATION MODEL BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIGURE 3: ESCALATIONUCMODE LC IGA

SIC 361, ORKER R-T

ESSO -.7 
*CCT



As part of the R.I mid contract evaluation2 , the model was again
tested against this contract to determine validity of the negotiated
escalation factors. The results of the test indicated that the nego-
tiated values were lo but not to an unacceptable degree. The actual
net adjustment, if this model had been applicable to the contract, would
have been a reduct.ion of warranteed pump hours from 730,500 to 713,559
or 2.3%. Since this test added confidence in the model's application,
it was used as a basis for escalation consideration for the non-RW ICC
development.

RIW RESULTS

The RIW contract1 for which this L= analysis was a part of the
evaluation has produced significant results other than proof of being
a cost effective support alternative. The results to date are shcwn
below matched against contract features:

Contract Feature Results

A. Reliability growth; 500 to A. 488 to over 1200 pump hours
750 pump hours between between returns.
returns.

B. One day turn around at B. One day turn around in all
Abex dock supported with cases with growth of pool
pool of 25 units. above 25 units because of

achieved higher reliability.

C. Firm fixed price. C. No contract adjustments made.
Operations remained comfort-
able within the established

firm fixed price.

D. All returns repaired by D. No exclusions requested by
Abex, no exclusions. Abex after returns. All

units repaired or replaced.

E. No buyer cost for en- E. Three major changes; basic to
gineering changes. 01, to 02 and to 03 configu-

ration, many Class II changes.
All changes made at no cost
to the Navy.

F. A defined contractor con- F. Each return inspected and ana-
trolled and implemented lyzed by the program reliability
reliability program with engineer. This engineering ef-
dedicated full time engine- fort is an integral part of the
ering effort. Abex engineering department with

quick reaction tira and support.

G. Regular reporting to the G. Monthly formal reports. Quar-
Navy. terly engineering meetings.

Annual program reviews.



H. Contract coverage for all H. Contract continuity main-
(Lots I to IV) F-14 tained by anvendments in-
Aircraft. cluding more recent Lots V

to VrII F-14 Aircraft.

The 1973 to 1983 costs for the RIW contract will total $1,595,344.
This is most cost effective since the non-RI, alternative costs have
been established through LCC analysis would have been $3,584,995. Re-
liability growth originally established and priced with an end point of
750 hours of pump operation between returns has reached 1250 hours nuch
before the end of the contract.

Fleet support at the time of the most current analysis reported in
reference1 has been excellent with only 25% spares as compared with other
aircraft engine driven pumps which usually have spare levels above 50%.
The reports of "Not Operationally Ready, Spares" have been exceptionally
low for this pump, at least one order less thar. for other comparative
pumps for other NFi' y Aircraft.

SUMMARY

The Abex R1I4 contract has afforded an excellent opportunity to
examine through ICC techniques an original Navy management position
in 1973, the subsequent 1977 LCC evaluaticn reconfirmed the wisdom of
that original position and subsequent decision.

Escalation can be contractually treated wtile maintaining constant
contractor risks utilizing the ASO model. The use of the model relieves
a contractor from adding risk dollars to his costs to cover escalation
uncertainties. The model can be utilized for both ICC studies as well
as for long term warranty contracts.
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